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TO INVESTORS,

BANKING HOUSE OF

HENEY CLEWS & CO.,

32 Wall Street, N. Y.

THE

LOANER’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Bulling,
22 Nassau Street, New York.

CAPITAL........................................................ $500,00
Subject to increase to.....................................  1,000,000

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.

Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants 
will receive special attention.
IV FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR 

RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our 
CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. WilmaRTh, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO & SON,

Bankers;
No. 59 Wall St., New York.

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to 
check at sight.

Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate 
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of 
each month.

ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH 
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED 
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.

Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand, 
bearing Four per Cent interest.

Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and 

Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on 
commission.

Collections made on all parts of the United States 
and Canadas.

HARVEY FISK. A. s. HATCH

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR 

DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE 

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less 

profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty 

Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com

pany as well secured and unusually productive.

The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent, 

premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market 

Prices. The rate of interest (seven'and three-tenths 

per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4 currency 

—yielding an income more than one-third greater than 

U. S. 5-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in

terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the post- 

office address of the owner, All marketable stocks 

and bonds are received in exchange for Northern 

Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

MAY COOKE & CO.

A FIRST-CLASS

Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ; 

also Commercial Credits issued available throughout 

the world.

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London, 

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

land and all their branches.

Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San 

Francisco and the West Indies.

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or 

Coin, subject to Check at sight, which pass through 

the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank; 

interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates of 

Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate ; Notes 

and Drafts collected.

State,, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

CLEWS, HABICHT & CO.,

11 Old Broad St., London.

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, 

Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined 
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready 
market.

A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage 
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the 
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.

Price 97>£ an accrued interest, ill currency, from 
February 15,1872.

Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
nished.

Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New 
York.

Can now be bad through the principal Banks and 
Bankers throughout the country, and from the unuer- 
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

AUGUST BELMONT <fc CO.,

Bankers*

91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available ui all 
parts of the world through the

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AJND 1 HEIR 
CORRESPONDENTS.

Also, make telegraphic transfers of one onGall- 
inia , Europe and Havana.

RAILROAD IRON, 

FOR SALE

BY S. W. HOPKINS & 00,.

71 BROADWAY

TOLEDO,PEORIA

AND

WARSAW RAILWAY,

SECOND MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE 7 PER 

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

INTEREST WARRANTS PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL.

PRINCIPAL 1886.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds ia. 

block. By act of reorganization of the Company these 

bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares 

of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares, 

and-into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated 

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover 

the entire line8 of 230 miles Of completed road, to 

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to 

the value of more than ten millions of dollars. The 

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect 

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s 

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the 

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on 

all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre

ferred shares.

For terms apply to

CLARK, DODGE & CO.,

Comer Wall and William Streets

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE.

No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,

Opposite JJ. 8. Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check 
at sight, and allow interest on balances.

We make special arrangements for interest 
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.

We make collections on all points in the 
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the 
Union.

We buy and sell at current rates, all classes 
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of 
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also, 
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.

We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange, 
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.

Communications and inquiries by mail or 
telegraph, wiU receive careful intention

FISK 4 HATCH.

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage 
Seven Per -Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.

This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s 
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland 
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of 
road with the metropolis.

Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile, 
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the 
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.

The road approaches completion. It traverses a 
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control 
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds 
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment. 
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than 
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven 
per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per cent, 
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend 
them to all class of investors.

GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
. No. 25 Nassau ^Street. '



WofcfcfttTfcii & ifSattf*

Mrs. S. R-^Y9
Wfagnetic Healer,

PBEMAOTNT EESIDENCE,

181 SANDUSKY ST,,
ALLSGIIANY CITY, Pa., 

Will be located for a few weeks at 
109 HAMILTON ST., BROOKLYN, L. I.

EXAMINATIONS BY A LOCK OF HAIR SENT 
BY LETTER.

Terms - - - ~ ~ . $^-00

WHITE STAR LINE.
For Queenstown and Liverpool,

Carrying the
UNITED STATES MAIL.

New and full-powered steamships.
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver

pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor each way 
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
Oceanic, Saturday, February 8, at 3.00 p. m.
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
Celtic, Saturday, February 22, at 1.00 p. m. 
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. m.

From the White Star Bock, Pavonia Ferry, Jersey 
City.

Passencer accommodation a ("for all classes) unrivaled 
combining

Safety, Speed, and Comfort.
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and bath rooms 

in midship section, where least motion is felt. Sur
geons and stewardesses accompany these steamers.

Rates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after 1st of 
April, $100 gold.) Steerage, $30, currency. Those 
wishing to send for Mends from the Old Country can 
now obtain steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
rency.

Passengers booked to or from all parts of America, 
Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia, 
China, &c.

Drafts from £1 upward.
For inspection of plans and other information, 

apply at the Company’s °®ces, No. 10 Broadway, 
New York. J* SPAUKS, Agont.

/TWENTY YEARS'* PRAOTIOE.

-DPI, ULARIKINrS 
Can be consulted as usual at his office,

No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

KANSAS CITY, MO., 
or bv mail box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pn- 
vateDIseases. The afflicted will take notice that lam 
the onlv man on the American continent that can cure you of I^rmatorrhcea, Loss of Manhood etc., caused 
hy self aW or disease. I challenge the combined 
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pio- 
duced bv nightly seminal emissions or by excessive 
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows. 
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pams m the 
back, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the 
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approacning. strangers, great 
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue, and ire- 
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is 
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund 

1 the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also i’e- 
! member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth 
“rSt, south, opposite the public square, Kansas City, 
Mo and I have the largest medical rooms in the city. 
aali’aJ see me; a friendly chat costs you nothmg, and 
all is strictly confidential. Post box 1,227.

Db. PERKINS, Kansas City, Mo.

OAFETY, SPEED AND COMFORT.
o NORWICH LINE.

For Boston, Worcester, Fitchburg, Groton Junction, 
Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, Manchester, Concord, Pal- 
mer, Brattieboro, and intersectmg'points.

The new and staunch steamers 
CITY OF BOSTON,

CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF LAWRENCE and 

CITY OF NORWICH
Will leave New York daily (Sundays excepted) at 4 
o’clock p. m., from Pier No. 40, North River, foot of 
Canal and Watts streets.

For New London, and Norwich, _ their connecting 
with Express trains for the above points, via Vermont 
Central. Norwich and Worcester, and Boston, Hart
ford and Erie Railroads.

For through tickets and rates for freight, apply at 
the office, Pier 40, North River.

W. F. PARKER, Agent.
New York, June 7,1872.

WM. WHITE, M. D-,

80 West SSd Street 
(Bet. Fifth Avenue and Broadway),

OFFICE HOUES:
9 A. M. to 1 P. M. & 5 to 7 P. M.

UNITED STATES, NEW-ZEALAND
& AUSTRALIAN MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE. 

—The steamships of this line are appointed to sml 
from San Francisco for NEW-ZEALAND and AUS
TRALIA, via Honolulu, upon

MAY 22, I ^EPT 11,
JUNE 19, I OCT 9,
JULY 17, NOV. 6,
AUG. 14, I DEC. 4, at Noon.

For freight and passage, apply to
W. H. WEBB, 53 Exchange Place, New York.

ONLY DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM

PANY’S MAIB STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW 
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.

The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the 
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, as 
follows:

“ Ville de Paris,” Surmont, Saturday, January 28. 
“Washington,” Ronssan, Saturday, February 8.
“St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday, February 22. 
“Pereire,” Danre, Saturday, March 8.

Price of passage in gold (including wine) to Brest or 
Havre:

First Cabin......... $125 | Second Cabin............ $75.
EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES. 

These steamers do not carry steerage passengers. 
American travelers going to or returning from the 

Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this 
ine avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time 
trouble and expense. ,

GBO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.

OSBORN & CHAPIN,

Bankers,
Fo. 84 BROAD STREET,-

STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FED
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold on Com- 
mission.

DE. DRAKE’S
APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.

EMn, 111., 1st and 2d; Rockford, Hi.,'3d, 4th 5th and 
fith* Beloit Wis., 7th, 8th and 9th;Madison, Wis., 11th 
nnii’l2th- Watertown, Wis., 13th, 14th and 15th; Fond 
Du Lac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh, 18th, 19th and 20th; 
TUnori 21st and 22d; Whitewater, 24th and 25th:
Waukesha, 26th and 27th; Chicago, Matteson House
28th, 29th, 30th and- 31st of eacli month during the 
year Offices, principal hotels m each city. Chronic 
complaints incident to both sexes exclusively and sue 
cessfully treated.

ENCOMIUMS FEOM THE PRESS.
The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake as one of the 

most successful physicians in the United States.
Dr Dake.—That this scientific physician has no 

equal in the West thousands will aHcm—Journal, 
Beloit, Wis.

Live energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man 
is Dr. Dake, who in the last three years has built up 
one of the largest practices of any physician in the 
West.—Lockford Gazette.

Dumont C. Dake, M. D., is having great success in 
this city. He is active, whole souled, in fact, one oi 
the “whitest” gentlemen we have ever known.

COUNTRY BOARD.
THE

JLONGr HIIHL, HOUSE
(Near Beer’s Mill depot, on the Honsatonic Railroad), 

Svx miles from Bridgeport, Conn.
Address, C. S. MIDDLEBEOOK,

Box 778. Bridgeport, Conn.

BRQOMN PROGRESSIVE LIBm

179 South Fourth Street,

WILLIAMSBURGH, N. Y

Dr. JOSEPH TREAT,
Of Vineland, N. J., gives 

THREE EECTXJRES:
HENRY WARD BEECHER,
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN,
VICTORIA C. WOOD HULL,

Risk of Hall and expenses taken, and 25 cents 
charged for each Lecture.

If necessary the cream of the three rendered m one
Henry Ward Beecher illustrated by twice life-size 

portrait.
Address, care of Woodhull & Claflm, 48 Broad st., 

N. Y., or of J. P. Mendnm, 84 Washington st., Boston, 
Mass., or of J. A. Lant, Editor of the Sun, Toledo, O.

THE

Western Rural,
THE GREAT

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY 
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

wm&Sk

Ladies’ Own Magazine.
THE fONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE

HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN 
THE WEST,

AND
THE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN 

AMERICA.

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS, 
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings.

OYER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

Only $3.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,
AND A

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5, 
FREE.

SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND 
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.

We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on 
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
scription if you renew for the balance of the yeai. a 
new volume begins July 1.

M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

SUEHHA-TOHHHEA.

CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND 
WARRANTED, FOR $10.

It is an outside application. No medicine given. 
Send for free circular to

DR. E. WOODRUFF, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Has for sale, or to he rented out upon the usual Cir
culating Library plan, an excellent selection of Supe
rior Books, of a well-known highly advanced moral 
and reformatory character.

Also “WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,” the 
“BANNER OF LIGHT” and other Liberal Weekly 
Papers.
Office Hours.—8^ to 12 o’clock a. m., and from 2^ to 

o’clock p. m., daily, Sundays excepted.

H. N. F LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,

WITH AN

Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
AND AM

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

TERMS:
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More.

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.

[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]
“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago 

pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and 
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the 
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most 
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and 
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again 
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407 
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has 
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the 
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as 
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, 
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled 
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm 
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought 
to feel proud of it.”

NOTICE TO INVESTORS,

CHICAGO AND CANADA 
SOUTHERN.

ANNA M. MEIXSEL, .
DAVID S. CADWALLADER,

magnetic healers,
1,114 CALLOWHILL STREET,

Philadelphia,
Office Housb,

9 to 11 A. M., 4 to 6 P. M.

PSYCHOMETRIC EXAMINATION OF DISEASE COBEECTLY 
MADE FROM A LOCK OF HAIR.

The i^ost Wonderfu! Discovery 
of any Age.

prof; D. MEEKER’S
INFALLIBLE CURE FOR THE OPIUM HABIT.

A reliable and painless remedy for the Opium habit. 
Cures without any inconvenience to or interruption of 
ousiness. Pamphlets sent free on application.

Address,

Drs. D. & L. MEEKER,
P. O. Drawer 475, La Porte, Ind

BARTON & ALLEN,

Bankers and Brokers,
No. 40 BROAD STREET,

Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com
mission. ___ _____ ___________

NEW YORK

SAVINGS BAAK
eighth avenue,

Cor. Fourteenth St.,

BIX PER CENT. INTEREST
allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Depots 
made on or before August 1 will draw interest fr&n 
August 1. _

Assets, $2,473) ff 
furpios, $m,mM

PSYCHOMETRY

Psychometric Readings for persons who send me 
their handwriting, or who will call on me m person.

Fee t2 Address, 1,114 CaMowhill street, Phila- delphia*Pa., by ’ , J.’MURRAY SPEAR

MISSES GROVER & CROSBY,

Business £ Medical Clairvoyant,
316 Fourth Avenue,

NEW YORK
(Between Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth streets.)

Office Hours from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Terms .... - $2.00 to $3.00.

JAMES FISK, Jr., Business Control of Miss GROVER,

Ekleh Grover. Lizzie L. Crosby

■The Largest and Handsomest Paper for 
Young People.”

THE

Young Folks9 Rural,
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CITY. 

TERMS:
51.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More

A PAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED 
AND TARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO 

EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.

The Young Foils' Rural is a novelty among publi
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and 
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—tf/ie largest news
paper in Chicago!

WHAT “THEY SAY.”
[From the Chicago Evening Post.)

‘H N F Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is PuMish- 
ng a monthly rural and literarv journal, under the tit e 
Mtbe Young Folks' Rural. * * ,,* Mi. Lewis
is just the man to make it a big thing.

[From the Letter of a Western Mother.)
“The Young Foils' Rural is just what our dear 

children need.' Altogether it is a nohle enterprise, and 
wi l do an untold amount of good. It is the ; parents’ 
assistant,’ and ah thinking parents will join me m 
thanking you.”

[From a School Teacher.)
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit 

and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and 
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural 
makes its appearance.

SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE. 
Address,

H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
Chicago, 111.

Both Western Rural and Yowny Folks' Rural furnished 
for One Year for $3.00.

7 per cent. Gold Bonds
AT 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST. COUPON AND 

REGISTERED. INTEREST PAYABLE IN 
GOLD. APRIL AND OCTOBER.

We now offer these Bonds at the above VERY LOW 
price. THE CANADA SOUTHERN, or Eastern end 
of this line, whose Bonds were so rapidly sold last sum- 
mer,

IS NOW FINISHED,
and will he opened for business in connection with the 
TOLEDO AND WABASH and other Western Roads, 
at a very early day. The CHICAGO AND CANADA 
SOUTHERN, or Western end of this line, is now being 
rapidly built, and the Company expect it to he finished 
during the present year.

THIS GREAT TRUNK LINE, when completed 
through, will he of immense advantage to the shipping 
interests of the Great West, being Level, Straight, and 
thirty-three miles Shorter than any other route. Hav
ing connections with all the lines running into Buffalo 
at the East and Chicago at the West, and under the 
management of some of the most experienced rail 
oad operators of the country, its success is rendered 

a certainty, and its Bonds must he a safe and profitable 
investment. It makes the shortest and best connec
tions going West, both at Toledo and Detroit, and is 
the only Seven Per Cent. Bond on any through Trunk 
line now offered.

Pamphlets and all information by

"Winslow, Lanier & Co.,
Bankers, 27 Pine Street.

Leonard, Sheldon & Foster, 

Bankers, 10 Wall Street.

Published in Pamphlet Form.
THE

BEECHER-TILTON SCANDAL,
With numerous Extracts from 

THE PRESS OF THE COUNTRY 
on THE

Prosecution and Illegal Arrest of the brave def enders
of freedom,

VICTORIA C. WOOPSULL, 

TENNIE CLAFLIN,
AND

C O TjO NEL PL O O P.
Price of pamphlet reduced to $15 per hundred.. 
Annlv to tins Editor and Publisher,APP y | CHARLOTTE BARBEE,

| Toledo, Ohio;-



Aug, i, 1st WdotiiiiLt ^ ctAtfLlt1! Witettf,

The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and 
Tennie 0. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, 
at the following liberal prices:

The Principles of Government, by Victoria 0. Wood-
hull .................................................................... .......... $3 00

Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin.............. 2 00

The Principles of Social Freedom......................... 25

The Impending Revolution......................................... 25

The Ethics of Sexual Equality..................................... ... 25

INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.

1. Go to, now, ye rich men; weep and howl, for your miseries that shall 
come upon you.

4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields, 
which is kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have 
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.

Gen. Ep. James v. 1-4.

To Section No. 26 (American) oe I. W. A. of Phila
delphia :

Gentlemen—When I expressed my hearty concurrence in 
your views, I had in contemplation only what I had just read 
in the Weekly of July 5, particularly the 1st and 3d sections 
of your programme there announced; but by documents 
since received, I perceive that you propose measures and 
modes which, I regret to say, I cannot approve, and feel im
pelled to withdraw from connection with them.

Respectfully, Josiah Warren.

MONEY THE NATION’S GOD.
RULES politics and religion—workingmen nowhere—

GOOD OE RATTLESNAKES AifD EARTHQUAKES—THE WORK
ING ARISTOCRACY MUST STRIKE.

BY A. GAYLORD SPALDING.

There are two mighty things in this great country of ours: 
first, man; second, money. But the biggest is money. That 
is the power of Church, State and society. It builds rail
roads, steam-mills, churches and whisky saloons, and buys 
silks, ribbons and fast horses. It behooves every one, there
fore, to get the tin. No matter how—by speculation, steal
ing, railroad extortion, or salary grab. It is all the same. 
Secure the cash, and you can go to college or to Congress, be 
a Governor or a Minister. You will shine anyhow. Money 
is civilization, and religion, and fashion, and popularity. We 
prove religion by sky-rocket steeples, velvet-covered pulpits 
and high-salaried priests; and civilization by acres of fuss, 
feathers and Sunday solemnity and etiquette; and law and 
order by well-employed gibbets, crowded jails and prisons, 
with plenty of richly paid lawyers, sheriffs, constables and 
policemen. It follows, therefore, that a proud and fashion
able city has more religion, civilization, law and order to the 
square inch than any hundred miles of plain, honest country 
outside. The test is height, depth, breadth, show, parade 
and avordupois.

But where is Man amidst all this ? Non est inventus. He 
is buried in the rubbish. Nobody sees the real man or woman. 
They are hidden behind the cloth or title that wealth can 
purchase—honorable, reverend, general, professor, grandee, 
or mugwump. They can revel in women and wine without 
limit or disgrace. They own the splendid mill, shop, store, 
factory or meeting-house, which are vastly more important 
than any little folks that grub and sweat to produce them. 
What is labor? Mere dirty stuff. Behold the farmers in 
rustic dress—Irish, Swede, Dutch, Yankee mechanics, la
borers, and all that—mere lowing cattle. They ply the hoe, 
the spade, saw and plane, and live in slab shanties. They 
raise potatoes, build houses, railroads and sich. But money 
is another matter altogether, and belongs to such as luck or 
accident allows to get hold of it—through trade or office, by 
hook or by crook.

We sometimes hear that
A man’s a man for a’ that.”

However, that is mere poetry—pretty to talk and sing. But 
the rough fact is far otherwise, in spite of all oratory and 
declamation, or boasting religion, patriotism and civiliza
tion. Capital, monopoly and soulless corporations control in 
all departments, even in newspapers, and workingmen and 
labor are in helpless subjection.

Yes, say what we will, it is a fact, nevertheless, that the 
producing class is driven to beg and to fight for its simplest 
rights. And though comprising three-fourths of the people, 
in whose hands should be the wealth and power of the coun
try, yet probably not a tenth part of the property of the na
tion is owned and managed by them.

Now, brothers, sisters, am I mistaken? Who has the 
figures? Do we exist to be masters and slaves? Such is the 
fact if I truly represent. And the remedy lies in our own 
hands, and nowhere else.

The ballot decides all questions for all classes. But with 
farmers and workingmen the main trouble lies in their lack 
of intelligence and co-operation, which prevents any distinct 
representation in their favor. Being ignorant, divided and 
confused, the speculating and monopolizing few keep the up
per hand. Recent events however, of grabs and swindles, 
have somewhat aroused the public mind to a spirit of just

indignation. The Modocs, the Molochs, and the Shylocks 
of position and power prove themselves, and now we know 
them. It has been to the people like a rattlesnake bite, 
which sometimes is good. Lord, send more rattlesnakes, 
with an alligator or two. Railroad extortion is a big rattle
snake, and the, very best medicine if we take it right.

The Beecher-Bowen-Tilton development is a gigantic ex
posure of the Church—that seductive handmaid of politics. 
It fairly represents the character of the clergy and the re
ligion of .the popular Church, and reveals the depth of their 
rottenness; and hence it was highly opportune and proper to 
present to the people just such a proud and striking example 
of hypocrisy and corruption, to dumfound them into reflec
tion and common sense. Nothing short of a moral earth
quake could awaken the stupid, bigoted and creed-bound 
world. Thank God for earthquakes and rattlesnakes.

A serious want of workingmen is a brave newspaper press 
as a special public advocate. The heroic Woodhull Weekly 
stands nearly alone among the thousands. No other is so 
free, so strong and so plucky. Our large city papers are 
mostly under the control of printing companies with in
vested capital, and the editors are naturally bound to popu
lar party and sectarian lines in the interest of those capital- 
its. There is no other way. Money rules; and workingmen 
and labor, as such, have no voice and no hearing. Poor and 
dumb they are forced to remain. Then our country sheets 
are generally mere beggars, without backbone, and obliged 
to court popularity, which is wealth and bread. So where 
are the workers ? Indeed, they are nowhere; or, if big in 
numbers, capital is bigger.

The outlook for the masses is therefore quite dubious; 
their case is hard to reach. But when we shall have been 
bitten and scourged and cheated and humbugged long 
enough, we may ourselves be prepared to move with a for
ward step in a new departure. That time ought to be now. 
Why not ?

The world is dead-ripe for revolution, and the mighty 
army of the working class must start it. Crimes, corrup
tions and abuses are exploding the old government, church, 
and social order, by spontaneous combustion. Look out for 
the crash. Good people—workers, producers—stand from 
under, and save yourselves! Come to the front, all ye true
hearted, for labor, reform and reconstruction! Let the com
mon people stand up and join hands. We must rear now 
institutions in place of the old, crumbling ones. Strike! is 
the word for every man and every woman. Strike for man
hood and womanhood! Strike for equality and fraternity! 
Strike for a working aristocracy to substitute the present 
proud, non-producing, tyrannical aristocracy of wealth! 
Humanity must hold the supremacy, and money be servant 
instead of master. Sift the chaff and cockle out of Church 
and State, and save the wheat for the people’s bread.

Champlin, Minn., July 4,1873.

SIMPLE, EQUITABLE TAXATION.
Boston, July 14,1873.

It is said that people do not willingly pay taxes, and also 
that there should be a system of discrimination in favor of 
the poor and against the rich. And it is urged that by some 
mode the existing inequality as to wealth should be over
come, and all have the means of equal enjoyment. Among 
other steps proposed by reformers, we are asked to establish 
a graduated system of taxation, which shall exempt all who 
are not possessed of a certain sum, which shall be fixed upon 
as the average wealth of each individual if all property was 
equally distributed, and it is supposed that this, though but 
palliative, will aid us in our purpose to secure justice for the 
poorer classes.

If, as some suppose, all the agencies and machinery which 
we call government could be dispensed with, and each be a 
law unto himself, and agree to do voluntarily just what he 
ought in relation to other persons and the general good, then 
taxation would be superfluous. But it is not apparent that 
we can at present dispense with these agencies any more 
than with our schools or commercial exchanges. In some 
form or other, more or less complicated and costly, we must 
have what is called government, and the people generally 
will pay the required tax for its support, provided the 
amount is not excessive and that it shall be equitably im
posed.

Now, let us suppose that it is possible to so levy our taxes 
that the amount paid by each shall be voluntarily deter
mined, precisely like all other expenses, and, so far as this 
question is concerned, there would be no occasion for com
plaint. The tax would be graduated like all other payments 
day by day, according to the means and disposition of each 
person, for it would be a part of the rent of all the buildings 
machinery and other real estate occupied, and of the com
modities purchased for consumption, so that no person, rich 
or poor, native or foreign, could possibly escape paying his 
exact proportion of the general expenses. The system does 
not assume to discriminate between the rich and poor, for 
it is not apparent that this can be done by legislation. What 
is a luxury to-day becomes a necessity to-morrow, and wealth 
one day may be poverty the next.

It is simply impossible to say who is rich or who is poor, 
and it is no more necessary to exempt one class of persons 
or property from the obligation to pay necessary taxes than 
from other expenses. The laws are, or should be, adminis
tered for the protection of life and property, and as we can
not put a valuation upon the former, let us include all the 
latter, not excepting public buildings, charitable institutions, 
nor anything else which costs labor and has value.

If the laws are not properly administered, or the cost is 
too great, apply the remedy where it belongs, but let the 
taxation, both for general and local expenses, be laid upon 
all alike, as it certainly can be, if we raise the first by a tax 
on all sales of merchandise and the other upon all real estate, 
or the instruments we use in producing our commodities. 
We need no custom-houses, because if left in freedom each 
person can determine for himself what he will purchase, 
create, sell or consume much better without than with the 
interference of legislation. This country needs no protec

tion, for it has abundant resources and unlimited enterprise 
waiting development.

Individual interest may be promoted by protective legisla 
tion, and thusebe able to impose an additional cost upon pur 
chasers.

But this is a discrimination so unjust that our people will 
ere long see that it is abolished forever, and each one per
mitted to use his own talents in his own way.

This, however, will not bring us the equality which some 
reformers contemplate, because it will be seen that so long 
as human beings are differently constituted, some must not 
only produce more than others but equally they must con
sume more. The physical organization and tastes will re
quire this and we must not object.

If a man invents a machine to do his work, we should 
hardly be justified in robbing him of the machine or the 
wealth it produces; and yet this is substantially what our 
efforts at graduation and distribution amount to.

It will be sufficient for all the purposes of justice if we 
make it impossible for the capitalist to receive or invest any 
of his gains, without first deducting exactly the proper 
amount which should be paid toward the cost of govern
ment, as the agent for performing a certain necessary por
tion of our work.

We are not called upon to tax the paper which he holds, 
whether it be deeds, mortgages, railroad bonds, shares of 
stock money in bank, or any other thing which is the mere 
title to real property already taxed, for these titles have no 
value. They are evidences of ownership and enable us to 
make transfers; but they are not wealth, and they never 
should be taxed.

This may not at present seem clear, but I shall hope that 
the readers of your paper, who desire only justice, as I do, 
will sooner or later see that we can have equitable taxation 
without graduation or discrimination. Delta.

THOUGHTS ON THE GREAT PRINCIPLES OE THE INTER 
NATIONALS.

BY WILLIAM MfiAKLANE, SECY. MILWAUKEE COMMUNISTIC SOCIETY.

Fertile minds of every nation.
Organizing labor’s right;

Teaching mankind’s destination,
In this radiant orb of light.

See! the wave is calmly rolling,
Onward with the brilliant gem;

Hark! the tyrant’s knell is tolling;
Tides of truth they cannot stem.

War has been the ancient faslilon 
To reduce the needy poor;

Rulers must be taught compassion,
Bloodshed we will not endure 

Cruel war with falsehood’s glory,
Shall be banished from this sphere,

Pseudo myths now famed in story,
From this globe must disappear.

Crafty despots watch and tremble,
While the millions mould the frame,

Willing hands are to resemble 
Hives of bees and share the same.

Up! ascend the lofty mountain.
Where the atmosphere is pure.

Freely ruus yon crystal fountain,
Ever springing clear and sure.

Boys and girls your labor lesson.
Study well till understood;

Work will lead to no transgression;
Form one sister-brotherhood.

Right must prove the might of nations,
Justice done to great and small;

None need beg for occupations,
All for each and each for all.

Fleecy flocks with grain abundant,
May be raised on every plain,

Europe’s children now redundant,
Daily are by hunger slain.

Yellow com is full of beauty,
Trees with fruitful blossoms wave;

When the peoples leam their duty,
There shall be no pauper’s grave.

Peace and plenty for the many,
Long monopolized by few;

Cometh sure and travels steady—
Stand by one another true.

Distribution is a science,
All who live must learn to know;

Though the clergy bid defiance,
Truth they cannot overthrow.

Providence they teach did kindly 
Station us in classes here;

Be contented they say mildly,
God has willed, don’t interfere.

Still we know it hath been written.
All things common’s a command;

Was not Ananias smitten, 1 
Keeping back the price of land.

Long they’ve stood by our oppressors,
Fishing in the sluggish stream;

We must teach these false professors,
Idleness is now a dream.

Drones, no longer must we suffer 
You to rob, or war to rage;

Neither low, the high, nor upper,
Shall abuse tho future age.

Forward to the goal of reason,.
That will guide us to the field, '

Shun the craft that teaeheth treason,
Persevere, lads, never yield.

Write it on o.ur noble banner,
Let It flutter in the breeze;

Cottage, palace and the manor.
Truth tyith justice shall appease.
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CoLTiMBUS, Ohio, February 24, 1872. 
Dear Victoria—These are some points connected with the 

Labor Reform Political Convention, held at Columbus, last 
year, that ought to be better understood than they are. It 
nominated politicians and office-holders, in no way identifi
ed with reform, and thus you see it did not lessen the neces
sity for a real movement of the people. In this it showed 
its utter incapacity to represent the times, and the promise 
that labor or representatives of trades organizations would 
bring before the country a third party, around which the 
people could rally, in this convention proved a failure. One 
thing it did accomplish, it brought to the surface certain men 
and forced them to reveal themselves in their true character; 
and this may be important for the future when the nation 
shall look outside of mere politicians for men toward whom 
the toiling millions may turn with a ray of hope, to find 
a champion, one of themselves, who is brave, consistent, un
flinching and unselfish.

One who under any and all circumstances could be trusted, 
the most experienced, intelligent and resolute of these men 
—the one who has stood out conspicuous in interpreting the 
real need of the hour is Horace H. Day, of your city. While 
his clear head, cool judgment and generous heart, raised him 
gradually to the confidence and second official position in 
the National Labor Union, he more than any other stood 
in that convention squarely up in our defense; he led off and 
braved all opposition to place on the floor, one of our con- 
spicious representatives in the person of Mr. Kilgore, of Pa., 
whom the convention seemed determined to exclude. When 
Mr. Elliot brought the voice of one branch of the Interna
tional to the door of the convention, again utterly regardless 
of his own popularity, Mr. Day stood forth amid the howl 
of opposition, and with the aid of a few other brave and 
kindred spirits forced a hearing.

After the Committee on Platforms, of which he was the 
most laborious and active member, had refused all recogni
tion of the claims of these advanced issues, he brought them 
before the body of the ponvention, thus placing himself on 
such honorable record that there can be no doubt hereafter 
where he stands. The fact that he received the largest num
ber of votes, on the first ballot, of any nominee before the 
convention, and that, too, after he had withdrawn his name, 
shows how a plucky man is appreciated; but, best of all, I 
am assured that he requested all his friends, upon the first 
formal ballot, to throw their strength for Wendell Phillips; 
and thus started off with the largest vote for a prominent 
champion of Woman Suffrage—reducing his own to a small 
number, which he could not thus influence. These acts 
speak volumes in illustration of his unselfish devotion to 
principle.

In respect to the great question of finance, which is the 
most prized by the labor reformers, he struggled with un
wavering fidelity through long hours, in committee, protest
ing to the last against increasing the rate of interest above 
that so long held by the National Labor Union, and finally 
refused to sign the report which overthrew it. In the con
vention he fought it again, introducing his substitute which, 
he claimed, covered the whole ground, was in unmistakable 
language, and just what labor reformers had always held:

“ Resolved, That the interests of the people demand a 
cheap, sound, uniform, abundant and elastic currency, to be 
a permanent measure of value, and based upon the wealth of 
the nation, adapted to all classes of people and kinds of busi
ness ; that we believe this will be found in the issue of cur
rency or certificates of value by the government, in sums 
convenient for circulation, which shall be received by the 
government for all duties, taxes and imposts whatever, and 
shall be a legal tender for all debts, public and private—such 
currency to be the lawful money of the United States, and 
convertible at the option of the holder into government 
bonds, bearing a rate of interest not exceeding three per 
cent., these bonds to be again convertible into currency, at 
the will of the holder.

Again in the following resolution, on which he had failed 
in committee, we see his determination to make labor 
occupy broad and solid ground:

Resolved, That the true labor reformers of to-day know no 
difference between race, color, sex or nationality; and we 
believe in equal rights and equal suffrage for all.

The adoption of this resolution would have defeated the 
politicians and have brought to the Labor Party that sup
port without which no third party can ever make the slight
est impression.

In my next letter I will give my impression of Frederick 
Troop, another prominent character who figured in this and 
the Temperance Convention. Equal Rights.

being?” Does your correspondent know that there are 
thousands of women who cannot give birth to healthy chil
dren; thousands of men who cannot support a family who 
could support themselves and wives in comparative respect
ability, while to burden themselves with children would 
pauperize the whole ? In either case would it not be a crim
inal act to bring into existence unhealthy or destitute chil
dren?

Your correspondent has constructed a tail to Malthus’ 
kite. Malthus insisted that none should marry until able to 
support; a family of children, inferring, as your correspond
ent does, that offspring should be the purpose of sexual in
tercourse. Malthus discouraged sexual connections, and by 
doing so favored those monster evils, self-abuse, prostitu
tion, infanticide, etc. If he had recommended the people to 
marry, but to refrain from having children until the pecuni
ary circumstances or health of the parents would permit, he 
would have taught them how to obey a law of nature, at the 
same time how to exercise man’s highest gift of nature, his 
reason, and not blindly overpopulate the world as inferior 
animals do (and like them prey upon each other) and by so 
doing fill the world with poverty, crime and disease.

Sexual intercourse is indispensable to the cure of some 
genital diseases, such as many forms of spermatorrhoea, chlo
rosis, hysteria, and some diseases of menstruation. Must 
these diseases continue because, along with the means of 
cure, there must come “the inevitable baby?” Your cor
respondent must choose between preventive sexual inter 
course (precautionary measures to prevent impregnation) on 
the one hand, or the frightful evils, the fearful sins of sex
ual abstinence, seif abuse, prostitution, and many loathsome 
diseases on the other. She must choose between them, she 
cannot choose independently of them. The ignorance of the 
necessity of sexual intercourse to the health and virtue both 
of men and women is the most fundamental error in medi
cal and moral philosophy.

In the noole effort of your correspondent to formulate the 
principles of social science and make these subjects popular, 
she deserves the best thanks of all the lovers of humanity; 
but while I should encourage her to write often on this im
portant subject, I hope she will reconsider this first principle 
and expunge it's objectionable features.

Yours truly, • T. R. King et, M. D.

SOCIALISTIC.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SOCIAL QUESTION.
New York, July 23,1873.

"Reform—I heartily indorse all that your correspondent, 
Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, says relative to the vital importance of 
a widespread publicity to all sexual subjects, but I am com
pelled to demur to her first grand principle announced in No. 
6volvi. of the Weekly, namely, that “Sexual intercourse 
should never be exercised but for the purpose for which the 
function was established—the “procreation of the species.” 
The desire for sexual intercourse is an instinct and appetite, 
just like the desire or appetite for food and water. Do we 
eat to nourish the tissues or drink to liquify and aid the cir
culation of the blood ? Certainly not. We eat and drink to 
satisfy the craving for food and water, nothing more. The 
idiot and insane, as well as the philosopher, eat and drink 
for this purpose. While this craving remains they would eat 
and drink were it for any other purpose.

The gratification of the sexual instinct is obedience to 
natural law. Any attempt to suppress this appetite because 
offspring is not desirable is a violation of nature’s laws. Be
cause offspring is the usual result of coition, does it follow 
that they who have sexual intercourse without this purpose 
in view “ degrade the highest and holiest function of their

DARKNESS AND DAYLIGHT.
BY JOSEPHINE GIFFORD.

Starving!—who cares?—in the streets of New York;
Faint, weary, worn in the struggle for life,

Dying with hunger of body and soul—
What hoots it to live ? Why not end the rough strife ?

Starving or begging; your labor gives naught;
None would believe the truth you might tell;

None could believe that with brain and with health,
Your person was all you could possibly sell.

With food and with clothes, yet you die at your heart,
Your soul is a starved and a miserable thing;

You are under the curse of the law for your love,
For your hand can display not e’en one wedding ring.

Alone ’mid the millions! alone and in tears,
Heart-broken with struggles forever in vain,

Unable to longer exist for your bread,
Unable to bear your heart’s terrible pain!

Stop, feet, on your path, there are none that will meet;
Fold, hands, to yourselves, none others will grasp;

The world in its righteousness gives you but stones,
And takes your one love from your agonized clasp.

Swirl, swirl in the streets; hear the throng; see them pass;
Behold those gay couples! that’s nothing to you;

They are happy together, and you are alone;
They chatter deceit, and you die to be true.

Die, cheat and be rich, surrounded by friends;
They will call you an angel if pure you pretend ;

Conform to the law, accursed as it is,
He is poor and a fool who the truth dare defend.

Be true to your nature—and die in the street?
Die shut from the light of God’s beautiful day?

Nay, justice must come; hear the thunder afar!
’Tis the hypocrites now must fall by the way.

New York, July 9, 1873.

THE SOCIAL QUESTION.
No. I.

BY JOHN BROWN SMITH.
It is the right and duty of the present generation to inves

tigate the where and wherefore of all the so-called basic in 
stitutions of society, and if they are found to be inadequate 
to the progressive demands of the present age, because they 
are in antagonism with natural or the higher law, it is right 
and proper that they should be ignored, set aside or abol
ished, as the aggrieved parties may choose. It is impossible 
for one generation to delegate away the natural rights of the 
next; it is impossible for human legal enactments to over
ride the inherent laws of human development; it is impossi
ble for a single person in existence to delegate away a single 
right of freedom of action, because we are placed here on 
earth for development through the operation of unchange
able law. All institutions of society which interfere with the 
freedom of the individual are null and void, because the re
straining and governing power should come from within the 
soul of the person governed, and not from without through 
the arbitrary restraint of man-made institutions. The legiti
mate work of all institutions or customs of society is to aid 
the unfoldment of individuals by rendering protection to 
their inherent right to self-government.

When existing customs or institutions fail to render the 
aid intended by their adoption, or are found too narrow and 
inadequate to protect the individual in carrying out the high
est convictions of truth, they should be abolished. The same 
theory should be applied to all legal statutes and enactments 
which interfere with inherent natural rights, as natural law 
is above human law.

The customs and legal enactments of human society have 
been in past ages instituted for the express purpose oi pro
tecting and regulating the reproduction of the race, wL.g is 
popularly known as the institution of marriage. In obedi
ence to the existing conditions of society, man is considered 
the head of the family, and the mother of his children is 
given the position of a dependent slave; it is his prerogative 
to rule, and her duty to “honor and obey.” It is considered 
his right to use her, inside of the marital relations, as an in
strument for the gratification of his passions or lust, and thus 
impose upon her, against her consent, the arduous and try
ing duties of maternity.

The terrible effects growing out of the legal laws of society 
in thus protecting man in his power to abuse the mothers of 
the race, has become apparent in the thousands of cases of 
noble women who are bound to lustful men, who transmit 
with increased power their unfortunate tendencies to their 
children. The outraged freedom of woman must come to an 
end; the mothers of the race must and will rise up in the 
majesty and dignity of their loving natures and protest 
against this institution which fosters, protects and perpetu
ates unbridled lust and tramples under foot the free, un
bought love of nature.

It is no use to patch or endeavor to mend an institution 
which never had an origin in common principles of justice 
and equality between the sexes, because it was instituted by 
man for the protection of man in his slavish uses of woman. 
The whole marriage institution and existing legal laws which 
support man in his injustice toward woman ought to be ig
nored, repudiated and abolished by progressive reformers. 
Those who are just emerging from the bondage of the unjust 
marriage laws may spend their time in mending what is an 
abortive institution at best; but when they rise to the sum
mit of truth they will at a glance see the necessity of abol
ishing at one sweep the whole institution of marriage.

The reverential mind may be shocked at our abrupt style 
of discussing such a venerated and popular institution, but 
truth ought not to frighten any person who has a true ven
eration for nature.

It may be properly asksd of us “ What do you think would 
be the result to society if marriage were abolished ?” It would 
be a glorious result for woman, and man too, if the marriage 
institution were absolutely abolished and the sexes left to 
regulate the reproduction question as their common sense 
dictated; science, aided by the instincts of nature, would 
ultimately arrive at the correct solution of the social prob
lem. The inherent love of truth inborn in the human soul 
divine is all sufficient to insure' that society would gravitate 
to the right. Love is more potent than any other element 
in nature, hence it would become in time the governing 
element in the relations of the sexes. The only method 
competent to elevate the human family is, to permit Free 
Love to be the governing power in all reproduction. The 
beauty of such a plan can be observed at present in the beau
tiful love and harmony which exist between devoted lovers. 
If the marriage institution was abolished, what is generally 
understood by the terms “husband” and “wife” would also 
practically be a dead letter, consequently the only relation 
or institution which would take its place would be a con
tinuation of the happy and harmonious relations of lovers 
(before what is now called marriage). The sweet, confiding 
confidence of lovers would be the binding tie which should 
alone guide the social relations of the sexes. Who can in 
reason object to man and woman recognizing no other ties 
but those of lovers, and who will have the hardness of heart 
to object to the continuation of such a celestial relation 
throughout life, as it would be so much preferable to the in
harmonies so common inside of the marriage institution. 
If the reproduction of the race was recognized as the legiti
mate use of the sexual functions, and the desire of the woman 
as the competent authority to determine when she should 
become a mother, it would follow that all children would be 
brought into the world as the joyful fruition of love. Lust 
would be gradually blotted from the annals of social life. 
How beautiful to think that the relations of lovers would 
henceforth be the only institutions of social life, and what a 
commentary on the progress of the times if all reformers 
should adopt such a simple solution of the question. The 
practice of introducing your companion as “my love” or 
“my lover” would be much in advance of the present cus
tom of saying “my husband” or “my wife,” as these terms 
have become almost a common cloak to cover and protect 
man in a course of lust and tyranny toward “ his wife.”

If the question is solved in this effective manner, it will 
work charmingly througout the entire relations of society. 
If the lovers find that they are not properly mated, they can 
separate at will, as the only ties binding them are love, and 
when that ceases or inharmony prevents their living together 
in happiness the bonds of unity are severed. A child born 
of the mutual love of both parents will be taken care for, as 
love children are not neglected by their parents. Unwel
come children are the ones who are in most danger of be
ing thrust upon society without support. If the parties sep
arate after they have a child, or more than one, because of 
inharmony, it would not be half as bad as at present, where 
it is a common thing for separation to take place after six or 
eight unwelcome children are forced upon the mother inside 
the marriage relation. If it is urged that such freedom in 
the relations of the sexes would result in practically break
ing up the family, I will reply that it will only break up fam
ilies where love or harmony are wanting, and such families 
ought to be broken up; such a plan will never break up one 
family where love and harmony exist.

Another bugbear to many reformers is found in the fact 
that they cannot quite understand how freedom will not al
ways result in “ promiscuity.” It is a fact that freedom will 
result in both monogamic and promiscuous relations in per
sons of different organizations, views, etc. Freedom means 
the condition of being left free to decide what is right in 
each individual case. I will decide that sexual relations 
should only be for reproduction, wbile another person will 
decide that such relations are admissible for other uses. 
Now, freedom means that it is equally right for both of us t®

4
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carry out our highest conception of truth, while charity says,
Do not find fault with your brother because there may be 
many others who think they possess truths in advance, who 
will have a right to look down with scorn and contempt on 
both of you if it is right for either of you to look on with 
contempt upon the views of the other. These same argu
ments apply to the practice of promiscuity or monogamy.
I am willing to trust to the ability of the truth to conquer in 
any conflict with error, hence, while I may think that the 
arguments at present favor the practice of mono
gamy, yet there may be facts and arguments un
known to me which may determine my mind at a future 
time to an opposite opinion. There are very few of us,
I app^hend, who are so liberally endowed with a percep
tion oi the truth that we never fall into the mistake of mak
ing many blunders, hence a tolerant charity for the views of 
others should be the rule of action. I am willing that free
dom should be the absolute rule to decide the proper rela
tions of the sexes: as my confidence in nature, instinct, in
tuition and truth is so unbounded that I fear not for the re
sult, but I feel that mankind will, if left free, naturally grav
itate into the right, whether the rule of action is found to 
be “ monogamic ” or “ promiscuous.” I am satisfied of one 
thing at least, that promiscuity, with love as its basis, will 
never give to the world such an awful example of free lust as 
is found in the present institution of marriage. The objec
tions raised as to the danger of demolishing all traces of pa
ternity are made by those who do not comprehend what 
they are talking about, or else they have a vile estimate of 
the purity of their own mothers and sisters. Are they will
ing to admit that their own wives, mothers or sisters are so 
debauched that they would be in danger of not knowing who 
was the father of their children if they were permitted to 
enjoy their rights of social freedom? Children born of mu
tual love will have no reason to doubt when, and by whom, 
they were conceived, if the matter is left to the will of the 
mother. It is not surprising that persons whose lustful in
dulgences are so frequent that they make it impossible ever 
to tell when their own children were conceived, should nat
urally be suspicious that the same difiiculty would arise in 
freedom, in relation to mothers knowing who are the 
fathers of their love children, their own depraved passions 
are the foundation upon which they base their opinion of the 
women of freedom.

The question of divorce has taken more or less attention 
of reformers of late years, and deserves a consideration at 
this point. The institution of marriage was found in time 
to be so irksome to some of the aristocrats of the old world 
that its twin sister divorce became a necessity. A continual 
contest in relation to the true reasons which ought to govern 
in the granting of divorces has been kept up in different 
parts of the world for the last generation, and still the ques
tion is not settled.

We advocate the abolition of all divorce laws, because they 
are unnecessary, being a legislative nuisance. The reason 
for this course is found in the fact that if the institution of 
marriage is abolished, there will exist no necessity for hav
ing divorce laws upon our statue books, because the will or 
pleasure of the individual will settle the question as to who 
ought not live together. In all the States of the Union, it re
quires a great outlay of time, money and unnecessary ex
posure of private affairs to procure a divorce. In most all 
the States it is impossible to obtain a divorce except on the 
charges of desertion, abuse, adultery or some grave offense, 
hence there is no escape for the thousands who live in in
harmony who cannot think of going through such a para
phernalia of legal red tape; besides, under the new dispensa
tion, desertion is not a crime, as no free lover would desire 
to hold an unwilling companion. When the marriage laws 
are abolished there can be no crime of adultery where the 
parties are mutually agreed, otherwise it will be nothing but 
rape, whether inside or outside of the marriage relations.

The imposing of amative desires upon others against their 
consent is sufficient cause for separation, and should be left 
free to be decided upon by the aggrieved party, without the 
intervention of any court or even third parties, so that they 
may forgive or separate at pleasure.

There are thousands who are living together in inharmony 
who cannot obtain divorce through any legal process; there 
are many others who are living together in harmony but who 
are opposed to the marriage institution and divorce laws, be
cause they have faith in the principles of social freedom; 
but the legal statutes of most all the States, and the social in
stitutions of the people have been erected on a basis opposed 
to such separation, hence there is no opportunity for escape 
from the bondage of law. Many of these progressive reformers 
are willing to live out their highest principles of truth, but 
they are curbed by the difficulty of obtaining divorces under 
existing laws. What is the proper remedy to pursue, so that 
they may set an example of living for principle before the 
world? It will be impossible to secure sufficient agitation on 
these questions by the ordinary methods for years to come, 
so that the marriage and divorce laws may be repealed in 
many of the States, hence there is no alternative left but to 
endeavor by all means to secure their abolition as soon as 
possible.

We have already shown that human legal enactments are 
null and void when conflicting with natural law. There is 
an eternal and irrepressible conflict between human and nat
ural law. I for one shall maintain, at whatever cost, the 
supremacy of the higher law of self-sovereignty. When it is 
a question of clear duty, or moral cowardice, who, with the 
fires of freedom burning in the soul, can hesitate for one mo
ment? The marriage and divorce laws conflict with the in 
herent laws of nature implanted within every human soul, 
and are, in the sight of every lover of human liberty, an un
bearable species of tyranny which can no longer be toler
ated. I ignore, reject and renounce all allegiance to them, be
cause they place unbearable conditions of bondage and 
slavery upon thousands of the citizens of the nation. I re^ 
nounce my allegiance to their authority, because they do not 
provide an escape for those who mutually desire to dissolve 
lift© warriage epsttog between them j X renounce :alj.

allegiance to them, because they provide no remedy for those 
who wish to dissolve the legal bonds of wedlock, so that they 
may live a life illustrating their highest convictions of truth. 
I cheerfully add my example and influence to the work of 
reform inaugurated by Brother and Sister Steinmetz.

I hope that hundreds of reformers will come out and show 
that they are willing to brave public opinion and human en
actments, and dare live their highest convictions of social 
freedom, in defiance of all man-made law that conflicts with 
human rights. Those who dare take their freedom, only can 
expect to receive it. Especially do we urge upon the hap
pily-married to come to the rescue of their sisters and broth
ers in bondage, and show by their devotion to the principles 
of freedom that they are willing to endure and suffer for the 
sake of the cause of truth. Protest against the legal bonds 
that cannot be broken except by the assertion of the su
premacy of natural law, and the thousands who are in bond
age to the legal laws of marriage will rise and call you their 
benefactors.

[The following letter has fallen into our hands. It is ap
plicable to so many cases that we feel we shall be doing 
many women held in marriage slavery, and many slaveJ 
bolding men as well, a great service: so, withholding names, 
we publish it:]

July 18, 1873.
Dear Friend—Yours received. I of course have no right 

to comment upon your domestic arrangements, yet could not
help regretting the loss of-----—’s influence in this crisis, and
thought that the domestic duties must be imperative indeed 
that lead her to ignore for so many months her obligations 
to the cause she voluntarily espoused. Yon say that of her 
“own choice” she has secluded herself for a year, but the 
motive potent enough to impel her to choose such isolation 
challenges question.

If any one holding over her the possession of a secret has 
led her to this course, they, not she, should bear the burden 
of public censure that most assuredly rests upon her for ap
parent lack of zeal in time of need. That, however, which 
has become the property of several persons, myself included, 
though not through any revelation of hers, ceases to be a 
secret, and ought to lose its terror, as it most assuredly has 
its power, to harm.

You say that persons who come together, promising to be 
true to each other, have a right to expect, each of the other, 
the observance of this obligation. How, the folly lies in 
making this promise at all.

Emerson says, “ Ho love can bind itself by oath or covenant 
to secure it against a higher love;” and he utters a great 
truth. I do not promise to be true to any person, for obe 
dience to his idea of what constitutes truth to him from me, 
might occasion me to be false to my most sacred convictions.
I have sworn to my own soul to be true to myself, to the 
divinest aspirations of my nature, and if any person cannot 
trust me and realize that being thus loyal to my God-given 
instincts I can never be attracted to aught that is base or 
low, he is not worthy of me. I do not own him, or he me.
I can only be first in his heart, and hold there the largest 
place, by deserving it, commanding it, by the magnanimity 
and beauty of my life and character. If he has other loves, 
what is that to me ? They can only enrich his life; they can
not invade any portion of his soul that responds to mine 
any part of that affection that my individuality alone can 
inspire. Ho soul can suffer loss. They may awaken to the 
fact that that which they seemed to possess has flown; but 
the love, affection, friendship that one individual inspires in 
another can never be profaned, never be lost. As no two 
persons are alike, but are as original, as unique as each 
separate blade of grass, or leaf, or flower, so in the divine 
economy of nature each soul is protected from possible loss 
here or hereafter by this unalterable law of diversity.

I may die to-morrow, but years hence the simple mention 
of my name will call forth in every heart in which I have a 
place the royal tribute of regard that is my eternal, inalien
able possession. The lover of my girlhood now walks the 
viewless causeways of the air, and inasmuch as he was cul
tured, lofty-souled and large-hearted, he doubtless loves 
and is beloved by many a fair and queenly woman in “ that 
land of light and song;” yet he finds time to return to 
earth’s turbulent scenes and bathe my toil-worn spirits in 
the deep waters of his passionate and intense affection, and 
those chords in my inmost being that first responded to 
his touch, remaining mute in presence of all others, thrill 
and vibrate as of yore, in an ecstacy of rapture when swept 
by his spirit touch. Others who live on earth have part in 
me, for while I live my soul must always worship the beau
tiful and true, and it is for me and that other soul or souls, 
whoever they may be, and for us alone, to decide what shall 
be the limit of our mutual regard, whether it shall pause 
upon the threshold of friendship or culminate in the divinest 
sacrament of love.

There is small danger of relapsing into promiscuity for 
persons so believing: such souls have ascended the higher 
planes of spiritual unfoldment, and realize that one of the
penalties of growth is comparative isolation. Mr. S-----
knows my sentiments on all these questions, therefore no 
dark mystery envelops us; we feel “that we cannot bind 
ourselves by oath or covenant to secure us against a higher 
love,” and that if angels seem to recede it is only that arch
angels may have room.

Praying that you may find peace in freedom, I remain, 
your friend, Laura Guppy Smith.

“The Hew,” as contrasted with “ The Old,” in respect to the 
progress of the world’s affairs, and that to which the revolu
tionary events of our day are a transition and an introduc
tion. It means the Universal Government or ordering of all 
human conduct, individual and collective, in accordance with 
true science or knowledge, and for the highest and best uses 
—a millennial state devised and conducted by science, and 
effected by the crystallization of all the existing reformatory 
and spiritual forces.

Arche is a Greek word (occurring in mon-archy, olig-are%, 
hier-archy, etc.), which curiously combines, in a subtle unity 
of meaning, the idea of origin or beginning, and hence of ele
mentary principle, with that of government or rule. En arche 
en ho Logos, “ In the beginning was the w®rd ” (John i., 1), 
means more than in the historical beginning. It means the 
logical beginning in elementary principles, as a language be
gins in its alphabet, which then governs the development of 
speech or the word.

Pan or pant (os), which occurs in pan-theism, pan-theon 
and pant-ology—is another Greek word meaning all or uni
versal. Pant-archy means, therefore, Universal Government, 
but in a deeper sense than any merely political idea.

The organization of-the Pantarchy is the formation of a 
new party in the world, but something very different from 

new political party. It is not a party for the external and 
compulsory control of affairs, through the ballot, backed by 
the bullet, but an altogether voluntary association of those 
who are like-minded in their diversity—for their mutual bene
fit and for the benefit of the world—a spontaneous drawing 
together of all the segments and branches of reform to con
stitute the spiritual government of mankind through the 
force of ideas, and of an organized influence guided by the 
best skill and the highest wisdom. It is not even designed 
for or confined to the single country. It is a higher sort of 
Internationalism.

The immediate occasion of this communication to the 
Banner is the occurrence of a couple of expressions in “ An 
interview with Mrs. Maynard, the celebrated trance me
dium,” in the issue of the Banner of the 31st of May, 1873, 
copied from Pomeroy’s Democrat. The statement is this:

“After the present—tbe coming four years—a new order 
of things will be introduced. Men (and women) who have re
mained in the quiet walks of life will rise to power and posi
tion; who have loved humanity, who have labored earnestly 
to promote the welfare of the people, will be called into the 
field of action. Brother (and sister), your place is there.”

“So,” it is added, “we are expecting the formation of a 
new party; not a new political party (God knows we have 
had enough), but a new element of strength and power that 
shall draw to itself the best of all parlies who seek to benefit 
humanity for the love of humanity. This is that which will 
correct the present condition of things,” etc.

These sentences embrace the essential idea of the Pan
tarchy. The Pantarchy has been incipiently organized and 
in active operation for several years, is steadily augmenting 
its strength and resources, and is preparing for a more ex
ternal and visible intervention in the world’s affairs, when 
the coming crisis shall have gone forward to the point where 
such action will be demanded; meantime, it remains for the 
public at large more a mere ideal foreshadowing than an 
actual, wide-spreading and powerful organization.

[From the Banner of Light.')
THE PAHTARCHY DEFIHED—THE WORD A HD THE 

THIHG.
BY STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.

Hew ideas require new words; either wholly new, or old 
words raised and stretched to a higher and broader mean
ing ; and the promulgator of the new thought has to choose
between these two alternatives. Pantarchy is a newly-formed 
word, from th§ Grgpjfc, to de&pjfo wliat In paliecl1 were & Wte-cjrop from tU§ fountain of e&igtenoe

[From the Present Age.)

THE GOLDEH BOHD.
BY MARY P. DAVIS.

The records of the past tell us that there was once an 
Eden. There was a human pair that loved each other; and 
the angels came down at midnight by the soft light of an 
Eastern sky to strew fresh leaves and star-eyed flowers over 
the sleepers in their calm, pure happiness.

The children of that family have wandered from the 
golden land, but who among them has not pictured an Eden- 
home where, united to a responsive soul, the days, months 
and years would roll by in the enjoyment of happy compan
ionship. Ho jarring, no discord, no oppression, no unkind
ness, no unsatisfied longings for a truer life would reach such 
a home, for husband and wife would trust each other, and 
one could no more injure the other than they could do vio
lence to their own souls. The wife would be the light of love 
and the fountain of joy to the household, and the husband 
would always be to her a sure haven of rest. True brothers 
and sisters, dwelling ever in the sunshine of harmony, 
would go forth from the cheerful scenes of childhood to 
bless the world with lessons of love and wisdom.

Turn from this picture to the majority of places called 
home on this our earth. Mark the want of congeniality be
tween a great proportion of those who possess these homes. 
See the wrath, the bitterness, the disgust, the hatred, the 
discontent, the anguish, the despair that wells up from the 
agonized hearts of too many who have entered upon life’s 
cares and duties. Watch the development of the unfortu
nate children who dwell amid these discordant influences, 
and who, struggling against inherited physical disease and 
mental depression—longing for the kindly sympathies which 
never reach them, and stung tb madness by hard and bit
ter words, go forth to meet life’s hard battle. Search'be
neath the surface for the truth in these matters, and you 
will not shrink from the assertion that to Uncongenial homes 
may be traced much of the vice and crime, and many of the 
wrongs that blacken and deform society.

When we consider the manner in which most marriages 
have been and are being consummated, we cannot wonder at 
the deplorable condition of society. Some, ignorant of the 
real demands of their natures—unused to the words of affec
tion which they should receive from the guardians of their 
childhood, and with hearts susceptible of kindly emotions, 
yield to their first unguided impulses, and pledge life and 
soul to those who cannot prize the gift. Others, forgetting 
that love alone is the basis of the true marriage, stoop to a 
consideration of wealth or position, and form alliances which 
they would afterward blot out with tears, though every tear

I
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Honored be the man or the woman who has strength and 
wisdom enough to prefer a solitary life to the degradation of 
a false union! But when the angel of love comes in raiment 
of purity to give completeness to the life of two consecrated 
natures—to weave the golden hand of a true and lasting 
union—there is nothing in the range of God’s mighty empire 
more divine, nothing so productive of pure and permanent 
happiness.

FREE LOVE IN FACTORIES.
In the fourth annual report of the Massachusetts Bureau 

of Statistics of Labor there is a contribution from Judge 
Cowley, of Lowell, from which we quote: “In the early years 
of Lowell nearly all the operatives boarded and lodged in 
the factory boarding-houses, all of which are situated within 
a few minutes’ walk of the mills. But a change has occurred 
within a few years, which has already been attended with 
marked results. Many of the factory girls, disliking the 
rigid rules observed in the boarding-houses, combine two 
and two and hire lodging-rooms elsewhere, taking only their 
meals at the corporation boarding-houses. This liberty, like 
others, is liable to abuse.”

This is an approximation toward genuine social freedom. 
The Rev. Daniel Dorchester may think the coming together 
of the sexes outside the brick walls of the boarding-houses 
will “undermine the vigor and purity of society;” and in a 
sermon, to which Judge Cowley refers, he expressed awful 
forebodings that the “very foundations” of society would 
be swept away if factory girls, though sexually starved and 
deprived of all other forms of emotional recreation, were un
fettered sexually and permitted to sleep any where but under 
the eyes of their frigid boarding mistresses.

We, on the contrary, have no such fears. In this exten
sion of social freedom we see certain peace and purification. 
In the very contribution before us, in fact, Judge Cowley 
says: “ The number of arrests for offenses against chastity 
has fallen off about two-thirds within ten years, and is now 
very inconsiderable, owing largely to the great increase of 
lodging-rooms before mentioned, and the consequent de
crease in the number of houses of disrepute ”

After all, the freedom which these Lowell factory girls are 
now acquiring is no more than the factory girls of England 
have always enjoyed. An attempt was once made by the 
Rev. Dr. Scoresby to introduce the American boarding
house at Bradford; but it failed, because the English factory 
girls would not relinquish the right to regulate their own 
hours, amusements and company, nor submit to the re
straints of a Yankee boarding-house.

William Fjriab.

PEARLS FROM THE SEA OF THOUGHT.
SELECTED BV LAITOA CTTPPY SMITH.

“ Nothing is secure but life, transition the energizing 
spirit. No love can be bound by oath or covenant to secure 
it against a higher love. No truth so sublime but it may be 
trivial to-morrow in the light of new thoughts. People 
wish to be settled, only as far as they are unsettled is there 
any hope for them.”—Emerson, Essay X.

There is no virtue which is final; all are initial. The 
virtues of society are vices of the saint. The terror of re
form is the discovery that we must cast away one virtue, or 
what we have always esteemed such, into the same pit that 
has consumed our grosser vices.”—Emerson.

“ On some countenances is written a history, on others a 
date.”—Jean Paul Richter.

“ The agonies of faithful souls are God’s successes.”—JoTm 
Weiss.

“ There is a church of grief whose members deeply and 
tenderly know each other.”—W. R. A.lger.

“ Once I passed through a populous city, imprinting my 
brain for future use with its shows, architectures, customs, 
traditions. Yet now of all that city I remember only a 
woman I casually met there, who detained me for love of 
me. Day by day and night by night we were together. All 
else has long been forgotten by me.”-—Walt Whitman.

“ I believe that love may unfold its white wings even in 
the red bosom of hell. I know that its truth can measure 
the distance to heaven with one thought. Then be content 
to let me go, for these pale hands shall reach up from the 
grave and still draw the living waters of love’s well. That 
is better surely than climbing with bruised feet and bleed- 
hands to plead with the world for what is my own. Let my 
shivering soul go wailing up for a human love to the throne 
of the eternal.”—Adah Isaacs Menken.

BY HELEN NASH.
“ Your great man always at last sees something the public 

don’t see. This something he will assuredly persist in as
serting, whether with tongue or pencil, to be as he sees it, 
not as they see it; and all the world in a heap on the other 
side will not get him to say otherwise. Then, if the world 
objects to the saying, he may happen to get stoned or burned 
for it, but that does not in the least matter to him; if the 
world has no particular objection to the saying, he may get 
leave to utter it to himself till he dies, and be merely taken 
for an idiot; that, also, does not matter to him. Mutter he 
will according to what he perceives to be fact, and not at all 
according to the roaring of Red Sea on the right hand or left 
of. him.”—Ruskin,

“ Self-love is not so vile a thing 
As self-neglecting. ’Shakespeare.

“ Great fleas have little fleas 
Upon their backs to bite ’em,

' And these again have lesser fleas.
And so on ad infinitum.”—Arum.

“No wise man ever wishes to be younger.”—Dean Swif.
“ At a certain depth all bosoms communicate—all hearts 

are one.”—Frederika Bremer.
“ Be what your friends think you are. Avoid being what 

your enemies say you are. Go right forward and be happy.” 
—Brick Pomeroy.

“Those who have finished by making all others think with 
them have usually been those who began by daring to think 
for the®.silye^”s-Co?iow.

“ Creeds are now the masters, not the servants, of thought.’ 
—Anon.

“Always do what you are afraid to do.”—Emerson.
“ The bigot is like the pupil of the eye: the more light you 

put upon it the more it will contract.”—Holmes.
“ The uses of mediocrity are for everyday life, but the uses 

of genius, amidst a thousand mistakes which mediocrity 
never commits, are to suggest and perpetuate ideas which 
raise the standard of the mediocre to a nobler level. There 
would be far fewer good men of sense if there were not 
erring dreamers of genius.”—Bulwer.

“ A self-suspicion of hypocrisy is a good evidence of sin
cerity.”—Hannah More.

“Nothing is humbler than ambition when it is about to 
climb.”—Anon.

--------- >—♦--»---- ------

SPIRITUALISTIC.

National City, Cal., June 29,1873.
Dear Victoria—My joy that you still live and my sorrow 

for your sufferings may seem slow in reaching you; but giv
ing little heed to unauthenticated rumors, I hoped you were 
well, and, Samson like, putting your foes to flight.

Dear soul, how bravely you have fought the world’s bat
tles—the battles of the weak, the wronged. And in this trial- 
hour your friends are few—Judas and Peter over and over 
again.

Well, Yictoria, truth is not forever on the scaffold; the 
clouds will clear and the grandeur of your work will be seen, 
the whiteness of your life fully appreciated.

When the wires dropped us down here these words, “ Vic
toria Woodhull is dead! ” the first shock over, I said, “What 
glad greetings the angels have given thy weary soul!” 
Mary Wollstonecraft, Shelley, Frances Wright, John 
Brown, John Stuart Mill, and a host* of like spirits, 
I said, will give her a hearty welcome. So for you we 
were glad if you had indeed gone to the holy hills. But the 
gods are not yet ready to take you from the work given you 
to do. So be strong, brave, faithful, and bide your time. 
You will not go to prison. The New York judges and 
jurors are not going to damn their own souls and set the seal 
of infamy upon the names of their children by bolts and 
gyves, by blasting your young life. So take heart; remem
ber the heavens hold you dear and will keep you evermore.

H. F. M. Bbown.

FREE SPEECH AND PRESS AGAIN.

Editor of the Weekly—My favors shall not be too frequent. 
But since my last the Index, which, as you will remember, I 
criticised somewhat for its long silence, when free speech, 
free thought, free press and free religion were all stricken 
down and endangered in your person, has at length spoken 
out and in unmistakable tone, too, and I hope you will 
transfer his testimony to your own columns.

I have long felt that neither the free religionists nor the 
Spiritualists are doing half what they might and should, to 
awaken the people to the actual perils which already sur
round them on every side; coming directly from the State 
and the church, the government and religion; and indirectly 
from the spirit of caste, the oppression of labor by capital, 
and the oppression of woman by everybody.
• It is rather boastfully claimed by some of the leaders of the 
free religious enterprise, that they do nothing and intend to 
do nothing. Perhaps you remember Mr. Frothingham’s dec
laration once to that effect. I am glad to know and always 
to have known that the Index never contemplated any such 
Fabian, such fatal policy. It need never, would never have 
asked to be invested with a hundred thousand dollars if that 
were all its mission. But since I saw its editor face to face 
with that God-in-the-Constitution Convention at Cincin
nati, like Paul “wrestling with the beasts at Ephesus,” I 
have been certain that he felt the importance of his position, 
the solemnity of his responsibility as a leader, as a guide in 
the mental, moral and spiritual unfolding growth and re
demption of the race, to remain inactive, merely reflecting 
the moonshine of college culture, or glowing with the lurid 
blaze of sectarian superstitution, bigotry and “strange fire.”

The history of real reformation and progression is nowhere 
complimentary to Fabian policy. It was the evil spirits 
that cried out, and with good reason, “Why art thou come 
to torment us before the time It was a good spirit who 
declared, “lam not come to send peace on earth but a 
sword;” and “to make a man’s foes those of his own house
hold.”

Truth to error is ever sharper than a two-edged sword. 
The enemies of truth and liberty will work day and night, 
like gravitation, till they put their God, Christ, Bible, creed 
and catechism into the Constitution, and freedom out of the 
land. And shall the friends of freedom do nothing in such 
an hour? Even make a merit of doing nothing? All gods 
forbid!

I know the Index will not be silent. If Spiritualism for 
lack of courage, or free religious associations through want 
of zeal or heart, or a belief that earnest work is not wanted, 
or for any cause shall fail to meet the emergency or even 
comprehend the situation, then what a weight of respon
sibility settles at once upon your shoulders! Or even should 
all these do faithfully and well, the part they have assigned 
themselves, still one whole hemisphere of humanity’s globe 
has been discovered by your more anointed vision, in 
woman’s civil, social, moral, matrimonial wrongs, hitherto 
unexplored if not unknown; making your journal the most 
important in the nation; and of course the one which the 
rulers of the State and church wish to see first silenced and 
suppressed. And then I think the doom of the Index would 
be speedily pronounced.

Glad ever and always to learn of your successes, in suits 
at law, as well as commercially and journalistically, I am, 
and hope to remain, your friend and fellow-workman in all 
good causes, Rahjseb Pxllsbuky,

Ancoba, N. Y., July 21, 1873. 
Editor oe Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly:

I notice that you copy from the Banner of Light a com
munication headed “ Consistency a Jewel,” in which my 
views on the great question of freedom are unfairly repre
sented. Thinking that no true man should be willing to be 
placed on the wrong side in the great battle now waging, I 
venture to ask you to do me the justice to copy also the fol
lowing note addressed to the editor of the Banner, not yet 
published:

Yours for true freedom, but not for free misrepresentation.
A. E. Newton.

UNFAIRNESS IS NOT A JEWEL.
Editor oe the “Banner of light”:

I am not a little surprised at finding in a communication 
headed “Consistency a Jewel,” in your columns of date 
July 5, my name held up in company that I do not desire, as, 
an example of “ inconsistency in the ranks of Spiritualists,”’ 
and myself represented as more anxious for the respectabil
ity of Spiritualism than for the truth. I am not acquainted 
with the lady whose name is signed to the article, and she 
surely cannot have taken pains to be very well acquainted 
with me or she would not have made such mistakes.

It appears that the inconsistency for which I am held up 
to odium lies in the fact that I want freedom restricted. If 
my fair (?) critic had taken care to inform herself on the 
subject, she would have known that the only restriction 
I have ever claimed should be put upon freedom in any 
sphere, is the necessary one, that it shall not infringe the 
freedom or violate the rights of others.

This same restriction was at first recognized by her whom 
your correspondent styles the. mother of the young child, 
but afterward, inconsistently and inconsiderately no 
doubt, repudiated by her, as your readers well know. I think 
she has of late been more careful to recognize it.

Is Mrs. Emma Taylor in favor of a freedom that does in
fringe the freedom and violate the rights of others ? If so, 
she places herself in the same category with thieves, robbers, 
ravishers, and all to whom freedom means license. If not, 
she is in the same boat with myself.

I think no Spiritualist will be harmed by so restricting 
his or her own freedom as to do no harm to another, even 
though Spiritualism should be made respectable thereby.

Consistency is indeed a jewel, but unfairness is not, even 
when flash ing from a lady’s hand. A. E. Newton.

HOW ?
“ Orators on the social question seem to forget that true 

marriage exists regardless of laws and ceremonies, while 
false marriages require both to make them continue.”— 
Woodhull & Claflin's Weekly, July 26,1873.

As the foregoing statement follows a declaration of mine 
that I legally recognized the fact, or supposed fact, of mar
riage, I take it for granted that it refers to such ceremony. 
As a lecturer on social and political topics, I do not forget 
nor “ seem” to, that “ true marriage” exists independently 
of “laws and ceremonies,” i. e., man-made laws. But I be
lieve in marriage laws, nevertheless. So do some of the 
most advanced advocates of social freedom—Victoria C. 
Woodhull for one. In her speech at Steinway Hall she says:

“ Marriage laws that would be consistent with the theorv 
of individual rights would be such as would regulate these 
relations, such as regulate all other associations of people. 
They should only be obliged to flle marriage articles, con
taining whatever provisions may be agreed upon,” etc.

I emphasize “marriage laws,” my object being to show 
that Victoria believes in such laws. I am not of those who 
believe that a ceremony or a legal enactment marries people. 
I suppose if “marriage articles” were not filed, true marriage 
could exist all the same. Even so, if there should never be 
another marriage ceremony marriage would exist. The 
filing of articles is evidently intended for the protection of 
the individuals entering the marriage state with each other, 
as well as for the protection of society. I deem a mere cere
mony as of no more consequence to the real thing itself than 
the cut or pattern of a dress to the body which it covers.

Yours for true marriage, W. F. Jamieson.
[It was to secure from our valued correspondent and true 

hearted reformer just what he has written above, that the 
note to which he refers was added to the report of his 
speech. We knew what he meant, hut our readers could 
not be supposed to know.]

MORE ABOUT THE SECRET ORDER.
As I am receiving many inquiring letters about the above 

order, I wish to make some explanations through the Weekly 
for all.

1st. We have organized upon the plan of Matuna—that is, 
upon the basis of the organs of human intellect. It is well 
known that each individual is a representative of some class 
of organs. He is either perceptive, retentive, ambitious, 
defensive, or impulsive. Our system is so arranged that 
each one attracts to his place, and every one finds work to 
do in their own particular field of labor. I am aware that 
at first this will seem very complex; but after a little oral 
instruction it is quite simple.

2d. We are ready to organize societies everywhere as soon 
as we can publish our constitution. I have written to Mr. 
Arthur Merton to publish it in the Weekly, as all my cor
respondents are readers of that, and hope he will make such 
explanations as briefly as he can.

3d. We advise all liberalists to organize as far as they can 
without our help. At the National Convention we will 
create charter members, who can save our visits to many 
points.

It is bound to be a success. Mr. Davis started on the grand 
idea in his arrangement of the lyceums but did not reach all 
the details. His idea of colors was correct, only to be beau
tiful it should be carried up to the entire costume. Only 
think how like a beautiful boquet would be a set of dancers 
cm the floor, having all the eol«rs of the prism, ap4 then
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going through all the changes! 
it will he easily accomplished.

We say, friends, go to work as soon, as possible, and we 
will drive the thing along as fast as our means will allow.

I). W. Hum.

This we propose to do, and J of Bible, Missionary and Tract Societies since the dawn of 
the Christian era. And then the simplicity and unostentati
ousness of the funeral. What an example for the wealthy to 
imitate for the sake of the poor—for the sake of every 
body! While living in Hew York, I considered the burials I 
witnessed among the rich as gorgeous proofs of paganism 

BALANCES | and barbarism. And the orations, sermons and prayers
were even more offensive still by their transparent insincer-

When we live isolated from each other m clan or individ- lieg and hypocrlgyi And the miles of coaches, many 
ual selfhood, so careful not to stain ourselves, we generate e ’ th0 acreg of black crape and forests of flowers-what 
.lust what we feared. Our vacuous starvation reacts into were t’ but mookeiy of mockeries? All was mockery, 
excess. All men of every grade of affection would be purer ^ of your manner of burial, I have almost
were they braver and freer to associate with pure and re- ^ r t bereavement. Pardon me. I do not for-
fined women; all women would be nobler were they closer , ^ athy now so dollbly due you in this superadded
embosomed in the affections of great-souled men. Solitary • More than buraalb it sometimes seems you must be,
vices would find no chance were we free to exchange mag- snaU-n tbe loads you bear. Ho wonder early 
netic forces in love and thought. The honor and confidence th t the.r ^igt a God after His sufferings, 
which such freedom guarantees, bars out all inclination or ^ furnace rise more bright, more beautiful than 
demand to trespass. What pure brother could wrong a sis- before. Your consolations must be peculiarly your
ter? When all men, by freedom, are brothers to all women, own, and neither few nor small. May you ever have hope 

courage, patience and power equal to your day. Never s a 
I forget your word and the deep earnestness with which, 
from your sick, almost dying, bed, you uttered it: “It mat-

and all women are sisters to all men, the “Social Evil is 
purged away.

Moral fear is destructive to moral character; it often re- _
acts into abandon of life. The upright dread nothing. Sian- j ““ what others think, or do, or do not, nor what be- 
der cannot break in upon us when we give it no heed. When oomeg ^ tne bere; j must do my work, and shall not die till 
risen above folly, how can it reach us ?

Where comes in the wrong—from the overplus of the hu 
man, or the want of it? Padlocking the love in our souls!
—what is worse ? The birds get strength by playing freely . reward 
in the air, the bees by resting in the honey-cups of flowers, 'onr editorial in last paper, on “ The Sphere or Re-
the angels by confiding affections. Why may not we of earth -................. -"1 1~~~ Sv'+“r’

it be done.” , . a
And so you must do your work, my dear, brave friend.

And neither here nor hereafter shall you lose your

be j ust as free and pure and happy ? J. O. B.

I > U- U VV/1AJL -- . . ,
formatory Mission of Spiritualism,” was not less true, inter
esting and important than the article to which I have re
ferred If proper for me humbly to suggest, I should say
many‘excellent Spiritualists are more wanting in courage 
than conscience; in perception than principle; and m unity 
and harmony perhaps more than anything else Free discus
sion compels the embrace of no new theory or doctrme unti

[From the Index.']
THE BATTLE BEGUN.

The writer of a satirical article in No. 169 of th e Index con
cludes a seeming defense of the religions veto-power of a i gmn COmpeiSTne emulate ^ ----- t-
certain Christian body, as exercised against a prominent provedtobeundeniably true. And who would not then hasten 
lecturer, with the following subtile conclusion: “He was to embrace it? Nor need discussion be limited to queetions 
mightily helped by it!” about which there can be little doubt, or which every y ir

He intimates that this organized body of sectarists might, ready and willing to have considered. Let light ana ig t 
if they chose, banish from their immaculate halls such per- ntng flash down into the deepest, darkest pits, ihe dar cer, 
sons as Froud, Mrs. Siddons, Mark Twain, Bret Harte and tbe deeper, the more needed. .
John Hay, provided the taint of radicalism were to be found Thomas Jefferson opened to the world, the nine een , cen 
in their historical, dramatic or recitative performances, tury and his Presidential administration, with t e anng 
such as is expected to stain everything that proceeds from 1 sentiment: “ Error is always safe where truth is le t ree o 
the mouth of one of the apostles of heresy, even to a “ criti- oombat it.” But the world is too cowardly for that senti-
cism” into which he occasionally lapses as a scholary diver- memt yet. ^
sion. Two sentiments held in the Reformation-one, tbnt peace-

The person the writer refers to is none other than the fui error was better than boisterous truth; the, other re- 
eioquent John Weiss, who was recently refused the use of a gponded, “peace if possible, but truth at any rate* _ ^ 
certain hall in New York for the delivery of his lectures on pure, then peaceable ” is the Scripture order, and herein the 
Shakespeare. The reason for this denial on the part of the Scripture must be right. Might not Spiritualists in more 
custodians of said hall was that the “ heretical” sentiments 0n these things ? Would it not mightily augmen eir pow- 
of the speaker appear in all his public addresses, even in the er for good at the present hour? Thev have no ye a ame 
handling of the old-fashioned theme of the Poet of Human- to half the truth, half the duty, nor half the blesse ness re- 
itv This exclusion of John Weiss—the most witty, resolute j served for them if found faithfuL ^
and outspoken of the New England radicals—has called forth I gave two lectures last Sunday m Worcester, Mass., where
rndVnant comments, and both the secular and religious press y0u have many readers, and might have more were you bet- 
crarCthis unfortunate body with bigotry. ter understood. And the society there I think could also be

Th; sTguino- of a “protest” for the suppression of one greatly enlarged woulditbe more united and mere aggres- 
weekly paper in Toledo is only a little whiff ot the great ,ive. The world waits and longs tor mental moral and 
storm that will threaten every act, public or private, which spiritual enlightenment not ye wr t * Mac 
openly or covertly embodies opposition to the priesthood; priesthood can it now be truly , '
nnd not the Church alone, but society, comes under its spe- World and salt of the earth.
c al dictation its various grades ot preference being nothing I heard two most excellent discourses the other Sunday m 
more nor less than the state of their Christian “graces." Yet Lynn, Mass,, from Miss Jenny Leys one of the few favored
thU^Chidstifni body must allow that the foundations of and brave young women, of whom it can be truly said, as m 
ttns onristian uouy luusu a. ij,, L-r , “ How beautiful upon the mountainsChristianity have been sorely shaken. While it still holds Hebrew mmstr y. II h £. M the
the kev of patronage, commands influence and position, it is are the feet of him tnat piin„ s xt,flourishing to t¥,» branches, hut attMroot. And their Lumber of such he greatly multiplied, for the need of them

excessive use of power is one evidence of the strength they is very great, 
have to encounter; neither ritual nor creed, nor any of the

Then let as be no laggards when the spirits hid us come,
But hold ourselves in readiness to occupy our home;
Develop all that’s good in us, nor seek away to roam,

As time goes rolling on!

Bor the glory of the ages is blossoming to-day,
Its beauty and its brightness fills our hearts with pleasure gay,
Let us then be up and doing as the daylight speeds away.

As time goes rolling on!

For every one there is a work, for every one a place,
Let none be backward in his part, he laggard in the race,
To every soul there is a time, no unit lacks its space,

As time goes rolling on!

For in creation’s morning did Spiritualism rise,
That tie that links the world to God connects the earth and skies,
Oh! let us then with joy progress, in glory to arise,

As time goes rolling on!

“SECRET CHURCH TRIAL.”
Rev. J. C. Workman, whose wife murdered his mistress at Eureka last 

spring, is to have a church trial at Chenoa, 111. It will he secret.”— 
Cincinnati Commerced, July 11,1813.

But Henry Ward Beecber, whose wife has not been mur
dered by Theodore Tilton’s wife, will not even have a “ secret 
church trial,” nor will T.Tilton, nor yet Henry C. Bowen, not
withstanding all tbe lying pretension of tbe religious andre- 
ligio-political press generally, to calling for “ investigation.” 
This’sham show of this pretension in this case, has been 
tbe refinement of hypocrisy, iniquity, imposture from the 
beginning. It has all the while meant mockery of the mis
informed masses, and insolent insult to the intelligent.

The journal which aspires to leadership in popular religion 
and politics in tbe West, which, in its own estimation, is “ set 
for tbe defense of tbe Gospel” and religio-Republican party 
rule, proceeds ou the allegation that “the masses take their 
opinions ready made from the newspaper.” If the pulpit, 
acting in alliance with the press, be more shrewd than to be
tray itself in such language, still it is entitled to share with 
the “ newspaper” the credit of manipulating the masses to

“ jack’o lantern” scares that used to keep reason from ris 
ing, have now the least potency to crush free thought and 
free speech, hut rather, as the satirical writer says, “ helps it 
mightily in the end.”

Mr. Erothingham clearly discerns that not only this pre
venting of John Weiss, hut every exercise of their veto- 
power, only helps the cause they assail. If one thing more 
than another broadens and deepens the growth of ideas, it 
is persecution. The state and the Inquisition made Protest
antism leap out of its swaddling-clothes into the stature of 
a giant. The abuse of power reacts terribly on the individual 
or body of persons thus outraging justice. If tbe time has 
arrived—and we think it has—for it to culminate in the Y. 
M. C. A., tbe nineteenth century may as well seethe era of 
a new birth for freedom as the twentieth. The actual strik
ing off of the fetters from the victims of the slave-power in 
the South was but the undoing of the most palpable and 
crude form of slavery; what is yet to come is the emancipa
tion of mind from the bias of prejudice, and the abolition, 
not only of tbe one-man-power throughout the entire earth, 
but the bodies and sects of Christians (or Pagans) who seek 
for arbitary rale over tbe rights of individuals. And these 
outward vigorous manifestations of the power of Christianity 
do not discourage our faith in the final triumph of truth which 
will yet bless the world, when that great sect shall be strip
ped of all the meanness, hatred and malice which now 
bring so much dishonor to it. Charlotte A. Barber.

Toledo, Ohio. _____

THE SPHERE OF SPIRITUALISM.
Editor of Weekly—Youv last paper was wonderful—truly 

wonderful. You have been teaching how to live from the 
first. That number shows us how to die and how to improve 
the event we call death. I do not believe such a funeral as 
yours was ever seen before. I never knew one where so 
much was spoken, sung or written, that a dying world should 
hear and know. Your “ In Memoriam,” Mr. Crandall’s ad
dress and Mr. Whipple’s divine inspirations, under “Death 
in our Household,” would be worth more, could they he read 
and appreciated by the human race, than all the publications

-__—---------- secure the same results thus insultingly boasted of.
to embrace it? Nor need discussion be limited to queetions This journal—the Cincinnati Gazette—has all the while 
about which there can he little doubt, or which everybody is done jts utmost to misinform its readers in relation to H.

a Yh Beecher’s case. Besides calumnionsly and continuously
branding as a slanderer Yictoria C. Woodhull, that heroic wo
man whom H. W. Beecher provoked to expose him in his 
hypocrisy and iniquity, it has condemned H. C. Bowen in un
measured terms, and has held T. Tilton as partner in what it 
has falsely alleged to be slander of H. W. Beecher, knowing 
the allegation to be false. Finally, it has been forced to be
tray its own participation in this business of suppressing tbe 
truth in tbe interests of relicion and religion’s distinguished 
champion, by intimating that he had better not have issued 
that “card,” thus admitting that there is iniquity covered 
up, to which the issuing of the “card,” at this late day, un
der the attending circumstances, is equal to a plea of 
“ guilty,” with expectation of benefit in the form of modifi
cation of sentence.

All the while, the Gazette and its compeers in this 
crime against truth and public morals, have known that 
investigation could not clear the eminent clerical culprit— 
that any honest, thorough investigation would convict him 
of more than has been specified by those whom the Gazette 
& Co. have calumniated as slanderers. At the same time, 
these corrupting calumniators in control of the press have 
felt the religious necessity of making false pretension to 
calling for investigation, which they have at no time meant 
to have made, if they could help to prevent. They have 
been bound to uphold their Christian champion, their “ re
vered citizen,” their “national character,” knowing, as well 
as they know what part David acted toward Uriah’s wife, 
that H. W. Beecher acted no better part toward T. Tilton’s 
wife.

Here we have a trio of champion Christian teachers cove- 
nam±ng to cover beastly incontinence in an arch hypocrite, 
recognized as at the head-on the lead—of Protestant Chris
tianity on this Continent; and the religious and religio- 
p olitical press generally confraternizing in the work. The 
press is at present the greater power in these depraving pro
ceedings, and must he held to the higher responsibility for 
the evil results.

Whatever there is in existing facts to justify the Gazette’s 
allegation, that “ the masses take their opinions ready made 
from the newspaper*” is largely the result of religious teach
ing, from pulpit and press, which requires belief on author
ity, regardless of truth, reason or morality. This authorita
tive r'eligious teaching is the greatest of all existing causes 
of untruthlulness. The tendency is to making what Milton 
called “ accommodating consciences,” otherwise depraving 
unconscionableness. License for “lying to promote the 
grace of God” is promotive of lying for other considera
tions.

No, no. That three-cornered “ covenant ” followed in due 
form and time by that no-cornered “card” is to stand, a 
“ covenant with [moral*] death; an agreement with ’’ moral 
evil; a religious “refuge of lies.” There is no other such 
refuge of lies as religion. There is no other religion such a 
refuge of lies as the Christian religion.

Orson S. Murra y.
Foster’s Crossings, Warren Co., Ohio, July 13, 1873.

SPIRITUALISTS’ HYMN.

■WMTTKN FOR THE VIXELAKU CONVENTION BY R. W. HUME.

In the morning of creation did Spiritualism rise;
The tie that links the world to God, connects the earth and skies; 
The bridge that’s destined to unite our earth with paradise,

As time goes rolling on!
The first of human beings was tbe medium of his time,
And though his name he blotted out from history’s fair line.
Yet still Ms spirit floats around hearing his stamp sublime,

As time goes rolling on!

And from and through Mm down the stream of human life on earth, 
The glorious news has been divined of an immortal birth,
And all humanity has owned and credited its worth,

As time goes rolling on!

The sages of all nations have taken up the theme,
Developing the wondrous thought all glorious and serene,

That man’s eternal destiny is not an idle dieam,
As time goes rolling on!

And as o’er all the works of God, progress is written fair,
As the stone hooks of history forever do declare,

From molluscs, fishes, reptiles, up to mammals prmted there,
As time goes rolling on!

So in the vast domain of mind, no thought has ever slept,
But onward rushing swelled the stream, until no longer kept 
Within its ancient limits, now, it has its hanks o erleapt,

As time goes rolling on!

And in our day, a day of power, the curtain is withdrawn,
The other world is open, and the fear of death is gone,;
And spirits mingle freely with spirits in the form,

As time goes rolling on!

Then, let us use our privilege, so great, so vast, so grand.
That teaches us that close by us there is a better land,
Where all the wise and good of earth, in glory yet shall stand,

As time goes rolling on!

Ours is no pent up Utica, all cabined, cribbed, confined,
But one vast realm enough to hold the races of mankind, ,
No soul so undeveloped hut its place it there will tod,
"...... As time goes rolling on l

I am collecting photographs of the leading reform people, 
and would he obliged to receive such as may be willing to 
send a photograph. Yours, etc., L. M. Daneorth,

78 West Forty-eighth street, New York.

LIBERAL INSTITUTE.
Carversville, Bucks Co., Pa.

This institute will be opened in September, for persons of 
both sexes. There will be an educational department, and 
also a healing department, under the care of competent per
sons. Address, Wm. R. Evans.

Public meetings at Liberal Institute, Carversville, Bucks 
Co. Pa., ou Saturday, August 3d, at 10 and 3. Addresses by 
Caroline IL and John M. Spear and Henry T.,Child, M. I)
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THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY.

This company has again, accepted the general agency for 
the Weekly, and hereafter will supply all city and country 
orders, This is very advantageous to us, inasmuch as it not 
only relieves us from a general odium among newsmen in 
the country, as publishers of a paper that the News Com
pany cannot deal in, but it also takes from us a great deal of 
care and labor. We hope our friends everywhere will sec
ond this movement of the News Company, and endeavor to 
estend the circulation of the Weekly wherever it is possi
ble. The News Company will supply the trade, returnable, 
until No. 149 inclusive, after which regular orders only will 
be filled.

SOMETHING FOR EVERY READER—A SUMMER 
APPEAL.

Our readers and friends are all aware that the hot months 
of summer are always dull in all sorts of trade, and that 
less is done in reform than at any other season of the year. 
Especially is reading at a discount during this period, and 
the transient reading public almost wholly disappears. We 
call attention to these facts so that the friends of the Weekly 
may not leave us to struggle through until October by our 
own personal efforts, unsupported by them. We earnestly 
urge upon all to let no possible assistance that they can ex
tend go by for want of attention. Many of our six months’ 
clubs are about expiring. Will they not all renew without 
further notice, and will not every subscriber who receives a 
bill either for arrearages or for the coming year see to it 
that it is remitted by the first mail.

A NEW ATTRACTION.

With the next number of the Weekly will he begun one 
of the most intensely interesting stories of domestic life 
that was ever written, entitled “A Novel without a Name: 
A few chapters from the Life Experience of a Woman,” 
by Helen Wilmans Baker, one of the most talented writers 
of romance in the world. This novel will run: in the 
Weekly about six months. Everybody who wants the 
beginning of this soul-stirring romance should order the 
next number of the Weekly.

TO THOSE SENDING CLUBS.

Those who send clubs entitling them to the premiums 
offered should claim them in the letters of transmission, 
since we are in receipt of clubs that do not desire the prem
iums. Please be governed accordingly.

ANNA M. MIDDLEBROOK.

This able and earnest lecturess, who for the last year has 
been out of the field, is open for engagements after the 
beginning of September, either for Sundays ©r week-day 
evenings, to speak for Spiritualists, Liberalists or other 
reformatory societies. Mrs. Middlebrook has been a faith
ful laborer in the field of reform for twenty-five years, but 
not like most of the older laborers has she halted at any 
given point in the advance. She regards Spiritualism as 
including all questions in which humanity is interested, 
even the social not excluded. Beside being a dear friend 
we regard her as among the most efficient members of the 
grand army of reform, and we hope that many souls may be 
blessed by her ministrations. Her address is ^Bridgeport, Ct,

THE GROWTH OF SPIRITUALISM!—WHAT DOES 
IT MEAN?

Of all the manifestations of so-called religious growth in 
the world’s history, none perhaps present so much to com
mand the attention of the world, and upon which hold may 
be laid to predict of the future, as Spiritualism. A score 
and five years old only, it has already left its impress upon 
every religious denomination; while its open converts and 
advocates number more than do the actual communicants 
of any sect in the Union. Not less than two of the forty 
million inhabitants of this country are avowed Spiritualists, 
to whom belief in continued existence after physical death 
has been replaced by actual knowledge. All other religious 
sects are founded upon some particular faith, against which 
no reason must he leveled to disturb it for fear that in
fidelity may ensue and endanger the chances of salvation.

In the past three hundred years there have been numer
ous protesting sects continually breaking off, first from the 
parent church—the Catholic—and secondly and continuously 
from the first and its divisions ; hut in all these there has 
been nothing that was really anything more than a new 
edition of the old—the old amended in some minor par
ticulars. But Spiritualism is an entirely new departure from 
all this, not only dissenting from the theories of all that 
has preceded it, but also overthrowing the basis upon which 
all others rest. Every religion has a different theory about 
the supposed existence after death—a heaven and hell, com
pensation and retribution, salvation and damnation, all 
arbitrary and dependent altogether upon the faith and not 
upon the actual condition, spiritually, at the time of death. 
But Spiritualism comes and demonstrates that the next stage 
of existence is a continuation of this, with the loss of the 
body and its physical demands, the real existence, the spirit, 
being changed only in regard to its residence, its locality.

As Protestantism in the sixteenth century was the pro
phecy of the ultimate destruction of Romanism, so also was 
Spiritualism the prophecy of the destruction of Protestant
ism, and perhaps for a time the resurrection of Roman
ism. The time must come when, in the conflict between 
Protestantism and Spiritualism, Protestants will divide, one 
part advancing to Spiritualism and the remainder retreating 
on Catholicism. Then will come, in some form, the last 
struggle between the two extremes of absolutism and democ
racy—the one-man sovereignty and the sovereignty of all 
men and women—in religion, politics and socialism, in 
which fate—an unchangeable order of spiritual evolution— 
has already decreed that absolutism shall, ultimately, go 
down forever.

Spiritualism will be responsible for all this. It would he 
impossible that a new system of religion so radically differ
ent from all that have ever preceded should not work mar
velous changes in the Spiritual conditions of man; and, re
acting upon all other parts of his nature, equally marvelous 
changes in all his relations in life. Its advent then marked 
an epoch in the world’s evolution that will stand as a land
mark all along the future, as mankind shall really ascend the 
steeps of an enlightened civilization.

We are aware, however, that there are some who profess 
to he Spiritualists who will attempt to deprive Spiritualism 
of its elementary meaning of universality, and thus to limit 
it to what they now conceive to he truth. Spiritualism de
rives its name from Spirit, and thus has a universal signifi
cance. It means not only the individualized Spirits who 
were Spiritualists while in the body, hut it also includes the 
Spirits of all other individuals; and the Spiritualism that has 
any such broad application as this implies must be so com
prehensive as to include the interests and needs of all Spirits. 
There cannot consistently he a Spiritualism for Catholics and 
another for Protestants and still others for Pagans and Jews. 
Therefore, in Spiritualism there can be no such thing as side 
issues. Its issues are universal interests, and anything that 
does not spread even to this breadth is a bastard Spirit
ualism.

Spiritualism, then, has a deeper significance than any re
ligious system that was ever presented to mankind. It is 
really the full understanding of the great doctrines of Christ 
and the fulfillment of the prophecy and poesy of all ages. 
Its fundamental propositions, like all these, is the unity of 
the human race, which all other systems have practically 
denied. It is the first recognition in practice of the possi
bility of one kindred, one family for all the nations of the 
earth, and unless diverted from its natural line of evolution 
will actualize that grandest of human conceptions.

But how shall Spiritualism unite so many minds that are 
now so divergent, in one family for a common purpose? 
This is easy to be seen if but a grain of common sense be 
used in the consideration. Every religion, every reform, 
every system that has ever existed has pretendedly been put 
forth to better the condition of man. The purposes, then, 
of all are similar; but' heretofore this purpose has been suf
fered to rest upon the belief in, and acceptance of, some 
dogma as a necessary precedent to salvation, and that salva
tion was accomplished or defeated at death.

Spiritualism, however, came, and it demonstrates that all 
varieties of conviction may he entertained and in no way in
terfere with a common effort for a common purpose, and 
also demonstrates.that that purpose is not fulfilled at physi
cal death, but goes on indefinitely into the future. It shows 
that salvation, which has had such closely-defined limits, 
means a growth that must continue so long as there can be 
growth, which Nature informs us will he eternally. Evo 
lution is from simple individuality, onward toward the

whole possibility commonly called God. Complete salvation 
is complete attainment, which is not reached until The 
Whole is gained.

To Spiritualists, then, is intrusted the most glorious work 
that any people has ever had. It is really the beginning of 
the end of all progressive systems, from which, instead of 
there being a constant succession of protestations, there 
must he a continual increase of possibilities. They should 
put forth no declarations, resolutions or codifications that 
may not receive the whole human race. All their actions 
should be based upon universal principles, and all their pur
poses governed by universal law.

Spiritualism in this sense is hut another name for humani- 
tarianism, because it stands for the recognition of humanity; 
and its growth means that it shall expand until it will in
clude all its members of whatever race or dime, until the 
human family shall be one in reality, as has been so long 
prophesied but never until now really comprehended. Let 
Spiritualists never for a moment forget or ignore that Spirit
ualism means just this; nor if Spiritualists do not mean this, 
that the meaning of Spiritualism is nevertheless the same.

Let every subscriber to the Weekly send us during the 
month of August at least one new subscriber, and let every 
expiring subscription be promptly renewed.

THE REAL SOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORTATION 
PROBLEM.

Much as is anticipated by the people who are endeavor
ing by various methods to secure reduced rates of transpor
tation for the products of the West, from a reduction of rates 
on the part of railroad managers it is seriously to be ques
tioned if this should be gained, whether the need of further 
reform would not he even more evident than is this which is 
now claimed. The mere reduction of rates will not restore 
or rather establish the equality that should exist between the 
wheat growers of the Genesee Valley and those of Min
nesota and Nebraska. At best this would make the wheat 
of these latter places pay trebble the price for shipment to 
New York that is required of the former, and this could 
never make them equal. The real end to he sought is that 
the farmers of the Great West should be able to set their crops 
down in the great commercial centres which determine their 
prices, at as small a cost as they do who are not so far re
moved from these marts.

At first thought this may seem rather an absurd proposi
tion, hut after candid investigation it will he found the only 
effective remedy for that which is sought to be remedied. 
It may also he regarded as an unjust method, but this too will 
disappear upon close analysis. Really, the only good sys
tem that has yet been adopted by the people, for the people 
generally, is based upon the principles of this proposition. 
A letter mailed in New York for Brooklyn, merely across the 
East River, pays three cents for its deliverance, while the 
the letter mailed from either of these places to go to Port
land, Oregon, pays no more, and yet nobody pretends that 
this is an injustice. The transportation of letters as com
munications between the people is held to he sufficiently 
a matter of general public interest to not only warrant and 
justify, hut to make necessary just such a method as this. 
The real error lies in this, that the same method and princi
ple have not already been extended to various other subjects 
of as general interest as the mails.

But this may become more evident if the effects of pres
ent systems are considered. While the crops of the farms 
of the East find ready market at profitable prices, the crops 
of the West rot in their fields, because it docs not pay to 
send them to market ; that is, it costs more to ship them to 
New York than they will bring after they are there; so it is 
cheaper to let them rot or to burn them for fuel than to at
tempt to realize on them. N ow the damage does not cease 
with the growers of these crops. The general market being 
deprived of this vast addition to its hreadstuffs, necessarily 
makes the prices of those that are in the markets much 
higher than they would otherwise he, and this again robs 
the consuming mechanic of a larger part of his wTages than 
with which he would otherwise be compelled to part. It is 
a principle of political economy that flour should cost no 
more per barrel in New York than it does in Iowa, and that 
beef should he as cheap in Boston as it is on the plains of 
Texas.

To arrive at such a result, of course, involves the owner
ship of the means of transportation by the people, and that 
they should be operated for the people by the government; 
and until this is done there can be no radical and effective rem
edy for the terrible ills from which producers and consum
ers are now suffering all over the country—as much the 
mechanics of the East though not so directly as the farmers 
of the West. The railroads are the strong links that bind 
the country in commercial unity; and this alone should 
demonstrate that they ought not to he in any hands that 
may subsidize them to their own interests as against the 
general interests of the producers and consumers. As 
the methods of transportation are now in the hands 
of those who in their own right are not producers, who 
do nothing directly to add to the wealth of the country, 
they are made the means of personal aggrandizement at the 
expense of the laborer, both in agricultural and mechanical 
industry.

This becomes evident if in the consideration of the ques
tion the railroad owners are left out and only the farmer
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and the mechanic are supposed to have an interest. The 
Western farms grow what the Eastern workshops con
sume, and vice versa. Now, suppose these two classes 
owned the railroads in common, and that they appointed 
from among themselves their operatives, paying for such 
service a stated salary, does it not appear clear that there 
could be no third class to step between them and their in
terests ?

Passing this, then, come to the remedy at issue, which is 
the ownership of the railroads by the people and their con
duct by their paid agent, the government. This will take a 
great public interest from the hands of those who have no 
interest in the common people except to filch from them 
the utmost of their products, and restore it to the people 
themselves, when their expenses may be paid from the 
public treasury, or, as our postal system is now sustained, by 
a common price for the entire country for similar service; 
The former method is the truly democratic method and 
would be a step in the right direction toward the merging 
of all common interests in the whole people. This principle 
is now exemplified in the maintenance of public highways. 
The person who pays no taxes may use the highways all over 
the country for his accommodation, while he who contributes 
most to preserve their order, may never pass over them. 
Apply the same rule to the railroad and the right method 
will be reached. They should be conducted as a great 
public interest for the accommodation of the people, and 
until some such radical change is demanded and obtained an 
unending round of abuses will continue to rise. If by any 
means some of the present methods of taking all the people 
produce, are wrested from the railroads, other equally suc
cessful methods will be introduced. As in the past, when 
they had advanced the tariff of prices to such figures that 
they did not dare to proceed further in that direction, then 
“fast lines” were inaugurated to meet the demands of their 
greed for the people’s wealth. This has now gone so far 
that the people cry out against it; but the remedy they pro
pose will not meet the case. It is a palliative that does not 
reach the cause of the disease of which they complain. 
Something that will go to the root of the matter and tear 
down the whole system will alone suffice.

There is another consideration why a resort should be 
made to such a remedy as is proposed. The equalization of the 
costs of transporting' produce to market will localize the 
vai’ious products of the country in such parts as are sever
ally best adapted to them, where most can be produced at 
least expense of time and wealth, and this again will result 
in an immense economy. The farmer who now plants his 
corn among the rocky hills of New England, and thinks he 
has done well if he raise twenty bushels to the acre, which 
he can sell for twenty dollars, will remove to the “ West,” 
where the same toil will grow five acres that will produce 
two hundred and fifty bushels, which he could as well afford 
to sell for ten cents per bushel as he could to sell his twenty 
bushels for a dollar per bushel.

The same vast economy would result in all departments 
from this revolution in the methods of transportation, and 
it seems strange that political economists have so long over
looked these facts that lie at the very basis of any right 
system. The political economy of the past has looked to 
the interest of non-producers to see how best they could 
remain so and still accumulate all the wealth. The political 
economy of the future will look to the interests of the pro
ducers, how best they may retain in their own hands the 
most of the wealth that they produce, all of which, of right, 
belongs to them. Such a system would, in a few years, 
destroy the Astors and Stewarts, and while they were being- 
leveled down to their proper grades, those who are now at 
the bottom of the industrial ladder would begin its ascent 
and continue to climb until, midway between the present 
extremes, both classes would meet, and industrial equality, 
industrial equity, be established for the first time in the 
world.

------------------------ ———

The patrons of the Weekly will remember that we use 
none of the funds received for the Weekly for our own per
sonal expenses. They are all devoted to the Weekly along 
with our services. So when the friends of freedom labor for 
the spread of the Weekly they labor for the cause direct, and 
not for us in any personal sense whatever. During the heated 
term the Weekly needs your especial attention.

BRITISH CLERICAL CONCUPISCENCE.

Under the heading of “Pious Criminals,” the N. Y. Her
ald devotes a column and a half of its paper of the 23d ult. 
to a report of the trials of three delinquents, viz.: the Rev. 
R. A. Berson, the Rev. C. H. Newbold, and the Rev. John 
Williams. As British law is no respecter of persons, and 
deals out equal justice to all its subjects, whether they be 
“revered citizens” or only commoners, two of the above 
are convicted, and the third seems likely to follow suit. 
Neither did the magistrates before whom they were arraigned 
import American law to reach their cases, like Mr. Commis
sioner Davenport, who was under the painful necessity of 
importing British law in order to reach ours. This is com
mendable to the British bench. It does not stultify reason 
by snap judgments of the Davis order, and is too patriotic to 
oppress its people by imported laws.

But if the action of the British bench, on comparison with 
that of the specified delinquents in ours, be commendable, 
the action of British Christians (we allude to the members of 
the churches of which the above-mentioned, clergymen were

the pastors) was certainly reprehensible. It is becoming a 
serious question as to whether the chastity of a clergyman 
ought not to be held, like that of Caesar’s wife, above suspi
cion; whether it has not become a necessary duty for all 
members of churches to stand around their accused pastors 
like a wall of brass, and bluff off all inquiries as to their so
cial discrepancies. The enormous number of clerical delin
quencies is astounding. If they be met, as in the present 
instances, the churches are likely to fail into similar dis
grace; if they are covered, why then everything is serene, 
and the people have cause to rejoice in grace abounding, 
and pastor and people may go on their way rejoicing.

This is not written in a Pharisaic spirit in order to harshly 
censure the conduct of the clergy. As Spiritualists, we hold 
every man and every woman to be their own priests. But 
Christians yet follow the Levitical order, and require practi
cally an earthly mediator, although theoretically they may 
deny the charge. Such a mediator is often placed in very 
difficult positions. Women unbosom themselves to him for 
his advice even in the most delicate cases. With a vocabu
lary of love in his mouth, he must be more than mortal if 
he does not often—what is termed—“fall.” He has only to 
displace the name of his deity and put in Susie or Jane, as 
the case may be, and the thing is done. It is therefore not 
fi tting that the wrorld should harshly censure those who, from 
the nature of their position in society, are tempted to trans
gress the laws they teach to others by the commission of the 
least of the sexual crimes.

—------------------»-.<♦> -»-------------

Every person who receives a bill for the coming year is 
respectfully requested to remit at the earliest possible oppor
tunity. The summer months make the hard business sea
son of the year, which our friends will please remember and 
act accordingly.

REPRESENTATION: COPIED FROM NATURE.

Government in order to be right and to meet the needs of 
the people and to promote their common interests, must be 
in accordance with nature, must be fashioned after the laws 
found in nature and administered as the forces of nature 
are administered. From the beginning it must be a natural 
government, else it will fail to meet what is demanded.of it.

But what is government? The manner in which it is usu
ally discussed and the method in which it is usually admin
istered deny the true functions of government. A Repub
lican government is one that is fashioned by the people and 
for the people to be administered by the people. It is not 
a something that is made and then imposed upon a country. 
It is the combined will of the people expressed in form. It 
is the compact between themselves, inaugurated for self-pro- 
tection and to advance the general good. It has no power 
outside of that which is delegated to it by the people to 
perform the duties required of the people.

Here is reached the fundamental error. Officials who are 
elected or appointed to administer the laws, affect to think 
and do act as if they are the government, while in reality 
they are nothing but the paid servants of the people. Never
theless, in frequent instances, the people are compelled to 
submit to outrages that scarcely a despot would dare inflict, 
and it is all done in the name of law and order.

That such things can be in a so-called Republican govern
ment seems to point to something radically wrong in the sys
tem itself, since under a proper system no such abuses could 
exist. If the inquiry be made as to where the error lies, 
it will be found by going back to the starting-point and fol
lowing its evolution until the wrong be reached. Primarily, 
then, it was the people without a government, but preparing 
to found one. How did they proceed? At the time of the 
Declaration of Independence there were the various separate 
Colonial governments called States. These came together 
in common convention and formed a Confederation 
of States, but it did not grow naturally out of the 
already existing government of such States. It went 
back to the people, and with the exception of one branch of 
the national legislation builded from the people. Now this 
inaugurated two distinct systems of government, both spring
ing from the people originally, and yet the government was 
called a confederation of States merely—the Federal Gov- 
ernment—a federation. And the further t inconsistency 
was perpetrated of establishing no national citizenship. 
There were no United States citizens, although the people 
made and professedly administered the national government.

In other words the several State sovereignties were put in 
advance of the sovereignty of the whole people, and out of 
this error has grown many if not all national troubles.
But the two systems in one—the higher not growing out of 

the lower naturally—was the vital error, because it was not 
in harmony with the law of national evolution, which com
pels each higher order of whatever growth to proceed from 
the next below it in the scale. Beginning, the people in 
towns elect from themselves representatives to the State, 
which is the first order of legislation and out of which, 
should spring the next and higher order, the national, instead 
of as now going back to the people for it, and this national 
would make its own executive officers. This would be 
natural growth and would stand all changes and modifica
tions required by a progressive people.

But more than all this it would at once and forever destroy 
all party strife and consign to oblivion from whence it 
should have never been exhumed the desolating effects of 
Presidential elections, which one year in every four now 
come round to demoralize tlffi entire people. By this met hod

every town elects a pen on who is indirectly a candidate 
for the Presidency.

Given a proper system, based upon complete individual 
sovereignty, and its offices filled in this natural method, and 
all the excitement now attending elections would be re
manded to the sphere of anxiety as to what legislation shall 
be, and the discussion would be brought from legislatures 
down to the people, who would be, finally, both the legis
lative and the veto, and, through their paid agents, the 
executive power.

—-----------►-+#.>—.---------- —

Every person in arrears to the Weekly is respectfully 
requested to remit or to notify us to stop sending the paper.

CHCSARISM.

Forty years back you could hardly scare up a man in 
livery in the city of New York. Now every Tomnody re
quires one or more such branded hirelings in order to com
plete his title to gentility. For the past twelve years Mr, 
Belmont, the chairman of the late great democratic party, 
set a splendid example of republican simplicity in this par
ticular. Having installed the Johnny securely behind our 
carriages, it is only fitting that we should now strive to 
elevate him into his permanent position—into the chair, or, 
pardon, we should say, “ the throne,” at Washington.

A distinctive dress, when worn in the service of an in
dividual, is nothing less than a modern modification of the 
old iron collar of the serf. It is equally objectionable 
whether worn by a prince or a peasant. The motto of the 
Prince of Wales is “Ich dien,” which, being translated, 
means “I serve,” thus acknowledging the flunkey ism of 
royalty itself. The “ Cassarism ” with which the New York 
Herald is now indoctrinating the country is of a similar 
order. Of the useless classes of pimps, sycophants and 
knaves that infest Europe, the footboys stand at one end 
of the line and kings and emperors at the other.

Time has proved satisfactorily to all thinkerson the sub
ject that, though pretty to look at, flunkey ism or Caesarism_
for they are synonymous terms—is a very costly article for 
the working people. It would, doubtless, be pleasant to 
read in 1876 that His Serene Highness Ulysses the First was 
duly and permanently installed at Washington ; that, in 
answer to the earnest prayers of the Y. M. C. A., he had 
graciously consented to receive the Holy Unction at th# 
hands of the Right Reverend Father in God the Lord Bishop 
of Buncomb; and that, in order to celebrate the occasion, 
he had been pleased to appoint Scott and Vanderbilt Princes 
of the Piston, and Stewart and Claflin Knights of the Golden 
Wand.

There are hundreds of thousands in our cities that would 
read such a notification with happy hearts. Dry-goods men, 
tailors and milliners wrould have reason to believe that, as 
the song says, “ The year of jubilee had come;” but, in the 
country parts, a fierce and stiff-necked opposition would 
certainly arise against the new order of things, and Presi
dent Grant is well aware which would turn out the most 
reliable soldiers. But, probably, he may reason out the 
case as Cromwell did in his celebrated conversation with 
Judge Bradshaw on a similar subject. “Why do you think 
that the people would object to my taking on the title of 
king?” demanded the Lord Protector. 1 ‘ Really, your High
ness, that is a simple question, when you know how many 
thousand soldiers have died for the purpose of blotting out 
that word from among us. Should you insist on resurrect
ing it, you would surely find nine out of every ten men 
against such a proceeding.” “But,” replied Oliver Crom
well, “suppose I were to disarm the nine and place the 
sword in the tenth man’s hand?” This military method of 
cutting the gordian knot would hardly be possible in this 
Constitution-protec ed country. We have made bold to dis
cuss this important question freely, because, at the present 
time, the press may speak its mind on the subject, and, with 
Mr. Comstock’s permission, send its conclusions through 
the mails of the United States.

SPIRITUALISM IN CAPE COD.

The efforts of a few determined Spiritualists residing upon 
the narrow neck of land extending many miles into the 
ocean, known as Cape Cod, have secured for this name a 
permanent place in the history of Spiritualism. For six 
years there have been Camp Meetings of Spiritualists at Har
wich, a town of considerable note some half way down the 
Cape toward Princetown, at the extreme point, to which 
place the Cape Cod Railroad has been but recently opened, 
A stranger passing down the Cape through the various towns 
is surprised at the general thrift exhibited by the appear
ance of the habitations, and the almost entire lack of visible 
means from which such thrift might be reasonably expected 
toflow; but this surprise wilL disappear when it is learned 
that almost all the male population either is or has been en
gaged in “going down to the sea in ships,” from which they 
have brought back the wealth that gives such appearance of 
general comfort to the country.

This common occupation has also largely affected the char
acteristics of the people. In general terms, perhaps, the 
people of the Cape are not so well versed in book knowledge 
as are they of other parts of the State of Massachusetts; but 
in place of tljis they have a large practical experience, which 
is of even more value than book, knowledge unapplied. In 
a peculiar sense, all seafaring men are cosmopolitan, wA
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view all questions in a broad and humanitarian sense. More 
nearly, perhaps, than any other class of people do they ex
emplify the doctrines of Christ. They regard all mankind 
as brothers and sisters, and are entirely destitute of that 
cliquishness that knows no tiling but family and its connec
tions.

These facts make this people ready receivers of the doc
trines of Spiritualism, and are sufficient to account for the 
earnest manner in which the investigation of Spiritualism 
has been conducted by them, and for its growth among 
them. It also has prepared them for the unprejudiced con
sideration of the more advanced departments of Spiritual
ism in its application to the basic means of reform in the 
social relations, and to accept truth in whatever garb she 
may appear, and upon whatever subject.

At their camp meeting two years ago, there were nearly a 
thousand copies of the Weekly gratuitously distributed, 
which went in all directions among the people of the Cape, 
and secured a large list of subscribers, and these again crea
ted the desire among the people to have us among them in 
person to proclaim the doctrines of the new social dispen
sation. This we were not able to do until the present camp 
meeting, when, at the request of the committee, we visited 
them. Leaving New York on Friday evening, July 25, via 
Fall River and Middleboro, we arrived in Harwich, where 
the meetings are held, at noon Saturday. There we found 
the genial face of Captain Smith awaiting us, with whom we 
dined, and afterward repaired to the camp grounds, a mile 
away from the depot, in a thick grove of small oaks. These 
grounds were selected with the view of being made of perma
nent yearly use, and have been fitted up expressly for camp 
meetings. The underbrush has been thoroughly cleared out, 
a speakers’ stand erected, which will seat at least fifty pei- 
sons, and seats in the open air for twenty-five hundred. 
Surrounding the gathering grounds are the cottages, in which 
the families of their owners reside during the meeting, and 
in the rear of these the refreshment booths and eating sheds, 
both of which, to appearances, drive a brisk business during 
the short season for which they are required. These are cal
culated to feed two thousand persons.

Although the meeting was supposed to begin on Friday the 
25th ult., there were no services until Saturday afternoon, 
when the regular order of business began in earnest. After 
a few appropriate remarks regarding the occasion made 
by the efficient chairman of the meeting, Capt. Smalley, 
and the singing of a suggestive song in a happy style by the 
choir, Anthony Higgins, of Jersey City, N. J-, made the 
opening address. This able advocate of Spiritualism, though 
as yet young and little known in the lecture field outside of 
his own State, is destined to play a prominent part in the com
ing reforms of the age. In the first speech, he gained the 
ear and hearts of his audience, and to the time of our departure 
remained an especial favorite. He may be styled the 
Boanerges of Spiritualism in its relations to reform, and will 
be found invincible in argument, in logic and philosophy.

Sunday morning opened gloriously. The grounds swarm
ed with people from all parts of the Cape, besides many even 
from Boston, Providence and Fall River. Among these 
were friends Dr. Storer and Geo. A. Bacon, of Boston. Dr. 
Storer made the opening address after the usual singing, 
and was followed by the morning speech from Laura Cuppy 
Smith, who as usual succeeded in carrying the audience with 
her enthusiastic illustrations of practical reform.. It were 
useless to attempt to note the many good things with which 
she regaled the hungry souls. But suffice it, she supplied 
their needs and became, as did Mr. Higgins, an established 

favorite.
The afternoon’s services were opened by Mr. Higgins, 

whom we followed in an hour’s consideration of some of 
the more radical features of the social problem. We con
fess to not a little surprise at the manner in which some 
of the most radical utterances that have yet been made 
upon the rostrum were received. Many hearts there were 
upon which the naked truth fell like healing balm, and many 
more were wakened to learn that there are many things 
which they had never viewed in “ that light” before,, while 
some said, “ O, she’s crazy,” but they listened with the 
closest attention, nevertheless, and in two such instances at 
least the seed fell not upon stony ground altogether.

In the evening Mrs. Albertson spoke upon the Social 
question and advocated “home for women” over which 
they are to have supreme control, and which are to be ex 
empt from taxation and from sale for debt, as the cure for 
all present evils. She left it to be inferred, by saying who
ever did not behave in such homes, were liable to be “ kick
ed out of them,” that even a legal husband might share that 
fate, if he too should not “ toe the mark”-an indirect, way 
to secure woman’s freedom. Some at least of her audience 
thought she would “go farther” than “homes” merely, 
after a while, in search for the antidote to social ills; 
although if this could be secured, it would be a step in the 
right direction, if an arbitrary one, one not based upon any 
general principle.

Monday ushered in a much-needed rain. The drought 
had continued there for two months, all kinds of vegetation 
suffering severely. Although this prevented many from 
attending the meeting, it did not lessen the zeal of those 
who were there. They congregated in one of the large 
eating sheds, and had a glorious conference, in which Dr. 
Storer, Geo. A. Bacon, Anthony Higgins, Mrs. Albertson 
and ourselves, and by special invitation, a minister who was 
present, took wq-t With close came the time for us to

depart to return to New York, which we did after a hand
shaking and a “ God-bless you ” from many honest, warm
hearted men and women.

We cannot close without referring to the warm hospitality 
of Captain and Mrs. Fisk, of West Dennis, which we en
joyed on Saturday night, and of that of Erastus and Mrs. 
Chase, of West Harwich, where we were “ cared for” over 
Sunday night. Mr. Chase has been a member of the Legis
lature for several years past, and is likely to remain so for 
several years to come, if appearances do not greatly deceive 
us. Besides these we should mention Capts. Small, Smith, 
Doane, Watson, and a few others whose names we do not 
remember, as having tendered us many kindly offices. The 
cordial greeting, the considerate hearing and the appreciation 
which was extended us during our short visit to Cape Cod 
will ever remain a happy memory in our heart ; while the 
assurance that “ this subject is just what the Spiritualists of 
the Cape need to rouse them to action anew,” compels us to 
hope that our mission there will not prove fruitless. It 
should also be mentioned to the honor of the earnestness of 
purpose by which the friends there are inspired, that at 
Harwich there is a Children’s Progressive Lyceum of one 
hundred and fifty members, which is so absorbing in its in
terest that there can be no vote of adjournment over the 
warm weather obtained. Think of that, ye lyceums that 
struggle merely for existence, as, alas ! too many do un
successfully ! _______ _

LAURA CUPPY SMITH.

By reference to the last Weekly it will be seen that this 
radical of radicals has been setting thought in motion in 
Pittsburg. From every quarter we hear these facts. Speakers 
who confine themselves to consideration of dry conservative 
subjects speak to quiet if not empty houses, while those 
who have the courage to speak the truths of the new dis
pensation, rouse the hearts of their audiences and crowd 
the halls in which they speak. A word to the wise is suffi
cient, They will lose no time in engaging Mrs. Smith. 
Address her, care this office.

METHODS OF THE Y. M. C. 
JUSTICE.

ASS.—NEW YORK

THE PICNIC NUISANCE.
“ One of the most disgraceful excrescences of social life is 

the suburban picnic—not the quiet family picnic of the hum
bler classes whose limited means prevent them from enjoy
ing country vacations, but the full-fledged “association, 
this or that picnic, where vice runs rampant and public de
cency and morality are outraged. Not long since the attention 
of the public was called to the case of a young girl whose 
mother had succeeded, after long and anxious searching, m 
finding in a low concert saloon, sunk to the lowest depths 
of social impurity. But a few months before, this degraded 
being had been a bright, pretty, virtuous girl. In an evil 
moment she went to a “ picnic ” of some distinguished as
sociation,” was seduced and, dreading to meet the mother 
who had always been so kind and gentle to her, sank lower 
and lower in the social scale, until she reached, the utmost 
depths, mingling in every species of mad dissipation to 
drown the remembrance of her crime. The story of that un 
fortunate girl is the story of many another. The resort of 
the vicious and depraved of both sexes, these picnics are pit- 
falls set to entrap the virtuous and unwary, and if the dark 
stories of blighted reputations, of desolated homes and of 
broken hearts that they have caused could but be told, we 
opine that public feeling would be sufficiently aroused to m 
sist upon their discontinuance.’

We copy the foregoing verbatim from the Evening Express 
not because there is anything specially obscene in it, but be 
cause it is a word picture of significance in the present arti 
cle. Scarcely a day occurs that we cannot find just such 
pictures in the current papers. More than this, a. number 
of illustrated papers are published in this city containing the 
most demoralizing pictures, coarse jests, graphic descrip
tions of obscenity and vileness enough to shock the moral 
sense of well-educated brutes. All these are allowed to go 
scot-free, we presume because they are by respectable people 

But for selling a card picture with three figures a young 
man, a mother and seduced daughter-illustrating modestly 
the precise fact described by the Express, no more, no less, 
decoys are set, and a poor man with a dependent family axe 
railroaded to the Island in hot haste.

On every side of that man’s place of business aie mm 
holes in abundance; every night is made hideous with bac 
chanalian bowlings; one of these shops is kept by one of the 
city fathers, the profanity, obscenity and crime resulting 
therefrom is infinitely more corrupting than this card, and 
yet no one interrupts this city father and confreres in gin 
shops. •

Comment is unnecessary. Comstock’s courts and society 
are painted by these facts in colors darker than artist can

mix- _____ ------------------
THE TENTH ANNUAL CONTENTION OF THE 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.

The Tenth Annual Convention of the American Associa
tion of Spiritualists will be held in Growes Opera Hall,
Chicago, beginning on Tuesday the 16th day of Sept, next, 
and continuing three days. Each society, associatibn or 
body of Spiritualists m America is respectfully solicited to 
send delegates to this Convention according to the provi
sions of Article YL, section 3, of the following Constitu

tion:

Believing that the truths of the Spiritual Philosophy, 
rightly interpreted and applied to the improvement and. 
regulation of human society, tend to the highest welfare of 
our race, and that great good may be accomplished by a gen
eral co-operation of Spiritualists throughout the continent 
for the promulgation and application of these truths, the un
dersigned unite for the specific purposes hereinafter named, 
under the following:

ABTICLES OE ASSOCIATION.
Article I.-Name.-This Association shall be known aS' 

the American Association of Spiritualists.
Art. U.—Objects.—Us objects shall be to co-operate wifh 

State and Local Organizations in the promulgation and ap
plication of the Spiritual Philosophy; to aid in the orgamza- 
tion of Local and State Societies and Children s Progiessiv , 
Lyceums; to encourage the establishment of improved edu
cational, industrial, sanitary, reformatory and charitable in 
stitutions, so far as may be found practicable.

Art. in.—Membership.—Sec. 1. Members will be of tw®
classes, active and auxiliary.

Sec. 2. Any duly appointed delegate, as hereinafter pro
vided in Article YI, may become an active member of 
this Association by signing these Articles, or causing the 
same to be done, and paying any sum not less than on«

Sec. 3. Any person may become an auxiliary member by 
signing these Articles, or causing the same to be done, and 
paying any sum not less than one dollar, which amount 
shall be paid annually thereafter. The payment of fifty 
dollars in any one year shall constitute a person a life
member of the Association. _ .

Sec. 4. Active members only shall be entitled to vote in 
the business meetings of the Association.

Sec. 5. Any member may withdraw at any time without 
being required to give reasons therefor.

Art. TV—Officers.—Sec. 1. The officers of this Associa
tion shall be a President, Yice Presidents, Secretary, 
Treasurer and six Trustees. The President, Secretary, 
Treasurer snd Trustees shall constitute the Executive 
Board of the Association, not more than two of whom 
shall reside in any one State, Territory, Province, or the 
District of Columbia.

Sec 2 The President, Secretary and Treasurer shall ho 
elected’annually by ballot, and serve until their succes
sors are elected. The term of office for the Trustees shall 
be for three years, in classes of two each—two of whom 
shall be elected annually by ballot.

Sec. 3. The President of any State, Territorial, District of 
Columbia, or Provincial Association, shall be ex-officio Yice 
President of this Association, on payment of the member
ship fee provided for in Article III, but not a member of 
the Executive Board.

Sec. 4. The Treasurer shall give bonds in such an amount 
as the Executive Board shall order.

Sec. 5. The duties of the President, Secretary and Treasurer 
shall be such as usually pertain to officers of like character 
in regularly organized bodies, and their term of office shall 
commence at the close of the Convention at which they are 
elected.

Aet V.-Duties of Trustees—Sec. 1. The Board of Trustees 
shall have control of-all business matters of the Association,, 
except such as may be acted on in annual or other general 
meetings. They shall meet quarterly for the transaction of 
business, at such places as they may determine from time 
to time. Three members shall constitute a quorum foi the 
transaction of business, provided their action be submitted 
to the members of the Board not present, and, if a m ajority 
of the Board approve thereof, the same shall become valid; 
and provided further, that no business shall be undertaken 
by the Trustess involving the expenditure of money, unless 
the Association has previously approved the purpose thereof.

Sec. 2. The actual traveling expenses of the Trustees, in 
attending the business meetings of the Board, may be paid 
from the funds of the Association.

Sec 3 The Trustees are hereby constituted a Missionary 
Board, and it shall be their duty to employ as many mission
aries as the funds in the Treasury will permit; to assign them 
to fields of labor; and to require from them written monthly 
reports of all collections, all societies organized, with the 
names of officers, and such other duties as a majority of the 
Board may deem necessary to effect the objects of the As
sociation, as provided for in Article II.

Sec. 4. The Trustees shall make an Annual Report to the 
Association of all their doings, containing an accurate ac
count of all moneys received and expended, from what sour
ces received, and for what purposes expended; also publish 
quarterly statements of the same; and in no case shall any 
money be paid from the treasury of this Association for any 
other purpose or object than those set forth in Article II, 
and then only by order of the President, countersigned by 
the Secretary.

Art v! -Annual Meetings.-Sec. 1. Annual meetings of 
this Association will be held in the month of September, in 
each and every year, at such times and places as the Trus
tees may appoint. . ■ . , .. .

Sec. 2. The annual meetings of this Association shall be 
conducted by the Board of Trustees and the delegates from 
the several State, Territorial and Provincial Organizations 
in active existence—provided such delegates become mem
bers of the Association, as provided in Article III.

Sec. 3. Representation.—Each active State or Territorial 
Organization of Spiritualists, within the limits of the Unit
ed States of America, shall be entitled to as many delegates 
at large as such State or Territory has representatives m 
Congress—the District of Columbia being entitled to two
delegates—provided that only one general organization shall
be entitled to representation from any State or Territory. 
Each working Local Society and each progressive Lyceum 
shall be entitled to one delegate for every fraction of fifty

members. „ ..... tw.Art YII.—Amendments.—-This Constitution may be
amended, at any annual meeting of the Association, by a
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vote of two-thirds of all the members and delegrates 
present.

By order of tho Board of Trustees,
YICTORIA C. WOODHULL,

President of the Association. 
All friendly papers please copy, at least the introductien 

and Art. vi. Sec. 3.

MATERIALISTS, IHFIDELS, FREE THINKERS 
LIBERALISTS EVERYWHERE,

To all these classes of people we beg to say that the 
columns of the Weekly are open to you all to argue your 
sides of the various reformatory issues now before the coun
try. It is the province of the Weekly to admit to its 
columns all sides of all questions, so that its readers may 
have the opportunity to compare opposite ideas; so that 
the various opinions may stand side by side for comparison; 
so that the rough edges of all new things may become
smoothed and rounded by contact with each other.

—---------------------------------- -
ANOTHER SPOKE IN THE WHEEL.

We, the undersigned, John Brown Smith and Ellen Gioodell 
Smith, do hereby declare that we do not recognize any civil, 
religious or other restrictions as having rightful power to fet
ter or in any way to control our bodies, minds or souls in so- 
called marriage; and we protest against all laws that assume 
to ignore, defy or militate against the divine law of nature 
implanted in the soul of every human being, to assent to 
which laws, we believe, is willingly to submit to a slavery 
that is fatal to human progress, and an irritating cause of 
much social inharmony in families.

Therefore, since there is no legal method of dissolving our 
present marriage, because the statutes do not recognize the 
expressed will of one or both parties to the civil contract as 
a sufficient cause for legal separation, we go before the higher 
court of common sense and individual sovereignty, and de
clare the man-made marriage to which we are now subject is 
abrogated from this day hence, and is null and void.

In consideration of the sum of one dollar each to the other 
paid, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by each, 
we mutually, severally and freely, of our own will and con
sent, resign each to the other all supposed rights conferred 
by or acquired over each other by this marriage; and we de
clare ourselves as free therefrom as if we had never been 
married.

And we further declare that we do this not merely to re
gain our own lost rights and to enhance our own happiness, 
hut our chief incentive is to vindicate by a living example 
the principles that natural law is sufficient to secure the high
est happiness in the social relations of mankind, without the 
intervention of any human law; that the relations of mutual 
friendship and love are stronger ties of union than any mar
riage institution. We believe that humanity is equal to its 
right to freedom, in the disposition of its loves as in every 
other already conceded natural sense and capacity; and that 
it requires no other guide in love than love’s own heavenly 
inspirations and aspirations.

We ask of those who feel that they can set an example by 
living the principles they advocate in order that their lives 
may stimulate the thousands who are languishing in unhal
lowed bonds, and who desire to regain their birthrights, to 
rise above the galling chains of legal bondage and taste of 
those divine realizations only possible when freedom for love 
shall reign triumphant in the heart. Brave the sneers of 
society for the sake of suffering mortals.

In testimony of which we have hereunto set our hands and 
affixed our seals this Twenty-fourth day of July, A. D. 1873, 
in the city of Philadelphia, Pa.

Ellen Good ell Smith [l. s.] 
John Bkown Smith [l. s.]

COMMENTS.
[The above method of legally dissolving the bonds of mar

riage slavery we believe will be largely adopted during the 
coming few years. There are thousands of people now de
siring to be divorced who have no “ cause ” under the law, 
or who, having cause, do not desire to be dragged through 
the courts, with all the disgusting details that inevitably 
attend divorce trials. This substitute is all that is required 
for those who do not wish to marry again, as we should 
hope none may who otherwise would use it. It is a strictly 
legal release of all that is supposed to result from legal mar
riage ; a resignation of all right of ownership and of control, 
making its subjects as free as if they had never been mar
ried, with the single exception above referred to. A suc
ceeding marriage might make them liable for bigamy, if 
either party should be unscrupulous enough to be false to 
the agreement.

This example of moral courage and enunciation of in
dividual sovereignty is quite refreshing in these days of the 
rule of Mother Grundy, and, we trust, will rouse many a 
soul to the disgusting meanness of continuing to live a farce 
for the purpose of external respectability merely. These 
brave souls, together with those whose card was contained 
in the last Weekly, who have set this noble example, 
although as strongly as ever united in the bonds of love, 
feel that they have not only regained their legal freedom, 
but also their manhood and womanhood, by this movement.

It is proper to hold that a woman is not bound by any 
marriage law, or for the binding, by any law in the making 
of which she had no voice, or to which the right to give 
assent or express dissent was denied. The theory of present 
marriage is that it binds two to love for life, and that when 
people many that they solemnly agree so to do. Now, all 
this is siniply absurd, since it is utterly beyond possibility 
that anybody can conscientiously make any such vow. Not 
anybody can know for a certainty that the love he or she

may think they feel, perhaps do feel for th<3 time being, 
will last even a single day, to say nothing of a whoiiS i^e- 
The law, then, is hot only a fraud, in this that it is im
possible of practice, but it compels people virtually to per
jure themselves. True, they do it innocently, but the fact 
that such a thing Jias been almost universally practiced 
shows the low status of general morals. For the sake of 
marrying respectably and living according to the require
ments of social customs, almost the most heinous felonyLn 
the calendar of felonies is practically committed. The law 
is more than all this even. It is a barefaced attempt to 
defraud everybody of his or her freedom under false 
pretenses.

The new departure that has been made, then, has come not 
only to give hack to men and women, who are brave and true 
enough to know its worth, their original right of freedom, but 
also to inaugurate a higher order of morality than has ever 
yet been dreamed of by mankind; It has come to strip 
asunder the thin hypocriticablhask that makes people to ap
pear to be just what they are not, and by this great revolu
tion, to advance humanity by rapid strides onward and up
ward in this race for happiness, the greatest stumbling block 
in the way of which that now exists being marriage.

It is then with no idle desire to have people do what may be 
termed, by the pretended conservators of society, outrageous 
things that we ask, aye urge every so-called husband and wife 
who have freedom horn into their souls, to come boldly out as 
our brother and sister Steinmetz and Smith have done; nor 
is it any more for the same idle desire that we say to all who 
contemplate marriage under the old system, to beware the 
curse; for such it shall prove to you, if ye dare its blighting 
effects. Be men and women, and show the world by your 
bravery and purity that you are men and women, and let 
not the fear of public opinion consign you to a life-long 
misery. An honest love needs no prating priest, nor as
sumptive squire to sanction its divine behests. It is of God, 
since God is love.

■-------------- ;--------- --------------------------------------------

THE ALDERNEY DAIRY.

Country daires in cities are becoming quite the rage. 
At 113 Nassau street, Mr. J. B. Gibbs, a hotel and restaurant 
keeper of thirty years’ experience, has opened a large and 
sumptuously appointed “dairy” under the above name. 
Here those who have never visited the country may find a 
large farm-house in active operation. Everything that is pro
duced on a farm which enters into the composition of articles 
of diet is here to be found fresh, pure and rich. Milk, cream, 
butter, berries, eggs, and every article of diet possible to 
compound from them are constantly on hand. From 10 
a. m. to 4 p. m. these rooms, especially the basement, re
cently fitted up on account of hot weather, are crowded. 
The habitues of Nassau street and Park row, famous as the 
centre of newspapefdom, are continually resorting here to 
quench their thirst with the cold milk, or to stay their 
hunger on the delicacies and health-giving dishes. Un
doubtedly restaurants of the old sort suffer from the intro
duction of this new candidate for public favor. At least, 
if one follow the crowd in that quarter during ‘ ‘ lunch 
time,” he will find himself in the Alderney Dairy.

! ! !THAT FUND!! ! THAT FUND ! ! !

The persons selected to take charge of this fund have al
ready contracted for a Press—“A-l” Hoe’s No. 7, large 
cylinder, printing machine. The size of the Weekly com
pels a large Press, containing all of the recent improve
ments. to ensure a high rate of speed and safety. This Press 
will be available for all kinds of finest job press work, and 
will be used for this work when not running the Weekly, 
which will still further reduce its expenses.

In view of this we trust that the subscribers to the fund- 
will remit at the very first possibly opportunity, so that the 
cash payment may he made in conformity with the contract 
for the Press. Let those who cannot conveniently send the 
whole subscription now send one half and the remain
der afterward. The following subscriptions have been re
ceived :

Amount previously acknowledged....... .$322
J. M., Hyde Park, Mass........... 20
Thos. C. L., Brooklyn, N. Y............................ 20
S. M. De L., Watertown, N.Y................. .. 40
D. E., Greenville, Pa.......................................... 20
E. R., Quincy, Mass.......................................... 20
H. A. C. G., Steuben, O.............................. 20
B. B., Norwich, Conn................. 20
G. P., “ “ ..................................  20
S. B. B., “ “ ................. 10
G. R. C., “ “ ................. 5
W. C. H., “ “ .................................. 5
Mrs. A. B., “ “ ................. ................ 2
N. S., “ <£ ............ 2
A. Friend......................................... .. 5
G. B., Patch Grove, Wis...................... .. 5
R. S., Trenton............................. .. 1
H. H. M., Springfield, Yt............................... 5
J. H., Milwaukee....................................... . 4

$548

Again permit us to say: Let those who can and will help 
make up this fup4 dq go immediately, b; any sum, frcrp one

dollar upward, remitting at once when possible, and when 
not so, at some future time to meet deferred payments, W@ 
Tuwd fifteen hundred dollars now.

*-------------—+------------ —* 
PREMIUMS TO CLUBS,

In a short time we intend to present the most magnificent 
schedule <xf premiums for new subscribers and clubs that 
was ever offered.; as an introduction to which we now present 
the following:

r For every subscription [from one to four) received we 
will send the \V1eekly one year and one of the dollar f lio(o 
graphs—W oodhull, Claflin or Blood.
° Fof every elub of five subscribers—fifteen dollars—five 
copies of tbe Weekly one year, five photographs and one 
copy of “Constitutional Equality, aright of w<Jj§rang by 
Tennie C. Claflin, price $2.00.

For every club of ten subscribers—thirty dollars—ten 
copies of the Weekly, ten photographs and one copy each 
0f‘“ The Principles of Government,” by Yictoria C. Wood- 
hull, price $3; and “Constitutional Equality” (each book 
containing steel-plate engraving of the author).

For every club of twenty subscribers—sixty dollars—twenty 
copies of the Weekly one year, orty photographs and two 
copies each of “The Principles of Government” and “Con
stitutional Equality

For every club of thirty or more subscribers, accompanied 
by tiiree dollars for each subscriber, thirty copies of the 
Weekly or, c year, ninety photographs and one each of the 
books—“The Principles of Government” and “Constitu
tional Equality”—for every ten subscribers; and

For a club of fifty subscribers—one hundred and fifty 
dollars—fifty copies of the Weekly one year, fifty photo
graphs, a set of the hooks and a Wheeler & Wilson Sewing 
Machine.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

In writing to us the following rules should be observed :
1st. Every letter should be plainly dated—town, county 

and State.
2d. When the letter is to contain a remittance, which, if 

a check or money order, should he made payable to Yicto
ria C. Woodhull, the necessary explanations should be intro
duced at the head of the letter ; a failure to observe this 
rule subjects the person in charge of that department to 
much needless reading to find out what it is all about.

3d. After definitely stating all - business matters, and espe
cially if it be a renewal or a new subscriber, then should 
follow any friendly words, which we are always happy to 
receive from all.

4th. We request those who send either articles or personal 
letters intended for publication to write graphically and 
tersely. The necessity for this will be apparent when we 
say that we have already in “ our drawer” enough personal 
communications, full of words of hope, cheer and comfort 
to fill a dozen papers. Many of them we shall be obliged to 
pass over.

5th. Ah letters should close with the signature of the 
writer in full; and it should he plainly written. Many let
ters that we receive are so badly signed that we are obliged 
to guess at what the writer’s name may be.

TEST MEDIUMSHIP.

One of the most extraordinary test mediums of the coun
try is Dr. H. Slade, at No. 413 Fourth avenue. The ac
count of Brick Pomeroy’s seances with this medium consti
tute almost the best experiences that have ever been related. 
Next week we shall make an extended notice of these 
seances.

VOICES OF THE PEOPLE.

Victoria—TLo\y can you publish such stuff as E. E., writing 
from Boston, sends you about Beecher ? The man is an arrant 
fool! No wonder he “could get no paper to continuously pub
lish his strictures.” If he possessed a grain of common sense 
he would see that Beecher’s words, which he quotes, are the 
perfection of irony! All spoken in the interest of woman 
and leveled at the opposers of women’s rights. You, of 
course, must see this, and everybody else hut E. E., who 
never in his life understood a joke, and I’ll he bound never 
uttered one. He is evidently one of those four-square indi
viduals who are always asking to have the point of a crit
icism explained to them. For gracious sake, my dear,'don’t 
allow your good nature to he imposed upon to publish this 
kind of trash. I am one of the contributors to your fund, 
because I want your paper to stand. This I know gives me 
no right to dictate, and I don’t want you to think I write 
with any such feeliug. But I can’t bear to have you do so 
great an injustice to your journal. You are not bound to 
give place to everything sent you by Tom, Dick and Harry, 
even if your sheet is fearless and independent. 0. S.

TO THE READERS OF THE WEEKLY.
Horse Heads, N. Y., July 15,1873.

My dear Friends—'Feeling that you in your hearts bid G od
speed to all efforts for reform which are inspired by devotion 
to principle, and that you will fully accord justice where 
justice is due, I am constrained to vr-iU you briefly con
cerning one or two points wherein a eo. :l lerable portion of 
the public, I believe, misjudge Mrs. Woodhuil.

I have mef many in my travels who sympathize heartily
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with Mrs. W.’s social theories, yet who withhold support 
from her personally because of the stories they have heard 
concerning her “inordinate ambition” and “unscrupulous 
methods.” Mrs. Woodhull feels greatly grieved that her 
friends should get such impressions, and thinks it not quite 
fair that many, while they profess personal friendship, should 
give free circulation to these stories, and do more to preju
dice the public against her than all the influence of her open 
enemies, and this in view of the fact that she has repeatedly 
assured the public that the columns of her paper are open 
for the publication of any well-authenticated testimony in 
support of these charges, especially regarding the charges of 
“ blackmailing.”

I have taken considerable pains to trace these stories to 
their source, and have found that in nearly every instance 
they have originated from Mrs. Woodhull’s own household. 
Those who have been familiar with the insane prejudice, the 
jealousy and persistent hatred with which they have pur
sued Mrs. W., if they were willing to accord simple justice, 
would never circulate as facts the account they have re
ceived from these slanderous tongues. It was through their 
influence'that the press of New York obtained stories to the 
effect that Mrs. Woodhull poisoned her late husband.

No one can know what Mrs. Woodhull has suffered in her 
own family unless he has been an eye-witness to the violent 
opposition exhibited in her household. They are all more 
or less dependent upon her for subsistence. The aged parents 
look to her for shelter and bread, and with all their opposi
tion, and notwithstanding the infinite anguish they have 
caused her, she loves them, forgives their cruel persecutions 
and labors to bless them with a devotion that knows no 
selfishness.

All these things weigh heavily upon her sensitive spirit 
and she grieves that so many professed friends stand at an 
unsympathizing distance, hesitating whether she deserves 
or merits their confidence. She realizes this distrust, and 
it sinks into her soul with the weight of a great sorrow. 
True, the few thousands who have been redeemed and con
secrated by suffering, who have been down in the valley of 
desolation, who have passed through similar Gethsemanes, 
know our Victoria for what she is; they trust her and will 
stand by her. But there are other thousands who need to 
have faith in her, and whose duty it is to lend their influence 
to help on the cause that needs a large army of volunteers 
in this critical hour.

Victoria has suffered most where she has been most just. 
The instances where she has set the sublimest example to the 
world by deeds of unselfish love and noble self sacrifice in 
behalf of those who have brought most bitterness to her life, 
and when they could never more return blessing for bless
ing, have been the chief occasions for her public condemna
tion. I have seen her in her home, observed carefully her 
attitudes, studied her motives, noted the strange peculiari
ties of her kindred, remarked her forgiving and loving spirit, 
and I am persuaded that a sincerer or more consecrated soul 
never lived. The world needs just such a woman. She is no 
abortion of nature, no accident in history; but she is the 
prophetess and sweet singer of a better era whom the ages 
have gestated and born to the nineteenth century. An un
welcome child she may be, and a disturber of the peace, but 
she is nevertheless an oracle, through whom the verdict of 
the gods is proclaimed to a restless world. I would that she 
had more sympathy from the race to whose welfare her life 
is devoted, that a few flowers might be scattered along her 
thorny phth, that she might be made to realize by our deeds 
that she isdn a world where human sympathies and kindly 
charities abound. Kind feelings and generous moods toward 
a hated reformer cost us but little effort, and may help 
cheer the heart that is so weary with the strife and battle of 
life. E- Whipple.

Panhandle Bridge (near Jordan), July 10,1873.
Victoria—I tried one Jordan paper, which goes strong for 

Uncle Sam and liberty, but they refused the following be
cause they said it was either obscene or a libel. And if they 
were sued, the assets of their paper—debts due, and only 
collectable in hogs and whisky—would not pay legal 
charges; so I send it to your Weekly, which does notap- 
pear to be afraid of the devil (law) or Beecher (gospel).

Your friend, Charity Pish.
“A woman did it!” and a little one at that. What a 

mite she was in comparison with Goliah, who held in his 
right hand “ Old Plymouth,” and in his left the twin editors 
of Christian journals. Well might he scorn the efforts of one 
modern David in petticoats, to “sling” him from his 
world-renowned platform, occupied alike by Goliah and 
the auctioneer, each promising salvation to the highest bid
der. “ Going—gone! your name, sir?” Alas, poor B.! We 
liked your flash and cheek; we even respected your “ noble 
and masterly silence,” but when you “reversed the ma
chine,” we felt our faith yield and break, and it pains us to 
repeat, “A Woman did it!”

--------- -----------------
MISCELLANEOUS.

(Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1873, by Cornelius 
Borlingi in1 the office of Librarian of Congress at Washington.)

WHAT "EVERY MAN, FEMALE AND MALE, AND 
PARTICULARLY EVERY LABORER, OUGHT TO 
KNOW.

CHAPTER V.
THE CONSTITUTION OE THE UNITED STATES—WHAT IT IS?

The contrivances by which our Governors obtained the 
government of us were of growths as follows:

1st. Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776.
2d. First Constitution of State of New York, adopted April 

20,1777.
3d. Articles of Confederation agreed to November 15,1777; 

sonfirmed and ratified, July 9, 1778,
4th, Constitution of United States adopted) September 17, 

|J87; amendments thereto adopted, March 4,1789,

The reader must disabuse himself of the trainings which 
have passed with him out for an understanding of this 
matter, and he must examine this matter; what has been 
done and by what authority, not with the stolidity of a 
Pagan gazing at his idol, but with the searching scrutiny of 
a man who is realizing that he is a slave, and is examining 
the title deed of his owner.

Well, the first step of the contrivers of the present Ameri
can Government was the Declaration of Independence, and 
in it the declarationists declared:

“ We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain inalienable rights—that among those are life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness.”

All truths—old truths—self-evident to the understanding 
of man, no discovery of these declarationists, but taken by 
them from Magna Charter bill of rights, etc.

This was the bid of these declarationists for business, for 
government is hut a business. The governor governing a 
people governs by virtue of power established. If he is to 
be gotten rid of and a government continued, he must be 
subverted by somebody else, an individual or a body of in
dividuals, or the government must be made a government of 
the people. Well, these declarationists proposed to subvert 
the King of Great Britain by a government of the people. 
They proposed that the people should govern themselves, 
and the proposition is made to the music of these old saws 
of the rights of man—saws which are ever in the mouths of 
the anthropophagi, and ever sung whenever a swindle is 
contemplated; but whenever enforcement of these saws is 
asked, then the anthropophagi style them abstract truths, 
which means that they will do well enough as a pretense for 
the anthropophagi to obtain power under, but that they are 
impracticable for enforcement by the anthropophagi. But 
the people must now understand why the rights of man are 
impracticable to the anthropophagi, and why they should 
always be styled abstract truths—i. e., impracticabilities, 
lies, whenever enforcement of them in behalf of the people 
is asked, and why these same abstract truths answer 
to decide all questions of right between man and 
man in courts of law, and why they will not answer 
to decide the same questions in affairs of State? 
Why man as one of the people should have his rights, 
measured out to him by the measure of these abstract truths, 
and that when his Governor is concerned these abstract 
truths are to be set aside, and the man is to be in person and 
property at the disposition of the individual will, the besti
ality of his Governors. If man will use his understandiug, 
he will find that these truths are impracticable to 
Governors, because they deny the Governors the right 
to use the person and property of the subject for the 
gratification of the individual will, the bestiality of 
Governors. Man will find, if he will use his understanding, 
that these truths are impracticable for Governors, because 
truths mean liberty and Governors want slavery; and man 
will find that he has tolerated this perjury because he has been 
trained to tolerate it, because his Governors have been his 
teachers, his trainers; because his Governors have had the 
use and occupation of his understanding; because his Gov
ernors have set aside his manhood, because he has been 
heretofore a mere beast.

Abstract truth!!! A truth is an experience, a reality 
a knowledge, a principle of action, to call a truth 
an abstract truth is to slur truth, it is to insinuate 
that it is a sham, a pretence, a lie. No; the rights of 
man are truths—that is, practicabilities for the people, and 
these declarationists proposed to make them practicabilities. 
They could propose nothing else, they must propose to con
tinue the government as it was—the government of a King 
with his will the law, or they must propose a government 
of the people, with their will the law, that is, that the right 
of man should be practicabilities. Third kind there is none 

Well, they did not propose a government of a king 
for the backbone of their cause was opposition to kings 
The name of a king was hateful to the people, and they 
existed as declarationists because, and only because, 
they proposed to the people to do away with kingly 
government; they proposed to let the people govern them
selves, and they proposed by that proposition to get to their 
backs the support of the people, and so they put up the name 
of the people, “We, the people,” over the door.

George III., the king whom these declarationists pro
posed to subvert, styled himself “ The People’s King,” and 
got great toleration thereby. Gunning peculators use this 
dodge—“People’s line of stages,” “People’s line of steam 
boats,” “ People’s Milk Co.”

In the time of Dean Swift, a political declaration was 
printed and published in Dublin, commencing, “We, the 
people of England,” and, on investigation, “We, the people 
of England,” were found to be three poor tailors in Tooley 
street; and Swift has immortalized them as “the three 
tailors of Tooley street.” And when we get through it will 
be found that “We, the people,” were the declarationists, 
and their co-conspirators themselves alone. Any man or set 
of men can sign themselves “We, the people,” with impu
nity, for no individual or body of individuals considers 
himself or itself particularly concerned. It causes a grin- 
nothing more. The very name of “the people” stinks, for 
it is never used but in connection with a fraud on the 
people.

This declaration, sets forth plainly:
1. That the declarationists were the representatives of the 

people, and acted for the people and in the name of the 
people.

2. That the office of them as declarationists was to object 
to the government of George III., and they, the declaration
ists, set forth the objections in full.

3. That they, the declarationists, proposed to do away with 
the government of a king and give to the people a govern
ment of themselves, the people—that is, an enforcement of 
the natural, inalienable rights of man as practicabilities. 
What man in his senses would start a new opposition store

* and propose to sell the same goods at the same prices tbe

established store ? or what manufacturer to manufacture the 
same articles and sell at the same price? No, to start a new 
business the interloper must in some way undersell, or pre
tend to undersell, the established one; sell better articles 
for same price, or same article cheaper. There must be an 
inducement to the people to patronize, or the people will not 
patronize, and without the patronage of the people no busi
ness or government can live. Now, what were the grievances 
complained of? Reference to the declaration of these decla
rationists, commencing with the first grievance and ending 
with the last, shows: That these grievances were each and 
every one of them the individual acts of George III., 
the exercise of his prerogative-royal. They objected 
that he, the king, acted as a king. They objected to 
the rule of a king, and they proposed to set up the rule 
of the people—that is, that the will of the people should 
be the law. This was the inducement held out to the people 
to start business; this was the bid for their support; now 
what was the government of George III. ? Well, reference to 
the synopsis of the history of England and to the detail of 
royal prerogative hereinbefore set forth gives full particulars.

The Declaration of Independence was the sentiment 
of the people committed to writing by one of the 
people, Thomas Jefferson. The sentiment of the declara
tion has been the sentiment of the people from time imme
morial, and will be till time shall be no more ; for it is a dec
laration of the self-evident, inalienable rights of man. So 
these declarationists expressed the will of the people, but 
these declarationists individually had no instructions from 
the people; no vouchers from the people to make this dec
laration; the people had never spoken, never were heard. 
This declaration was the declaration of the declarationists. 
They, the declarationists, took the responsibility, assumed 
to act for the people, proposed to them a new government, 
a government of the people. They put their propositions in 
writing and signed it. It it is plain enough. The signers un
stood perfectly what they were about. They knew they 
were issuing a prospectus for business, and they wanted the 
people to fall in and support them. So to repeat, they pro
posed to the people that they, the people, should govern 
themselves; that there should he no more king government. 
No, that the will of the people should be tbo government— 
the law. This proposition sticks out allovei the declaration. 
They could make no other; there was no o ber government 
to he had. The people must continue with their king or a 
new one, or they must govern themselves. If the old king 
was to continue then these declarationists r ere out of place. 
To propose a new king would not take. Well, there was but 
one proposition that would take, that had the ghost of a 
chance to get the support of the people, a id that was the 
proposition as made, that the people should govern them
selves. Well, what did these declarationists do? A com
parison of the Constitution of the United States with ihe 
government of George III., the king to which they objected, 
plainly shows that the Constitution of the United States 
and the government of George III. are identical. Except

1st. That, whereas the king and lords of Great Britain are 
hereditary, our king and lords (President and Senators) are 
elective; and

2d. That, whereas, in Great Britain the government is car
ried on in the name of the King, with us it is carried on in 
the name of the people.

That the name of the people as the principals in the 
government—“We, the people, etc.”—is a fraud, for the only 
power the people have is to chose their King, Lords and 
Commons—i. e., President, Senators, Representatives—and 
chosen, these officials are the government, and their agree
ment is the law!!! They are absolute during their term of 
office. Kings!!! each is a King to all intents and pur
poses !!! They are wholly irresponsible to the people; they 
do, as they can agree, and their agreement is the govern
ment, the law!!! and the people are powerless, because they 
have and can have no legal expression of their will!!! Now 
as to the details of the modus operandi by which step by step 
these declarationists perfected their scheme.

In the articles of confederation the makers thereof style 
themselves delegates of the legislatures of their respective 
States, and they style those legislatures their constituents; 
and they engage and plight the faith of their said constitu
ents (the legislatures aforesaid) that they (the said legisla
tures) shall abide by the determination of the States (not 
legislatures nor delegates of legislatures), in Congress assem
bled ; and they further engage and plight the said faith of 
said constituents (the legislatures aforesaid) that the articles 
of confederation shall be inviolably observed by the States 
we respectively represent.

Now, here is a jumble to start with. A State is the people 
of the State. The legislature of a State is empowered to 
make law for the State, and there their power commences 
and ends; and else they are powerless, and else their actions 
are their individual actions, and not the actions of the peo
ple, for the people have in no wise empowered them. So 
these delegates did not represent the States, and their act 
was as much a usurpation as was the act of Napoleon III. 
when he became emperor. They assumed to act for the 
people; their action was an assumption. We must clearly 
see these men. We are judging them by their own confes
sions, for the people were never heard. They fought the battles 
—they bled and starved, while these men, with closed doors, 
were fighting among themselves, doing as their succesors in 
Washington were doing during the late rebellion, feasting 
and rioting,"while the soldiers starved: all the same breed. 
Patriots may be in power while the danger lasts, but when it 
is over the Washingtons, Jeffersons, Franklins, etc., have to 
step out. They cannot exist with these anthropophagi. 
Mankind is ever the same; no worse now than then; and of 
mankind the same breed,(the anthropophagi, always governs.

Article IY. of the Articles of Confederation provides: 
“ The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendships 
and intercourse among the people of the different States in 
this Union, the free inhabitants of each of these States— 
paupers, vagabonds and fugitives from justice excepted— 
iMI he entitled le fill the privileges Immupities of free..
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citizens in the several Statesand the same provision is in 
the constitution of the State of New York. These men 
dealt in human beings as in cattie, and these human beings 
had no rights. Poverty also they deemed a crime, and they 
thus made it a crime by statute; and those guilty of the 
crime of poverty they thus styled paupers and vagabonds; 
and they, the said delegates of legislatures—not representa
tives of the people—thus assumed the power to outlaw the 
people. These delegates of legislatures of States, these 
articles of Confederation-makers, recognized as the people 
only those whom they style free citizens, and by this term 
they meant only those white males who were not paupers, 
vagabonds, or fugitives from their justice.

Roger Williams was a fugitive from the justice of these 
anthropophagi. All the mothers, sisters, wives, daughters 
were of course outlawed, and so classed with these paupers, 
vagabonds and fugitives from justice.

And mark the Pharisaical pretense of the provision: “ The 
better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship and inter
course among the people,” and so to secure and perpetuate 
mutual friendship and intercourse among the people, “ these 
Pharisees draw lines of separation between the people.” Can 
greater contradictions, more transparent hypocrisy, be imag
ined?

Well, these outlaws, the mothers, sisters, wives, daughters, 
paupers, vagabonds, fugitives, etc., were in good company, 
for these anthropophagi expressly outlawed God Almighty 
and Jesus Christ, witness the concluding paragraph of the 
1st Constitution of the State of New York:

“And whereas the ministers of the gospel are by their pro
fession dedicated to the service of God and the cure of souls, 
and ought not to be diverted from the great duties of their 
function,

“ Therefore, no minister of the gospel or priest of any de
nomination whatever shall at any time hereafter, under any 
pretense or description whatever, be eligible to or capable of 
holding any civil or military office or place within this 
State.”

1st Constitution of State of New York, a part of which is 
the Declaration of Independence, recollect.

And 2d Constitution of same State, art. 7, sec. 1.
“He who receives you receives me, and he who rejects 

you rejects me; and he who rejects me rejects Him who sent 
me.”—Christ.

Read the outlawry and mark the ironical sneer contained in 
its terms.

“Beware of false prophets, who shall come to you in 
sheep’s clothing; but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”— 
Christ.

These wolves, as members of these conventions, etc., were 
all sworn in on the Christian Bible, and opened and closed 
their meetings with prayer as Christians. These anthropo
phagi make oath and perjure, pray and blaspheme with equal 
facility.

Now bear in mind that these confederation makers are the 
same declarationists who bid for the business with these 
words:

“ We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are 
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights 
governments are instituted among men deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the governed,” etc.

Let the reader reject all preconceptions, for his precon
ceptions as to these men and their work he derives from 
them and their successors in office; and well may they all 
insist that we take them and their work at their word. We 
have done so to our ruin; our rescue depends on our seeing 
them and their work truly ; justice to the patriots, leaders 
and men who fought and bled in the revolution demand it; 
if we are to save to ourselves and children what they 
fought and bled to give us we must do it.

Now, bear in mind these declarationists, these articles of 
confederation makers show no privity with the people; they 
expressly state that they represented the legislatures of 
their respective States. The Declaration of Independence 
was July 4, 1776, and the date of the articles of confederation 
was November 15, 1777, barely a year, and yet in the face of 
their profession of recognition of the inalienable rights of 
man, they assume the power to draw lines among the people 
to enoble some and consequently enslave others. Proof 
overwhelming who and what these declarationists, these 
articles of confederation makers were, these delegates of 
States legislatures, these usurpers, for they had no authority 
nor color of authority to act for the people. They were a 
band of conspirators, conspiring for power; they had brought 
the people in trouble with their king; they had promised 
the people that if they, the declarationists, were supported 
they would give the people a government of their own with 
their will the law. They had got the recognition of the 
people to the extent that they were not disclaimed. Well, 
political factions disclaim one another, but the people are 
always responsible for the government de facto. They were 
responsible to the king, and here another faction had seized 
the government against the king and they were responsible 
for it. The people never have any choice of their governors. 
They submit, fight and pay; that is the business ©f the 
people. Other governments always want a responsible party 
as their antagonist, and so they always recognize the govern
ment de facto as the government of the people; they call the 
people the principals and the government (the governors) 
the agents; whereas, as between these same governors and 
the people, the governors are the principals and the people 
the subjects.

Fernando Wood was several times elected Mayor of this 
city. The people obeyed him and paid their taxes to sup
port his government, yet notoriously he did not represent 
the people of this city, notoriously he was in power by per
jury, notoriously he was a usurper.

The same of William M. Tweed and A. Oakey Hall. 
These men by perjury and chicanery seized and held the 
government; and so of those declarationists and Confed

eration makers as against the government of the King. 
They represented the people as Wood, Tweed and Hall rep
resented the people. They seized the government, and the 
people were as to any outside power responsible for them. 
They were powerless, and had no choice. To an omside 
power, A. O. Hall was Mayor and the people were respon
sible for him. Well, the declarationists, the articles of Con
federation makers, had ousted George III., they had posses
sion of the government, they were the Government de 
facto, and the people were responsible for them. Jef
ferson Davis and his confederators seized the political 
power of the Southern States, our politicians recognized 
him and his confederates as the Governors of the 
Southern States, and they made the Southern people re
sponsible for him and his associates; so politicians ever rec
ognize politicians and hold the people responsible for the 
politicians, for politicians are of a family, the Governors of 
the earth, and they treat each other with distinguished re
spect and consideration. The people, soldiers and sailors 
are put in prison, starved, shot, but the political leaders— 
well, reflect on Jeff. Davis, his imprisonment at Fortress 
Monroe, etc., his bailing, etc.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

LETTER TO THE GREAT JACKAL.
Alias Anthony Comstock—Why don’t the nice ladies and 

gentlemen who put you forward, and gloat like hyenas and 
ghouls over what you can rake out of cesspools and grave
yards, remember, “ evil be to him who evil thinks,” a senti
ment which, even hundreds of years ago in benighted Britain, 
made a man immortal as uttering it, and a monarch im
mortal as dubbing its author, “Knight of the Order of the 
Garter?”

You a censor of morals! Why, you lie every time you 
resort to alias Beardsley, alias Nichols, alias half a dozen 
more, to hide your real name. And not only do you deliber
ately deceive somebody, you try to bribe him—bribe him to 
do the identical thing you mean to punish! Yes, and you 
break the very law; for your legal advisers, caring nothing 
for you, but only to use you, have never told you that every 
alias is without warrant at common law, and indictable at 
statute law—nor that, when you break open a letter not 
addressed to you, you earn conviction and sentence to the 
penitentiary!

Censor of morals? you are a coward, and a hypocrite! 
Why don’t you prosecute Pomeroy of the Democrat, who 
offers you $10,000 to do it—or the Editor of the Brooklyn 
Sunday Press, who defies you? Why don’t you bring an 
action against the Herald and Telegram for republishing the 
Challis article, and against the Herald for its two articles 
reproduced in a recent number of the Weekly ? But you can 
prosecute a woman! I beg pardon of the hyenas and jackals 
for calling you one of them, they would forever scorn having 
anything to do with such a poltroon! You would sell your 
soul and go to hell, rather than attack the Herald with 
$3,000,000 behind it! And then you. will go to hell for not 
doing it! Or else, tell the Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion there’s no use in having a hell!

But the universal press hates and curses you, for assuming 
this censorship over it. The press everywhere holds you its 
enemy, as attempting to suppress its freedom. And come 
to the trial, the whole press will make common cause against 
you, and not only snuff you out, but all the rest in your 
boat, for the freedom of the press in this country is going to 
be maintained.

Comstock! you are a very small man. Others have blown 
you up, like a bladder or soap-bubble, but prick it, and 
there’s nothing left. Now, they’ll go to work and blow you 
up in the other sense—so high you’ll never get down again!

No, you will not suppress discussion of great moral and 
social questions. You will not put an end to the exposure 
of the horrible lecheries of marriage, the unspeakable wrongs 
against woman’s nature and woman’s virtue, perpetrated in 
the marriage-bed, under cover of the marriage-bond! You 
will not silence the protest against a system, which as a cruel 
and infernal compulsion, dooms, damns, such hundreds of 
thousands of women to the unredeemable woe, the bottom
less pit, of prostitution! If you could do this, the very earth 
would cry out for her daughters!

And you will not padlock our lips, to screen “revered citi
zens.” When we demand something higher and holier and 
better than all this that is now, when we ask that woman 
shall be free, so that she may be pure, when we insist that 
her divine womanhood, instead of prostituted to base facil
ity and means for man’s lust, shall remain forever her sacred 
and only own, for her own proper happiness, nobleness and 
unfolding, and through maternity, for the unsealed fountain 
of a humanity lifted above even that great motherhood, 
when we thus, with tears, call to create heaven in place of 
the universal hell of to-day, be assured you will never stop 
us! And if you see anything obscene in all this, know that 
it is because you are obscene, the obscene jackal!

Mr. Comstock! do you and those who prompt you, from 
Henry Ward Beecher and the Young Men’s Christian Asso
ciation down, seek to suppress us because you want all this 
present licentiousness continued, that you may have full 
swing for your lusts ? Answer us to that!

And all the really obscene publications, prints, etc., you 
have ever suppressed, have grown directly and immediately, 
out of this very system you are now defending and we are 
opposing—you are saving at the spigot and letting out at the 
bung—you are making clean the outside of the cup and plat
ter, but within, are leaving all full of dead men’s bones and 
uncleanness—you are straining at a gnat and swallowing a 
camel!

No, Mr. Comstock, we are better than you! It is you who 
are fighting for licentiousness, and we who are fighting 
against it! You are trying to suppress purity, and enforce 
and compel lechery!

Hear, O heaven, give ear, O earth, and let not this im
measurable blasphemy escape you: It is Anthony Com
stock, Henry Ward Beecher, the Young Men’s Christian As
sociation, Christianity and the Government, absolutely pre

venting and punishing chastity and virtue, with fines and 
imprisonments; and enjoining and rewarding vice and 
crime, in the name of God!

Comstock! are all the thousands of readers of the 
Weekly^ obscene ? Literal millions have read the “ Beecher- 
Tilton-Scandal”—are they all obscene? What right have 
you to come between all these and their reading, to say they 
shall not read, shall not have a paper to read ? What right 
have you to play petty and almighty tyrant thus—you against 
perfect millions of your equals, nay, your betters ? Mis
creant, but you must make it good, that “ fools rush in where 
angels fear to tread!”

But if all these are not obscene, then the unspeakable 
lecheries of marriage and prostitution are—these debaucheries 
that, as the fruit of our present system, everywhere exist 
but may not be exposed, are obscene—your very attempt to 
suppress exposure, proclaims them so—you have something 
so filthy, the vail may not be lifted to see it!

And then it is you who are obscene, and we that are not; 
and with a stolen ham under one arm, and a filched suit of 
clothes under the other, you are running for life, crying at 
the top of your voice, stop thief! stop thief I

I dismiss you to your infamy! Erostratus burned down, 
the Temple of Diana at Ephesus, to immortalize himself; 
but you become this buzzard, this scaveuger, this purveyor 
of obscenity, this catspaw of everything filthy and vile, as 
the one transcendent goal of your ambition! In this you 
seek your immortality—and find it! What you have done 
will be remembered, and cursed, and loathed, to all genera
tions ; and even after the race grows beyond loathing and 
cursing you, because you were so low and bestial you had to 
do all, still it will remember what seemed man but was ghoul, 
forever!

And the parallel is perfect. The Temple of Diana was one 
of the Seven Wonders of the World, and therefore its very 
destruction must commemorate him who effected it: so, 
Yictoria C. Woodhull is and is to be a greater wonder yet, 
and your name gains notoriety as being connected with hers. 
She can say, “I belong to the World, and to Time: who 
touches me, touches both, and his memory must meet the 
touching”—and yours will! Even, it will yet be seen that 
you are a great part of her immortality, but immortality to 
her will be infamy to you!

Joseph Treat, M. D.
New York, June 21, 1873.
P. S.—Now, Comstock, you see the difference between sup

pressing things (or the various advertisement of such things) 
sent through the mails for lascivious uses—precisely what the 
act of Congress meant, as Judge Blatchford showed—and sup
pressing a newspaper devoted to moral criticism, as you have 
been trying to do. Hereafter, stick to your business.

J. T.
June 28,1873.

BOOK NOTICE.
The Hereafter : A Scientific, Phenomenal and Biblical 

Demonstration of a Future Life. By D. W. Hull. Bos
ton : Wm. White & Co.; pp. 156.

Those who are acquainted with Mr. Hull’s trenchant style 
of writing and speaking need not that we should say 
anything of the merits of this book. No words are wasted 
on the subject, and every sentence contains an argument 
almost complete within itself. The first chapter is an argu
ment from the development theory. Commencing with the 
lowest forms of life, the author carries his readers through 
all the successive stages until he reaches a spiritual life. He 
then takes the occult forces of Nature, and proceeds from 
them to bring a demonstration of a spiritual existence. The 
chapter on “Phenomenal Evidences” is replete with a cul
mination of the best test cases of spirit existences extant, 
such as the author has frequently used in discussions, and 
which he claims have never been explained upon any other 
hypothesis than spirit intercourse. His two chapters of evi
dences from the Bible, while ignoring its canonical author
ity, shows that the early Christians believed in a future life 
in consequence of the phenomenal evidence of the appari
tion of Jesus and others. In this argument the author 
claims that Jesus had no other than a spiritual resurrection 
and was only seen by clairvoyants. He cites numerous pas
sages in suport of this view. The book is adapted to the 
wants of the various phases of materialism.

RAILROADS AND THE I. W. A.
One important item in the International programme is that 

government should take possession of means of transporta
tion, particularly railroads. The movement is already ini
tiated in somewhat unexpected quarters. In a State so large
ly governed by a railroad monopoly as New Jersey, a propo
sition was recently under consideration by a Committee of 
the House of Assembly to take possession of the Bergen 
tunnel, with a view to affording equitable accommodations 
to all railroads along it, instead of allowing it to be con
trolled by certain lines; to their undue advantage. The 
Railroad and Warehouse Commission of the State of Illinois 
in view of the enormous fluctuations on freight in 1869-70 
favors the control of all our railroads by the National Gov
ernment. And why should the government not control rail
roads in the interest of the people, as well as letters or tele
graphs1? Corruption in the government most effectively re
moved by bringing its effects directly home to individuals, 
for the reason there is comparatively little in the Post-Office 
Department—probably not more than would be in any pri
vate Company transacting the same amount of business.

Thus we are marching on to the principles of universal co
operation and universal fraternity, and business interests 
are working in combination with far-seeing philanthropy. If 
free thinkers would become active, practical workers, no 
amount of penny trumpets in press or Congress can long con
tinue to bolster up an effete political system, which, by the 
admission of its own advocates, can only be sustained by 
holding out the offices at its disposal as baits to partisan ad
venturers. The efficiency of a government controlling cor
respondence and transportation would be so constantly and
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vigilantly, because,'pefsonally, tested by all classes, that it 
could not afford to be otherwise than economical and effici
ent. Those, for instance, who could not or would not make 
a railroad system both cheap and self-supporting, must soon 
give place to those who could and would. A. C.

OUR AGE.
jy weekly journal, devoted to the interests of Spiritualism 

in the broad sense of that term ;• does not admit that there 
are side issues.

Can there be sides to a perfect circle, or a perfect sphei’e? 
A religion which will meet the wants of humanity must be 
both.

Free press, free speech and has no love to sell.
Repudiates enormous advertising rates and will be uniform 

therein. Those who can pay for only one or two insertions 
shall have them at the same rate as those who can afford to 
advertise yearly, and should we be prospered till the sub
crip tion list reaches 59 or 100,009 names, we shall make no 
change in charge per line, but shall use agate type instead of 
nonp areil, thus giving more lines to the inch. All advertise
ments measured by the space occupied, 10 lines to the-inch, 
nonpareil type being the standard till further announcement.

Tisrms.—Ten cents per line for first insertion; six cents a 
line for all subsequent insertions.

Terms of Subscription.—12.50 per year.
Published by

Lois Waisbrooker, Editor and Proprietor.
Office: 68 Cherry street, Battle Creek, Mich. 

All letters or communications intended for “ Todd’s De
partment” should be addressed to Charlotte, Mich.; i,all 
others to the Editor at Battle Creek, Mich.

Oar Age will be sent to subscribers no longer than pre-paid, 
and those intending to renew will please do so in time to 
prevent their names being dropped from the list. Let money 
be sent bv post-office order, if possible, or by check, or reg
istered letter.

SPIRITUALISTS’ GRAND UNION EXCURSION. 
From Philadelphia to Atlantic City, Wednesday Morning, 

6 A. M., August 27, 1873. Tickets for the Bound Trip 
—Adults, $1.50; Children 12 Years and Under, 75 Cents.

Mrs. Woodhull:
Dear Friend—We most cordially extend to you an invita

tion to join us in our Grand Union Excursion. We say 
“ Union, ” as we hereby extend an invitation to all Spiritual
ists and friends, not only of Philadelphia, but of Camden 
Vineland and other parts of New Jersey; also of Wilming
ton, Del., and from all parts of Pennsylvania. And we would 
be most happy to see a good delegation from New York, with 
yourself as the leader. We shall have a suitable hall at At
lantic City for that day, as headquarters and for speaking. 
We intend making this the grandest excursion the Spiritual
ists have ever had; and we most earnestly ask the friends of 
the cause to lend us a helping hand in disposing of the tick 
efcs, and aiding us in every way to make it a success, that we 
may show to the world that we are strong in numbers as 
well as in spirit. Eor any further information, call on or 
address either of the managers. As this excursion is for the 
benefit of our society, the friends are requested to buy tick
ets on that morning from none but Dr. J. H. Rhodes, who 
will be at Second and Vine streets from 5 to 6 o’clock. 

Tickets for sale and distribution by the managers.
H. T. Childs, M. D., 634 Race street.
J. H. Rhodes, M. D., 918 Spring Garden.

A SUGGESTION.
As we never have accomplished anything for want of 

time, at our annual National Conventions of Spiritualists, 
I propose that all coming to the next one be prepared to 
spend a week; and that early the first day we make ar 
rangements in the Convention to chat end. lYhat says 
every one to that? D. W. Hull.

The New Jersey State Association of Spiritualists and 
Friends of Progress will hold tneir third quarterly conven
tion for 1873 in Vineland, N. J., Friday, Saturday and Sun
day, August 8, 9 and 10. Singers and music for the meetings. 
Among the talented speakers to be present are: P. P. Good, 
of Plainfield, N. J.; Mrs. H. T. Stearns, missionary; J. M. 
and Carrie Spear, missionaries; Mrs. Augusta Cooper Bristol, 
Vineland; Anthony Higgins, Jersey City; Grover C. Stew
art, Newark; Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull, N. Y. City; Col. 
J. H. Blood, N. Y. City; Dr. H. T. Child, Philadelphia, and 
Dr. S. Marshall, Wilmington, Del. August 8, the twelfth 
anniversary of Vineland. Evening programme, 7 to 8 o’clock, 
music by the Vineland cornet band (J. C. Barrett, leader). 
Eight o’clock order.—Music, Read’s quadrille band (John 
Read, leader); song, Miss Zilpha Hazlet, or quartette; music, 
band; recit ation, Miss Eliza Jennings; music, song or band. 
Address by Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull. Music; prepare for 
dancing programme. Excursions.—From New York, by 
N. J. Southern Railroad, take boat, pier 28, at 9:30 A. M., to 
Bandy Hook, thence by Vineland car, no change, arriving at 
Vineland at 3:20 p. m. Fare $3.25 for the round trip. Tickets 
will be for sale at New York, Bricksburg and Winslow 
Junction. From Philadelphia, by Camden and Atlantic Rail
road, leave Vine street wharf at 8 A. m., to Winslow Junction, 
change cars to N. J. Southern Railroad, arrive at Vineland 
at 10:20. Fare for round trip from Philadelphia to Winslow 
Junction, 90c.; Junction to Vineland, 60c.; thus Philadelphia 
to Vineland, $1.50. Tickets good on both railroads from 
August 7 to 13; children half fare. Excursion to Cape May 
with K. of P., Monday, August 11. Fare $1.50; children 75c. 
Lsook out for a good time coming. We trust the’‘Vineland 
Policy ” will enable us to furnish pleasant homes for the 
vvisitorj.

D. J, S'fJNSBERV, Sec.,1 Newark.
U K, CqonliWj

MARY BOWLES’ LETTER.
New Yokk, Nov. 23, 1871. 

Mrs. Yictoria 0. Woodhull:

Honored Lady: Will you, too, shrink from me and 
from reading this letter when I tell you that I belong 
to a class from which society withdraws all sympathy ? 
Perhaps not when I tell you that the brave words 
which you uttered at Steinway Hall the other night have 
touched the hearts of thousands of degraded women 
with a thrill of joy and hope, and that that speech is the 
cause of my addressing you.

I was reared in more than ordinary comfort, if not 
luxury, and was not, as you may recognize, left wholly 
uneducated. But at twenty years of age, by a train of 
circumstances not greatly different from such as have 
been the fate of thousands of other unfortunate women 

•an uncongenial marriage, an abandonment, inexpe
rience, desperation, total want of comprehension and 
sympathy by my own family—by my own folly, if you 
wiH—I found myself the inmate of a house of ill repute 
in this city. I will not trouble you with the details of a 
history which had no more than the ordinary excuses 
for similar results. There were, however, subsequently 
certain peculiarities in my case. I conceiveed an intense 
indignation, amounting almost to hatred, for society 
which had condemned and excluded me, and for men 
especially, in their mean and hateful treatment of women 
of our class—intimate with and caressing us in private, 
and coolly passing us by without recognition before the 
world. At the same time there grew up an infinite sis
terly tenderness in my heart for the unfortunate women 
themselves, among whom X found affection and many 
virtues in return. I had, however, at the same time, a 
natural tact for concealing my soul’s feelings, and was 
popular with both sexes,

* *****

I discovered in myself a shrewd business capacity, 
and after a few years of acquaintance with the world I 
found myself the successful mistress of a house of the 
kind of what I had been an inmate before. If I were to 
mention the name by which I have gone during the 
eleven or twelve years past in New Yo rk, most of the 
male population of the city would recognize it, but the 
name I sign is neither my real name nor the business 
name by which I am known. If you should 
wish, after what I have to say, to communicate with me, 
the messenger who takes this will bring your letter, or, 
if you should condescend to an interview, I will meet 
you when and whei’e you may indicate.

******
I hardly know what originally prompted me to the 

idea, hut from the time that I opened my house—and I 
have always kept what is known as a first-class house— 
I have kept a sort of diary or record of the men who 
have visited it. I had no distinct thought of ever using 
the information against them, but it gave me, somehow, 
a power over them, which was a happiness to me. I 
finally procured a large ledger, and subsequently a tecend 
book of this kind, which is now also nearly full, and en
tered in a business way the names and residences and 
some of the incidents of each visit of all the visitors at 
my establishment. I found, of course, that they de
ceived me, and I went so far as to keep a man engaged 
in tracking them to their homes, offices or hotels, and 
ascertaining who they were. This was my amusement, 
with a feeling also that it might be of some use, which 
I did not understand.

My business has been successful, but I am tired of it 
I am arranging to break it up and go in a few days 
traveling, perhaps to Europe. What occurred to me was 
this. If you, in the prosecution of your blessed mission 
as a social reformer, have any need to see more behind 
the scenes and to understand the Real state of New 
York society better, I will give youlaccess to my two 
big books, or would even leave them with you in my 
absence. You will find in them the names of all classes 
—from doctors of divinity to counter-jumpers and run
ners for mercantile houses. Make what use of them 
you please. I do not know that they will ever be of 
any use to me. I should be glad if they could be used 
in some way to bring the two sexes to the same level. 
I do not wish them to pass out of my hands, however, 
till I am perfectly free and ready to leave.
DIn conclusion, let me say that your lecture has 
awakened a soul in me which I thought was dead. If 
your views could prevail, virtue and happiness could be

again mine. God bless you for your' honest effort for 
women, though it should fail. Till now I had no hope 
but in the grave ; now I have some.

With love and admiration, ^
Mary Bowles.

.TENNIE C. CLAELIN’S REPLY.
44 Broad Street, Ncw York, Nov. 25, 18 71. 

Mrs. Mary Bowles : v
My Dear Sister: My sister Yictoria is at the W est 

on a lecturing tour, and it falls to me to answer her let
ters. I answer none with more pleasure than yours.^ I • 
am proud of the opportunity to call you, also, sister, as 
I do every one of the daughters of our common Rather 
in Heaven. Perhaps I, even more than my’ sister 
Yictoria, am interested, as a specialty/ in a social ques
tion. She has taken on herself more fully the''political 
career. There is a tradition, in our family that, \ when I 
was a very little child, the spirits announced that Jesus 
Christ was born to save the world, and that I was born 
to convince the world. You may not perhaps Anowj 
that my precocious'’clairvoyant and prophetic,' power 
gave me a wide popularity as an infant 'prodigy. !^My 
mother has always treasured that saying in her ’heart; 
and believes that I was born to accomplish some 'wonder
ful mission, and has been ready to fight ^everything and 
everybody which threatened to divert me from, what she 
conceived it to he. To me it has never seemed as' ’any-' 
thing, until of late it has begun to come often into my| 
mind that perhaps I may be called to say or do something 
which will shame the world out oL its cruelty"'to unfor-

. • '-•y-'x „ l|tunate women, and prove to so-called Christians^ that 
is abetter way to treat the. frail'and erring!there is a better V ‘ y y*"' v "b V I

than to cut them off from all hope) and thrust /hem 
into outer darkness. For my own^part^Ij .'don’t see 
or feel the difference between1, them/and other# A-.-' V 'i
people which the saints of society—and such saints, the 
very men who debauch them, and the wives and sisters; 
of these men—pretend to discover.^ At any ‘rate?I live 
on Murray Hill, quite among the respectables,5 .and am| 
visited continually by all classes, from the family|of^the 
President, and from clergymen and their. wives and^the 
presidents of colleges down to the most humble^ and I 
shall be happy to receive you at my home' at anytime,1 
alone, with others of your class ;« and shall be.j as ready, 
and willing to accompany you on the street or to. dine 
with you at the restaurant as if you were, in all respects, 
the first ladies in the land. It is enough for me that you 
are human beings, and such as Christ loved am/ asso
ciated with. If you are not doing as well as you might 
under all your conditions, I hope to love you intdffoing 
better, and I hope, in turn, that you will love and develop 
me into all the good, which; 'your|peculiarlexperi-1 
ences have brought and which mine have not; ^Ldo not 
claim to he any better than you, but'let As mutually 
help each other.’ t

I confess to something of the same” feeling'which'you 
express as respects men and their/bitter) injustice to 
women, and I am deeply in earnest on this' subject.f/l 
mean and demand and will have the complete emancipa
tion of my sex. It is not that I desire', that' women 
should be vicious. God forbid ! j .But I curse and de
nounce a virtue which is forced on women as slaves, by 
men who are themselves confessedly steeped in the 
same vice, and who have secured impunity even from 
women in their vices. I have to associate every day 
with male prostitutes, in my business, in the family, 
everywhere; and if I then condemn and despise and 
avoid women of equally bad character, am I not glar
ingly false and traitorous to the dignity and equality 
of my own sex, and a participant in the injustice and 
outrage which men would and do heap upon us?

Men, it is said, cannot he ostracised from s ociety by 
women, and that is true; but we can accept all of onr 
own sex on tbe same terms as we are compelled to accept 
men, and by this means establish an equality as a basis 
upon which we may begin to improve.

In respect to the hooks you speak of, I do not know 
what use can he made of them, for my sister and my
self have scrupulously adopted the policy of avoiding 
personalities when possible. But the time may come 
when that policy will have to he abandoned, for our 
enemies do not scruple to resort to them in the most 
scandalous manner.

I will arrange through your messenger and otherwise 
on that subject, ( Yery truly your friend, t 

s Tejusie 0,
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JAMIESON’S BOOK!

51 THE CLERGY A SOURCE OP DANGER TO THE 
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

INFAMY.

Fall Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume 
of 331 Pages.

One of the most startling books eyer issued from 
the press. Price, bound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75.

Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan. 

CLUB RATES:

Three Copies, expressage or postage paid, . . $4 50 
Six “ “ “ “ . . • 8 50
Ten “ “ “ “ . . . 12 50

Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.

AGENCIES.

Terms made known on application.

Address all orders to W. P. Jamieson, 139 and 141 
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

WEAP TEE PRESS SAYS:

We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most 
useful and needed work in publishing this book. It 
ought to be read by every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any 
of the allied questions. It is crammed with informa
tion of all kinds bearing on the general issues; and 
every page bums with intense earnestness.—Free Reli
gious Index, Nov. 16, 1872.

A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson 
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the 
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that it 
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do 
their souls permanent good.—Banner of Light, Oct. 12, 
1872.

Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with 
important facts. No more important volume has been 
issued from the press for many years.—Boston Investi
gator, Oct. 2,1872.

THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT ! SIGNIFI
CANT I

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

The Friendship Community
Near Buffalo, Dallas Co., Missouri, has 500 acres of 
good laud, on which its members all live and weak to
gether. combining all their property and labor for then 
mutuai assistance and support. It is .liberal ^d pi o- 

j ti -ra a I gressive, and allows equal rights to all its members,

Marvin & Co.’s are the Best. b“1”“
I Thx Communist, its monthly paper, will be sent free 
to all desiring further information. Address Alcan- 
dek Longlet, as above.

265 BROADWAY.

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,1
AND

Holt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic.
MILFORD, N. H.

rpHE NEW YORK LIBERAL CLUB

Meets every Friday evening at 8 o’clock,

For the discussion of scientific and other interesting 
. subjects.

Good speaking and entertaining discussions may 
always he expected.

Closed. Open.
THE CRUSADE FAMILY SHIP,

A New Incomparable

CLOTHES DRYER,
CLOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LINES, FRDffT 

DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.

PROTOZONTE.

THE FINEST AND MOST EEli- | 
FECT BE AIN AND NEEVE 

INVIGOEANT IN THE 
WOULD.

Physicians and others will find it wholly unequaled 
in all cases of illness arising from excessive or per- 1 
verted sexism, even when insanity and chronic unrest 
have resulted. The female illnesses, springing from had 1 
magnetism, inducing amative horror and disgust, brain 
disturbance and exhaustion, vital depletion and sui
cidal thought, all yield to PROTOZONE, while barren
ness, sterility and brain softening are at once relieved.

There is but one place where it is made, viz.,

Protozone Laboratory,
17 CAMPBELL BLOCK,

TOLEDO, O.,
and but one agency in America, viz.,

MRS. SARAH P. THOMPSON,
1 Phillips Court, Boston, Mass.

Price (single pound flasks) - ■ $5.00
DISCOUNT BY DOZENS OR GROSS. ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

WM. DIBBLEE, 

LADIES’ HATH DRESSER,
854 BROADWAY,

Has removed from his Store to the 

FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in all 
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER 
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference m 
his rent.

CHATELAINE BRAIDS.

LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.

and everything appertaining to the business will he 
kept on hand and made to order.

DIBBLE \A.YIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for 
soothing anu the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting 
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.

Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 p. m.

Also, his celebrated

HARABA ZEIN,
i or FLESH BEAUTEFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No 
lady should ever he without it. Can be obtamed only 

I at
WM. DIBBLEE’S, I

854 Broadway, Up-stairs.

WILLIAM H. SEWAED’S 
TRAVELS.

The undersigned respectfully announce that they 
have now ready the order-book containing specimen- 
pages of the paper, printing, illustrations, engravings 
and styles of binding of

GJOV. @]eJWAJRT3sS

Wonderful Journey Around 
the World.

This deeply interesting work was completed a few 
days before the distinguished traveler’s death, and the 
publishers will spare no pains to make it the most 
elegantly gotten-up book of travel ever published, the 
engravings alone costing about $15,000.

It is sold only by subscription, and a duly-authorized 
agent will call for the purpose of giving all an oppor
tunity to subscribe.
NO COPIES WILD BE SOLD PROM OUR STORE AT ANY 

PRICE.

Nearly 300 engravings.

D. APPLETON & CO.,
Publishers,

519 & 551 BEOADWAY,
NEW YORK.

A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.

It is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out, 
stands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and 
closes like an umbrella; with racks made of lath 
added is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens, 
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of 
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the
Patentee and Manufacturer, _
r W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE,

Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y.
P g —Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for 

the article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as 
above, inclosing stamp.

B

KNABE & CO.’S PIANOS.
(established 1833, Baltimore, md.)

18,000 of these Celebrated Instruments are now in use 
this country and Europe, hey have been awarded 
85 Gold and SUver Medals. Every Instrument fully 
warranted for five years.

WAREROOMS:
650 Broadway, N. Y., and 69 Washington Street, 

Chicago, 111.
J. BAUER & CO.,

GENERAL AGENS.
Pianos to rent; sold on installments; and old ones 

taken in exchange. Illustrated atalogues sent on ap
plication.

Clothes Dryer. Fruit Dryer. Christmas Tree.

De. E. WOODRUFF,

Botanic Physician.
OFFICE AT HIS

ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
38 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRAND 

RAPIDS, Mich.,
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute, 

Chronic and Private Diseases have been,, successfully 
treated strictly on Botanic principles.

NO POISON USED.
P. O. Drawer, 2,391. Counsel at office Free

dr. ammi brown, 
Dentist,

jRemoyed to 20 East Twenty-fourth Street,

Near Madison Square.

Piles HASLAM’S PILE REMEDIES—THE 
most practical and reliable informa
tion in regard to the prevention and 

-------------------- cure 0f files is to be found in HAS
LAM’S TREATISE, just published. K willpay yon 
to get a copy, whether you use our re®®^Srf)fa?iw 
May be obtained, free, by addressing Fbed. Haslam 
& Go., 37 Park Row, Mew York.

FIRST MORTGAGE 3 PER CENT. BONDS 
OF THE

MILWAUKEE AND KORTERH 
RAILWAY.

Coupon and registered; Interest June and December. 
DENOMINATIONS, 1,000s AND 500s.

We offer these Bonds for sale at 90 and accrued in
terest, believing them to he a secure as well as apro’fit- 
able investment. Full particulars furnished on appli
cation.

YERMILYE & CO.,
Nos. 16 and 18 Nassau Street.

GREENLEAF, NORRIS & CO.,
No. 66 Exchange Place.

THE HEW MOLA!
| Kate Corson’s Discovery!

THE laws and principles op 
[ MAGNETISM, CLAIRVOYANCE & MEDIUMISM.

This is unquestionably the most important mono- 
o-raph on Mediumship ever yet published in 

any country on the globe.
How to obtain the Phenomenon in all its phases—

I Conglomerate Mediumship.—New and Startling Doc
trine of Mixed Identities.—A handbook of White 
Magic.—Explicit forms for all phases of Cabalistic In- 

] cantatory and Thaumathurgic Scienee and Practice.

Miss K. V. Corson, Editress and Publisher, Toledo, 0.

It is requested that subscriptions for this extraordi
nary Treatise he in Clubs to one address, rather 

than by single copies, to save time and 
trouble in mailing, as they 

COST BUT FIFTY CENTS EACH.

Synopsis:
White Magic an actual fact.—Identification of the 

returning dead.—Conditions essential to their reap
pearance. Essentials of Mediumship and Clairvoy 
anee.—Blonde and Brunette Media.—Curious reasons. 
A vast discovery of inestimable importance.—Con
glomerate Circles.—The Yu-Yang.—Psychic Force.— 
Medial-Aura—Spanning the Gulf of Eternity!—A 
Spirit.—Electric People.—To get the Phenomena, when 
alone.—Odyllic Insulation.—To form a Splendid Cir
cle.—Double Circles and new arrangement of the sit
ters.—Materialization of Spirits, and how to bring it 
about 1—The Phantom hand of Toledo.—The Spmt- 
room.—Machinery essential to Physical Manifesta
tions!—An Astounding Idea: Atrilism!—Mergement 
of Identities.—A dead one walks, talks, eats, drinks 
and does what it chooses while occupying another s 
body, while the latter’s soul is quiescent, and con
sciousness and identity wholly lost! a most momen
tous problem, of enormous importance to every Phy
sician, Judge, Juror, Minister, Spiritualist, husband, 
wife, in short to every human being, it is the most 

1 astounding thought yet evolved since Spmtualisiu be
came a fixed fact, as it accounts for much heretofore 
wholly unaccountable.

Part II.—How to Mesmerize.—Clairvoyance—Psy- 
chometry, their laws and differences.—The Eastern 
Mystery of obtaining Seership.—The Mystical Mirror, 
in a drop of common ink.—To reach Clairvoyance.— 
The Breath-Power.—An Arab Secret.—Magnetic Spells 
—“ Voodooism ” Black Magic.—Second Youth and 
how to gain it.

Single Copies, 60 cents.

llMitifil W«Ma<
* •—

All women know that it is beauty, rather than 
genius, which all generations of men have worship* 
ped in the sex. Can it be wondered at, then, that 
bo much of woman’s time and attention should ha 
directed to the means of developing and preserving 
that beauty? Women know too, that when men 
speak of the intellect of women, they speak critic
ally, tamely, eooly; but when they come to speak of 
the charms of a beautiful woman, both their language 
and their eyes kindle with an enthusiasm which 
shows them to be profoundly, if not, indeed, ridicu
lously in earnest. It is part of the natural sagacity 
of women to perceive all this, and therefore employ 
every allowable art to become the goddess of that 
adoration. Preach to the contrary<- as we may 
against the arts employed by women for enhancing 
their beauty, there still stands the eternal fact, that 
the world does not prefer the society of an ugly 
woman of genius to that of a beauty of less intellect
ual acquirements.

The world has yet allowed no higher mission to 
woman than to he beautiful, and it would seem that 
the ladies of the present age are carrying this idea 
of the world to greater extremes than ever, for all 
women now to whom nature has denied the talis- 
manic power of beauty, supply the deficiency by 
the use of a most delightful toilet article known as 
the “Bloom of Youth,” which has lately been in* j 
troduced into this country by George W. Laird.- 
A delicate beautifier which smoothes out all in. 
dentations, furrows, scars, removing tan, freckles 
and discolorations, and imparts beauty, clearness, 
and softness to the skin, giving the cheeks the 
appearance of youth and beauty. With the assist
ance of this new American trick of a lady’s toilet, 
female beauty is destined to play a larger part ia 
the admiration of men, and the ambition of women, 
thaa all the arts employed since her creation.

To the Liberalists of the 
West.

I leave New England September 22, for California,
| via U. & C. P. R. R. Shall he able to stop a fe.w even- 
j ings and two Sundays on the way.

Societies on or near the route desiring my services 
j will please communicate at once.

Address C. Fannie Allyn, box 209, Stonehatn, Mass. 
Californians wishing lectures may address me at San 

[ Jose, Cal.

MRS. C. A. DELAFOLIE,
607 Hudson Street, New York, _

Medical and Business Clairvoyant.
fiwnwmrYL rnTmtia i 'w vr___ _ | Well known for her correct diagnosis of disease andYoEK.lwM.tlouoIto«r.

TITUS <& JORDAN,

Attorneys & Counsellors,

19 Nassau Street,

Ladies, beware of Dangerous and Worth* 
less Imitations of George W. Laird’s 
teBloom of Youth,”

The Genuine renders the Complexion 
Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful; the Skin 
Soft and Smooth. This delightful Toilet Prepara
tion is used throughout the world. Thousands 
of testimonials have been sent to the proprietor, 
indorsing and recommending the use of this purely 
harmless Toilet preparation. A dangerous Counter
feit of this article was in circulation; had it not 
been stopped, it was calculated to damage the well- 
known reputation of the Genuine Preparation.

Be Particular to ask for the Genuine. It has tha 
name Gr. W. LAIRD stamped in glass on tha 
back of each bottle.

Ladies who are careful to obtain the genuine 
“Bloom of Youth,” wiU certainly he pleased with 
ffee effect produced by it,

One Of the most eminent Physicians of New-York 
City,

Dr. LOtTIS A. SAYRE,
After earefuUy examining the analysis of tha 
genuine Laird’s “Bloom op Youth,” pronounced 
the preparation harmless, and free from any ingre* 
(Rent injurious to health.

5, (fim-TorU UzrM, 4-fU K
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FLOWERS AND RUSTIC WORK.

Flowers are one of the few things in life that bring 
ns unmixed pleasure. They are the most innocent 
tribute of courtesy or affection, as acceptable in the 
day of feasting as in the house of mourning. Florists 
are thus in a sense public benefactors, Hodgson, at 
Ho. 403 Fifth avenue, from among the palaces takes 
us away to the sights and odors of the country with 
his rustic work, his gnarled boughs, and curiously 
crooked seats, his fragrant flowers and beautifully as
sorted bouquets.

Of all the ornaments now devised for beautifying 
gentlemen’s grounds, there are none that can surpass 
rustic work, either in grandeur, beauty, utility or dura
bility. It may be introduced almost anywhere if the
surroundings are in the least rural i in many cases it 
can be placed where nothing else could be, oftentimes 
converting an eyesore into a place of great beauty, and 
yet ornamental and useful. As it is, there are few that 
have either the taste or good judgment for the judi
cious arrangement of the materials out of which the 
best rustic is made. To make or design rustic objects, 
the maker or designer must exercise good judgment as 
to the best place for his object—whether it is a house, 
bridge, vase, basket or any of the many objects that 
may be formed of rustic work—for if the object is in 
a bad position, be the object ever so good, it loses half 
the effect, or even becomes an eyesor e. There must be 
something rural in the locality, som ething in tone with 
the object. Perfect taste is required for the form of 
any object, although in any thing i ustic the form will 
be much modified; yet there must be an original de
sign to give meaning and grace to the object. In all 
cases, unless working with straight material, nature 
must be followed as nearly as possible, avoiding right 
angles or anything that looks formal; every piece 
should look as if joined by natu re. This not only gives 
beauty but stability to the work. To all this must be 
combined the skill of the bui der, to give strength, 
finish and neatness to the whole work. Many people 
think that as a matter of course carpenters can build 
rustic, but there are few if any that can give tha 
natural rusticity so necessary to it. It is a trade by 
itself, and requires men with a natural taste and in 
ventive genius. Some men work at it for years and 
cannot do it creditably.

There is nothing that may not be made in rustic 
work, from a dwelling-houst to a cage, a biidge to a 
Card basket. Many of the vai-es are filled with plants 
and look very handsome, wiih ivy half hiding the 
woodwork, and fine floweringpli-nts capping the whole 
and making it a thing complete in itself. There are 
also many fine baskets filled. Certainly nothing could 
be more ornamental or better in a window than one of 
these. But these things, to be appreciated, must be 
seen; for large constructions we would advise any one 
tejvisit the grounds of Mr. Hoey, at Long Branch, or- 
Peter B. King, Esq., on Me Palisades overlooking the 
Hudson, or General Ward’s estate.

FOR USE IN FAMILIES,

THE FAMOUS

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE 

Table Sauce,

THE BEST EEBISH

; Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.

Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer

A FEARLESS EXPOSITION OF THE 
SOCIAL DISEASE!

The

PROHIBITED LECTURE
OH

Woodhull and Beecher,
ANALYZING

FREE-LO ATE!
By SIMON M. LANDIS, M.D., D.D.

SYNOPSIS OS1 LECTUUi..
i. Introduction, 2. Analyzing Free-Loye. 3. Social 

Love. 4. What will create Thinking Brain. 5. What 
brutifies mankind. 6. “Free-Love.” 7. Free Lust 
Teachings and Practices. 8, Yictoria 0. Woodhull’s 
Doctrines, 9, Summing up the Woodhull Doctrine. 
10. Henry Ward Beecher’s Doctrines. 11. Beecher a 
sly fellow. 12. Beecher’s Teachings productive of 
Lust. 13. Beecher’s private acts. 14. Beecher feeds 
his people on flowers, hut denies them the necessaries 
of life. 15. Whoredom or Murder. 16. Beecher’s 
doctrines erucify Christ. TL Recapitulation.

This is the Lecture that was advertised to he deliv
ered at the Assembly Kitildings, Philadelphia, Sunday, 
April 13, 1873, but Mayor Stokley, threatened to arrest 
Dr. Landis should he deliver it.
Published by “ The Indignation Lb ague.” Price 15c.

Sold by Agents and Newsdealers.
Address Dr. S. M. LANDIS, No. 13 N. Eleventh st., 

above the Bingham House, Philadelphia, where he 
e»re» all diseases of the sexes without drugs.

Sanguis Invigorator.
THE BEST

DENTIFRICE IN THE WORLD
for Cleansing and Preserving the TEETH and for 

healing Diseased Gums.
Sold at CHAS. N. CRITTENTON’S,

No. 7, Sixth avenue, New York.
By inclosing 50 cents and two 3-cent stamps, the 

DENTIFRICE will he forwarded to any address within 
one week from its reception at the Post-ofiice.

All letters must he addressed to
Dr. L. P. WIN THU OIL

POUGHKEEPSIE:. N. Y.

AMERICAN CONGRESS SOCIAL 
SCIENCE.

A LARGE PAMPHLET CONTAINING
THE

Proceedings of Cleveland 
Convention.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents. Address,
J. W. EVARTS, 

Centralia, 111.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD— 
UNITED RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY 

DIVISION, Foot of Deshrosses street and foot of 
Cortlandt street.
Change of hour. Commencing Sunday, Oct. 27,1872.

For West Philadelphia, 8 and 9:30 a. m., 12:30. 4, 5, 
*6, *8:30 p. M., 12 Night.

For Philadelphia via Camden, 7 a. m., 2 p. m.

THROUGH TRAINS.

9:00 a. m., Great Southern Morning Express, for 
Baltimore and Washington; for the West, via West 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and for the South, via Balti
more, and via Washington, with Drawing Room Car 
attached.

9:30 a. m., Western Express for West Philadelphia, 
Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, 
through from New York to Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, 
and Chicago, Columbus, Cincinnati and Louisville, 
and with Parlor Cars from New York to Pittsburg.

1:00 p. m., Express for Baltimore and Washington, 
and for the West, via Baltimore, with Drawing Room 
Car attached.

*5:00 p. m., Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Car, through 
from New York to Pittsburg, Indianapolis, Louis
ville and St. Louis, to Columbus, Cincinnati and 
Chicago.

*7:00 p. m., Daily Western Express, for Pittsburg 
and the West, with Pullman’s Palace Cars, for Pitts
burg, Cinncinnati and Indianapolis.

*8:30 p. m., Daily Western Express, for West Phil
adelphia, Pittsburg and the West, with Pullman’s 
Palace Cars, through without change, to Pittsburg, 
Crestline, Fort Wayne and Chicago.

9:00 p. m., Daily Great Southern Evening Express 
for Baltimore and Washington, with Reclining Chair 
Cars, and with Pullman Palace Cars through from 
New York to Washington.

Tickets for sale at Ticket Offices, foot of Deshrosses 
and Cortlandt streets, and in Depot, Jersey City; 
and at New York Transfer Co.’s offices (Dodd’s Ex
press), No. 944 Broadway, New York, and No. 1 Court 
street, Brooklyn. Passengers, by leaving suitable 
notices at these offices, can have their baggage called 
for at residence or hotel, and carried through to des
tination.

Tickets for seats in reclining chair cars and com
partment cars for sale at the Deshrosses street office 

A. J. CASSATT, F. W. JACKSON,
Gen’l Manager. GenT Supt.

* Daily.

'VTEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUD-
L ’ SON RIVER RAILROAD.—Commencing Mon
day, June 23,1873. Through Trains will leave Grand 
Central Depot—

8:00 a. st., Chicago and Montreal Express, with 
drawing-room cars through to Rochester and St. Al
bans.

9:00 a. st., Saratoga Special Express.
10:00 A, si., Special Chicago Express, with drawing

room cars to Rochester, Buffalo, &c.
10:45 a. st., Northern and Western Express,
3:40 p. M,, Special Express for Albany, Troy and 

Saratoga, commencing Saturday, 21st inst.
4:00 p. m., MoHtreal Express, with sleeping cars from 

New York to St. Albans,
7:00 p. m., Express, Daily, with sleeping cars for 

Watertown and Canandaigua.
8:30 p. m., Pacific Express, Daily, with sleeping cars 

from Rochester, Buffalo and Niagara Falls; also for 
Chicago, via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads.

11:00 p. M,, Express, with sleeping cars for Troy and 
Albany.

2:00 p. m., Httdson train.
7:00 a. m., and 5:30 p. m., Poughkeepsie trains.
9:10 a. m., 4:15, 6:2 ) and 7!45 p. m., Peekskill trains.
5:00 p. m., Sing Sing train.
Tarrytown trains from 30th Street Depot, stopping 

at all Stations, leave at 6:45, 8:25 and 10:20 A. M., 1:00, 
3:00, 4:00, 4:40, 5:15, 6:30, 8:00 and 11:30 p. m.

Sunday Way Trains—For Tarrytown, from 30th 
street, at 8:25 A. m., and 1:00 p. m.
For Poughkeepsie, from 4th avenue and 42d street 

Station, 9:10 a. m.
C. H. KENDRICK, General Passenger Agent.

JERRY P. THOMAS*
MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY,

1,239 Broadway.
JERRY THOMAS would respectfully inform his 

friends and the public in general that, haying entirely 
renovated and refitted his Museum and Art Gallery, 
and made many important additions thereto, will 
have a

GRAND REOPENING, 
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JULY 9, 1873, 

on which occasion a full hand will discourse enliven^ 
ing strains, and a fine collation will be spread for the 
benefit of his patrons. All free.

THURSDAY, July 10, the establishment will be 
thrown open exclusively for ladies.

HOME
ITORAfP C0MPI|¥,

No. 135 BROADWAY.

Branch Office 586 Sixth Avenue.

Capita^ - $2?500?000 

Assets over 4,000,000

This Company having provided for all its Chicago 
losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a 
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of 
the public to the following certificate of Hon. George 
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has 
been restored to the full amount of Two and One-half 
Millions of Dollars.

CHARLES J. MARTIN, Pres.
J. H. Washburn, Sec.

Insurance Department, Albany, N. Y., ) 
Dec., 27, 1871. f

Having, on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a 
requisition, directing the officers of the Home Insm-- 
ance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One 
Million Five hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency 
then existing in the Capital of said Company, and 
upon due examination made, it appearing that the 
said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in 
cash, I hereby certify that the capital of said Compa
ny has been fully restored to its original amount of 
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand 
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above 
written.

GEORGE W. MILLER,
(L. S.) Superintendent.

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

DINING KOQMS,

23 New St. and 60 Broadway

AND

76 Malden L.ane& I Liberty St.

Mr. Kurtz Invites to his warm and comfortably fur
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the 
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the 
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors, 
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished 
waiters.

WANTED—For a Gentleman, a Fur
nished BEDROOM, in a Spiritual or Progres

sive family. Address, with terms, W. R., care of 
Woodhull & CLaplIN’s Weekly, 48 Broad street.

$50,000
Will he distributed this year, t© the subscribers for the 
AMERICAN WORKING PEOPLE, a large quarto, 
16 page Monthly, costing hut $1 50 per yeait It gives 
a premium to every subscriber, varying from 25 cents 
in value up to $2, $5, $10, $20, $100, $200, and $500 in 
Greenbacks, besides Watches, Sewing Machines, I ar- 
lor Organs and numerous other premiums of value.

Send for Specimen and Circulars to
nAPROTC & C!fh

THE LAW OF MARRIAGE,
AN EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT 

AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION, 

By C. L. James,
Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.’ 

For sale by the author, post paid, for 25c.
Address, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

The Great Discovery!
CATHARTIC MEDICINE MADE PLEASANT 

TO THE TASTE AND DEIGHTFUL 
IN EFFECT.

DR. ORVIS’
Cathartic Compound

Is pleasant to the taste, and will he readily eaten by 
children or adults. It is free from poisonous drugs, 
is purely vegetable, and, unlike other Cathartic Medi
cines, the dose need not to he increased from con 
tinued use. And it positively cures constipation. 
The directions accompanying each package. Read 
the following recommendations:

“ New York, July 8,1871.
“Dr. Orvis: Dear Sir—Please send me, C. O. D.,one 

box such as I had before; and am pleased to say, it 
has acted as a charm with my wife.

“ Yours, TUNIS 11. BLACKWELL.”
(This was one of the worst cases of constipation I 

have ever known.—A. O.)
“ Brooklyn, L. L, Nov. 3,1871.

“ Dear Sir: Since your Cathartic Medicine was made 
known to me, I have used it, and it only, in my family, 
to obviate the evil it is intended to remedy; and I as
sure you I prefer it to all other expedients. Its opera
tion is gentle and wholesome, not enervating the sys
tem, or leaving a tendency to increased difficulty. It 
clears the complexion, relieves oppression and invig
orates the whole physical economy.

“Respectfully, Mrs. R. C- MAITLAND.’
It is extensively used by Dr. Foster, of Clifton 

Springs, and many other eminent Physicians.
SPECIAL AGENTS:

Hudnut, Herald Building, Broadway, New York; D. 
G. Farwell, cor. Amity and Broadway, do.; Macy, cor. 
6th avenue and 14th Street, do.; Robt. S. McCurdy, 494 
Broadway, Albany; J. K. Post & Co., Lane & Paine, 
and Almy, Osbum House, Rochester, N. Y.; S. E. 
Samuels, Columbus, O.; Dixon & Deidrich, Dayton, 
O.; Briggs, Clifton Springs, N. Y.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS GENERALLY
Price 25 cts. per Package.

Address all Orders,
DR. A. ORVIS. Rochester, N. Y.

CANCER.
J. M. COMINS, M. D.,

Gives special attention to the treatment of CANCER, 
of all varieties, and is radically curing large numbers 
of them.

Call or address at

143 E. TWENTY-SIXTH STREET, N. Y,,
From 8 to 9% e. m. ; 4 to 6 p. m. ’

The Road to Power.
SEXUAL SCIENCE.

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL REGENERATION.
A pamphlet of 60 pages, by F. B. Dowd. Priceless 

to wives and mothers, and such as are trying to be 
men. Price 50c. Address E. B. DOWD,

Wellsville, Mo.

DR. H. SLADE,
(CLAIRVOYANT,)

AND

J. SIMMONS,
210 West Forty-Third Street* N. Y.

OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TILL 9 F, M. 

NOT OPEN SATURDAY.

MIDLAND FIRST MORTGAGE
7 Per Cent Gold Bonds,

Issued by the Montclair Railway Co.
—and—

Guaranteed by New York Midland.
The Montclair is the Direct and Short Line op 

the Midland through New Jersey. Its bonds are 
issued on the basis of half cost. They are Guaranteed. 
It is a home road, running Direct prom the City op 
New York, assured of a large business and a fine 
future. This Bond Oppers an Advantage over all
THE OTHER MIDLAND FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS, EN
that, with Equal Security, it is Less in Price.

We commend it to investors. For sale by

Allen, Stephens & Co.,
ZBANTIUEiRS,

No. £7 PINE STREET.


